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THEME AND MEANING: 
The main theme in Summer and Smoke is a conflict 
between spirit and flesh due to the confused and blindly ariven 
lives of Alma and John. Alma is seeking spiritual love and 
John physical and neither one is aware that they are , within 
themselves, capable of both a physical and a spiritual love. 
Alma, more than John, is torn and upset by the physical aware-
ness she has of John. Throughout the play Alma tries to reach 
out to John, but she canrt quite overcome her distaste of the 
physical. Both John and Alma try to bring the other to their 
way of thinking. The death of John's father brings a sense of 
responsability to John and he begins to understand that Alma 
was right in her insistence of the soul in the human body. 
Alma, finally freed of her feelings of guilt about physical 
love comes to John and speaks of her lqve. It is too late; 
John has settled with lif~ on a nore realistic and comfortable 
plane. The ending is ironical in Alma's discovering that she 
is too late in her self-realization and the love she has changed 
~erself for or rather developed herself for no longer wants 
her. Her despair and defeat cause her to drop her spiritual 
quest for love and take up with the first person she sees. The 
girl who has so carefully preserved her idealistic ideas, 
finding it all in vain, no longer cares at all about spiritual 
love or even about what happens to her. Her answer to the 
salesman is ""Why Not? 11 and that will be, I believe, her credo. 
1. 
She no l~nger cares about what happens to her life. All her 
early values and her insistence on convention have burned 
r 
~hemselves out, and as it is in vain, n~thing of her soul is 
left but smoke. I feel as though in reclaiming John's soul 
~lma loses her own. ·~rJhen she goes to hirr1 in the office at the 
end of the play it is as a comr>lete woman, completely self 
realized. She now is honest about herself and her feelings. 
Ironically, again, John has here taken up Alma's evasions, and 
comforts himself with the thought of a spiritual love which had 
been Alma's shield against her real self. I feel that Alma in 
this scene is the strong person trying to break through John's 
shell. She possesses all the attributes that John had been 
subconsciously and conciously trying to instill in her. He 
had always sensed the person she really was and it was this that 
attracted him and the promise of what she could be like as a 
woman. Alma however, comes too late to fit into John's life. 
He has made a decision and is content with it. In his work he 
has found the outlet for his energies which had earlier promised 
vO consume him if continued. When Alma leaves the office at the 
end, John seizes Nellie and rains kisses on her as if to 
reassure himself of his decision. 
A sub theme could be that of anarchw and order. 
~narchy being the chaotic state necessary in order to bring about 
an improved state. Alma chooses or rather is forced by her 
~eelings into anarchy. John decides on order. 
MOOD: 
There are many moods in Srunmer and Smoke but I think 
the main one is 11 anxiety." Alma shows this externally, especi-
ally in the twisting of the ring around her finger. John's 
anxiety is hidden by his devil-may care personality. Throughout 
the play we sense the anxiety of these people trying to 
understand themselves and their conflicts. Tension is a result 
of this anxiety and certainly Alma gives us a feeling of tension 
especially in her meetings with John. The fatefulness of the 
play is the background on which it is ~layed and throughout 
Alma makes refer·ence to fg_te and even Rosa foreshadows her 
own doom. Irony is a major emotion of the play and the one we 
are left with at the end, but it is not the mood of the entire 
play. There is a pathos to the ~lay at the end as well as 
irony. In general Williams has written a play of hopeless 
despair. It is a delicate play even though it has elements of 
a fate watching and brooding about it. It is fragmentary in 
its s:tyle and more concerned lvi th the "essence" of realism 
rather than the actual representation of it. It is a dark 
play ~r shadowy without being heavy. 
DOMINANT LINE OF ACTION: 
The action of this play is more psychological than 
physical, and consists in the main of the reactions of the 
~eading characters on each other. Alma is trying to resolve 
p.er inner conflict while making tentative attempts to reach 
3. 
John and have a positive effect on his character. He also is 
trying to resolve his problems while trying to keep co~~and of 
the situation between Alma and himself. He becomes very angry 
when any of her att~pts to reach him hit home. His main 
action is to convince himself that the physical irresponsible 
life he is leading is all he wants from life. The main action 
seems to be each tryine to affect a change in the other, while 
also r~solving their own conflicts. It is a psychological actio 
line more than anything else. 
RHYTHM: 
I feel the rhythm of the play to be nervous, erratic, 
and tense. I don't think it is a steady rhythm but one which 
changes. It is light rather than heavy, but depressing. I 
would like undertones of the conflict in the rhythm but not to 
the ~oint of being overdone. 
SY1-IBOLIS}1: 
One of the major symbols of the ~lay is the angel 
called 11 eternity. 11 I think this represents a feH things rather 
than one. First of all I think it is a part of the sky and 
constellations which is the background against which the play 
is played. So that throughout we are conscious of the larger 
world of which this play is but a small part. A-..microcosm in 
relation to a macrocosm. John himself refers to what a small 
part we are in relation to the universe and how unimJ>Ortant it 
makes our troubles appear. I think also the sky especially 
4-
with its constellations are an exruaple of the larger order of 
this universe in contrast to the anarchy of the lives of the 
characters. As a part of this backgroundJ the angel could 
be the symbol of this larger order of life to which all go 
for comfort. Example: John drinks from fountain; Nellie:goes 
there when upset; even the traveling salesman drinks from the 
waters of the fountain. 
The angel could also be Alma's symbol for her idealisl 
in contrast to John 1 s anatomy chart. And it is at this 
fountain that she renounces her spiritual quest. It is ironical 
that she relates this experience with the salesman to the 
statue. She seems to take her leave of all it stands for. 
The statue is also the only stable force through 
the play. The characters all change the pattern of their 
lives but the statue never changes. Again this could be the 
symbol of the higher order in life from which all characters 
partake in drinking from the spring. 
The symbolism in the title is referred to several 
times in the play. Alma refers to the gulf wind which has 
:tJlown away, the feeling of death lL~e a cloud of smoke. She 
also speaks of her other self dying in the summer, suffocated 
in smoke from something inside her. John too refers to the 
soul in the chart as a r-uff of smok.e. 
The entire play seems made up of contrasts of dualities, such 
as: 
summer and smoke 
5. 
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PROJECTED STYLES 
General statement of production scheme: 
My production of Summer and Smoke was planned to 
follovr as closely as possible to what I felt v.ras the intent 
of the author. It was planned and directed to make use of 
the facilities, advantages and disadvantages of Room 210 
at the Boston University Theatre. With the audience at times 
on the same floor level as the players we achieved a certain 
intimacy which would have been impossible on a proscenium 
stage. However, one of the disadvantages was the lack of 
technical facilities, which we tried our best to overcome. 
Methods of work with the actor: 
As each ac.tor was on a different lei:el of ability, 
training, and experience my methods of working with each 
one were different. Some fully understood the actors job 
in undertaking a role and so needed only to be directed 
toward the end result. Others i"lere new to the job of 
developing and projecting a character in a play and so needed 
to be coached and helped to find the means with which they 
could achieve the end. I tried at all times to use the 
qualities of each actor rather than try to counteract them. 
We absorbed the actors individual characteristics into the 
part they were portraying. 
1. 
Speech: 
Although this play is set in a southern tovm I did 
not try to recreate a southern dialect, but rather relied 
on the authors choice of language and rhythms inherent 
within the speeches. I did not feel I could do otherwise 
due to the lack of training of the actors and the amount 
of time which we had. 
Movement: 
In general I used movement as another means of 
character realization and projection. I used a stylized 
movement pattern only in PaJ?n I Scene II, the scene between 
Dr. Buchanan and Alma, to suggest the psychological 
undertones which I felt were implicit in the scene , and to 
achieve a dreamlike effect which would portray the mood of 
the scene. 
Scenery: 
I used a two level set to help emphasize the 
importance of the symbolic statue 11 Eternity 11 placed 
conspicuously against the sky. The design attempted to 
create a sense of fluidity within the sets. V>Te did not vrant 
a realistic set but rather one which suggested reality. 
v'le wished to evoke the feeling of a set emerging from 
nothingness. 
2. 
The lighting was used to create the mood in each 
scene and to highlight certain dramatic moments within the 
play. We did however keep in mind the time of day in each 
scene. This was especially neccessary in the exterior scenes. 
Costume: 
The costumes were designed to fit the period, 
season and locale. They were used to fulfill the requirements 
of individual scenes and characters. In Nellie's case 
~he ~bstume tried to express her change from adolescense to 
pudding maturity. With Alma the costumes were a 
rani~estation of the changes that took place within herself. 
In conclusion the style in which I chose to 
produce this play was that of §elective Realism. I used 
only as much realism as would insure an impression of reality. 
The production concentrated on the meaning of the play and 
strived to express it economically and clearly. The actors 
were directed t~ concentrate on the inner experience but to 
employ realist movement and speech. 
RESE.ARCH 
Historv: 
1947: Summer and Smolre was first produced by Margo Jones in 
Texas, in an arena style production. The play was 
quite successful. 
1948: Margo Jones directed the Broadway production in a 
proscenium style theatre and although some people 
thought it one of the best plays that Williams had 
written it was in general a failure. 
1952: Summer and Smoke was directed by Jose Quintero at the 
Circle-in-the-Square Theatre off Broadway using an 
arena style production. The show "\'ras very successful 
and made a star out of Geraldine Page. 
Bibliop.;raphy: 
The Theatre Now •.•• Hobson 
Trends in Twentieth Century Drama •••. Lumley 
Arena Theatre •... Margo Jones 
Form and Idea in Modern Theatre .••• Gassner 
Seven Plays of Modern Theatre .••• George Jean Nathan 
New York Theatre Critics Reviews •• 1948 
Theatre Arts Map.;azine .•• Jan.l949, June 1955, July 1955, 
August 1954, 
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Monday--February l 
Put up my reading notices at the Admiral Building and 
at the theatre. 
Met ·~val ter Dolan to look at the _r..lans he has drawn 
up for the set. One uses the stage at 210 and one uses plat 7 
forms. Vie decided to make a third plan which would use the 
best elements of the other two plans. VJe will meet again when 
it is ready. 
Wednesday--February 3 
Had readings at the Aillniral Building from 3:30 to 
9:30. About forty people tried out, mostly freshman girls. 
Noticeable lack of males trying out. Only one possability 
for Alma. Her voice is perfect but her appearance is all wrong 
for the part. No John in sight. I think I have a good Nellie 
and there are three possibilities for Rosa so far. 
After readings I met ~alter at Waltons. I felt 
slightly slap happy a:Lter all the readings. I liked the 
ground plan but I'm not sure the fll:trniture arrangement is good. 
Fiano seems to be in the way. Walter gave me miniatures of the 
1~urniture to rearrange. There seems to be too much furniture 
to fit into the rectory and yet all of it is called for. 
1. 
Thursday--February 4 
Readings again from 3:36 to 5:00. Had Eileen Mitchell 
and David Cryer read for me earlier and then report at 3:30 
for general readings. Mr Kasanoff was present to hear my 
freshman prcspect for Alma and Eileen. I decided in favor of 
Eileen. Asked David to read the script and come back to read 
again. David is the best John I've seen so far. The rest were 
peorle who had not read the day before. 
Friday--February 5 
Had readings through the day in order to fit into 
everyones busy schedules. Had callbacks for parts. I now 
have my Rosa, T-Trs. -1-/inemiller, r,1rs. Basset, and Doctor Buchanan. 
Am slowly making progress but the Reverend, Roger, and 
Archie Kramer are still wide open to anyone. "Detective Story" 
and "Via Flaminia 11 seem to have captured all eligible males. 
I guess Ifll have to use someone already cast, although that 
~akes for complications. 
Monday--February 8 
Still reading. David Cryer reaa again with Eileen 
,. 
and he will be John. He is an ¢nexperienced actor, but seems 
adaptable, quick to learn, and physically right. However, for 
two weeks we will have to work around David•s work schedule. 
ifle is singing every nite as a 11 Show-Topper 11 at the Hotel Statler 
~o rehearsals with him will have to be cut off early in the 
2. 
evening. This is bad as I myself work Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday evenings. We will have to do much of our rehe~rsing 
in spare periods during the day. 
Ian Brown read the salesman very well and seems 
mature enough for Alma. All the other boys have been too young. 
vJill have tor ehearse Ian, as well as King Wherle, during 
spar~ moments until "Detective Story 11 is over. Luckily both 
are in scenes with Alma only, so rehearsal time will be e8_sier 
to schedule. 
Notic0d Bill Thrasher in class and he seemed physicall 
right for Reve.eend so I asked him to read. Bill is not an 
actor but he is the best reverend I have heard so he has the 
part. 
Roger is still a headache, I don't want Roger to be 
a caricature and so the casting of Roger is very important to 
me. 
Tuesday-- February 9 
Went to the theatre to see Walter. We are still 
upset about the arrangement of furniture. Nr .. Armistead came 
in to try and help us. We discussed the statue and how it 
would be made. Nothing at the theatre is suitable. 
Carole Lee Dixon is assigned to costumes but too busy 
pn "Via Flaminia" to do anything for a while. I left her a 
script and ~lanned to meet her when the pressure let up. That if 
~11 the cre1rr I have so far. No stage manager, as yet, but I 
!keep hoping. 
3. 
Wednesday--February 10 
Posted my cast except for Rogero Am pleased with my 
cast in general,. Called for a first reading of the 9lay from 
3:30 to 5:00o we· had many absences due to illness and other 
committments. We read through Parti, doubling up on parts where 
necessary. I asked all to listen to the play as it Has the 
first hearing of play to some of the cast. Didn't let anyone 
take a book home as I do not want them to think of their own 
part yet, but rather the play as a wholeo 
Met Walter at' the·: theatre and made final decisions 
on floor plan. Now I know what I run working witho 
Thursday--February ll 
Had the reading of Part II from 3:30 to 5:00. 
Ann Morrison is out of town so she does not even know she is 
cast. I wish all of the cast could have been there. 
Friday--February 12 
From 3:30 to 6:00 we all discussed the meaning of the 
play. I had each character talk about himself and his 
relationship to alltthe others in the play. Made no direct 
comments but rather probed by asking questions. Some have 
obviously thought a lot about their role while others, quite 
obviously, will have to be led~ 
I read to the cast the paper I wrote on my production 
scheme and my interpretation of the play. I wrote the paper 
4. 
some months back and in the interim have toyed with many diff-
erent ideas. I find, however, that after much thought my first 
impression of the play is the one I will follow as it seems 
right to me. 
After reading my paper, I discussed generally each 
character in relation to my theme and set forth the general 
scheQule or rehearsals. I stressed that everyone must at al~ 
times be on time at rehearsals and requested .that they 
schedule their social life for the nights for which no rehearsal 
are scheduled. Everyone seemed in agreement with the theme, 
interpretation, and schedule so I dismissed everyone but Alma 
and John. 
Decided to block part of Rart I Scene l. Had 
preblocked it at home but I kept it loose so that the actors 
could perhaps find a better and more comfortable movement 
pattern. My blocking, however, seemed to work well with the 
actors. 
This was my general pattern in blockinge I would 
pre-block it before rehearsal but if it did not work or if 
something better was thought of we would change. 
This first scene is one of the most difficult scenes 
movement wise as Alma has long long speeches in which John does 
nothin£. Just touched the surface of the movement in this 
scene. 
After David left I blocked in the Reverend and Mrs. 
Winemeiller at the beginning of this scene. Difficult thing 
5. 
here is to block Mrs. Winemiller so that she is seen but 
outside the picture made by Alma and the Reverend. It is 
difficult to figure their entrances and exits as the room is 
not large enough to set them out. We can only estimate with 
the idea of adjusting when we are on the set~ 
Saturday--February 13 
1:00 to L~: 30. Came dashing over from work only to 
find my actors were not there yet. I decided to nip tardiness 
in the bud by giving a lecture right then on the importance of 
being at rehearsal five minutes ahead of time. Nobody was more 
than ten minutes late, but if I let it slip by it woula get 
later and later. Realize that it was most imrortant that I be 
on time so as to set a good example. Also, as I have no stage 
manager, I have to set up the room for rehearsal. 
We blocked Part I Scene 1 and Part I Serene 3. 
Anne Morris still out of town so we worked around her. Am 
very pleased at how well the blocking sessions are going. So 
far everything that was preblbcked seems to work. Am letting 
them take their books home but only to get their blocking down. 
Everyone is working well. David is amusing us all 
~y taking the stage directions in the script very seriously. 
I had to explain that they are not accurate and that it is not 
!Part of the rlay. He seemed doubtful about my explanation but 
pooperated with me. He is conscious of the fact that this is 
!the first play htkhas been in and he sincerely wants to learn. 
6. 
I realize I will have to do much of the "actor's homework" 
with Davia. Good rehearsal. 
Sunday--February 14 
vie planned to block Part I Scene 2 today but King 
does not have any time off from "Detective Story". Eileen 
plans to use the time to study Alma. She is a most 
conscientious worker. She felt rather dubious about doing 
11 Sumrner and Smoke" as she did not know me at all and did. not 
know if we could work toeether. However, we are both gratified 
that we are in complete accord about Alma and the meaning 
of the play. Eileen has stated that she needs a director in 
order to be able to work as an actress. I feel that she now 
gained confidence in me and so can relax and do her job. The 
lack of a Roger still worries Eileen but I am sure we will 
find one and the part is not so large that it will be very 
time consuming. 
Monday--February 15~ 
3:15 to 5:00. We had a run through of the blocking 
of Part I Scenes l and 3. Anne Norris was in school and very 
excited about being cast. She apologized for her absence and 
said it was an emergency and would not happen again. Everybody 
remembered their blocking I was pleased to see. 
5:30 to 7:30. We blocked in Scene 4. We worked this 
scene without Roger and David filled in. I felt it was importani 
7. 
that the others in the scene got the general movement and 
sequence of the scene. It is difficult to block as it is the 
most crowded scene in the play and they must be placed so as 
not to block the entrance and not to block each other from sight 
of the audience. Plan to use an open semi circle grouping so 
that those in the left side of the audience will not lose sight 
lines. Anticipate this scene, more than any other, will be 
affected when once on the set. Am experimenting with 
different places for John. Have not decided if I want him 
enclosed within the circle or on the fringes. For the sake of 
the blocking the outside position is safe, but it appears more 
comic when he is right in the midst of the gro~p. Asked all 
cast members to be on the lookout for a Roger. Most of them 
suggested Mylo Quam but he is busy with 11 Girl. 11 We~will see 
v-rha t developes. 
7:30 to 8:30. Blocked in Part I Scene 6. No 
problems here. No business for mother while on the sofa, so 
I suggested she rummage through a jewelry box. Ellen working 
very hard on her own. She tries everything that is suggested 
and finds ways of making it work. The morale is high and I am' 
much pleased with the attitude. So far no 11prima donnas 11 but 
professional attitude actresses. 
~uesday--Februa~y 16 
3:30 to 5:00. Reviewed the blocking on Part I Scene 4. 
·Je must get a Roger soon or the morale on this scene will fall 
8. 
flat. Gail is over pressing. She seems to feel a need to 
reassure me of her ability. I must give her confidence in 
herself and let her know I have faith in her. Sroke to her 
about getting an image for her role. She could not seem to 
thin~ of any so I suggested she think of a fussy, clucking hen¥ 
Short rehearsal as I had to leave for 1r10rk. 
Wednesaay--February 17 
Contacted Mr. Nicholson again about a crew. Still 
no luck. Am getting upset about the lack of a staLe manager. 
I arn in the position of posting notices, contacting actors, 
getting rooms for rehearsal, and setting up for each scene. 
I do not bother keeping on the book as I have to watch the actor:. 
Luckily I can ~emember the blocking on my own. 
3:30 to 5:00 blocked Part I Scene 5. This is 
Barbara's first real session with the cast. She and David seem 
to work well. This scene presents a problem of where to 
~lace Alma and John for the examination. David is all in 
favor of following stage directions and kneeling. I felt that 
this looked like a scene from an operetta. Experimented with 
different positions, some of them quite funny. This bit can be 
quite suggestive and I do not want it here. I do not think 
~lma at this point is freed from her inhibitions, and so 
~nlikely to walk up to John and bare her chest. I want 
~omething that will suggest her eenteelity and yet reveal her 
je,11otion. This is I feel one of the most important scenes and 
9 .. 
so it must be just right. I do not want to give too much away 
here. Eileen agrees with me, so now we must find a way of doing 
this. 
7:30 to 9:30. David had to leave for work so I used 
the time to work with Mr. & Mrs. Winemeller and Alma. It is 
fortunate that this play is broken up into small scenes with 
two or three people so that no time is lost when someone cannot 
be there. We reviewed the blocking of Part I Scene 6 and went 
ontto block Part II Scene 3. Being completely tone deaf I 
just now realized that Bill's acaent is not from the south as 
I I // 
I thought but rather from Arkansas. This was a moment of truth 
for me. Actually, though, I do not want to try for southern 
accents, but rather, as I explained to all the actresses who 
were dying to be dixie-belles, the rhythm of the southern speech 
I I ' I think Mr. Williams writing will get the message across. 
feel we are progressing according to schedule. 
Thursday--February 18 
Saw Carole Lee Dixon during the day and discussed the 
different types of costumes and the costu111e changes. ·'J'ie have 
~any problems as we have a large cast and have to deal with the 
changin£ seasons. Carole is afraid we will have a problem 
trying to dress the men as the costume department is low in 
)' 
~ens clothes. We discussed Nellies change which will have to be 
J 
seen also in her way of dress and Almas change must be noticed 
in Part II Scenes 5 and 6. Plan to meet with Carole Lee after 
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she rummages around our costume supply and has made out a costum 
plot. 
Worked on Part I Scene 6 again as David was unavail-
able. Bill tenses up so gave him business to distract him and 
keep him busy. Otherwise he just stands and says lines as 
fast as he can. Bill is a director and not an actor and so 
although he understands what he must do, he has trouble acting 
it out. Broke down the scene into beats with him. Still wrong 
when we had to drop it. 
Friday--February 19 
3:30 to 5:00. Went to the theatre to check with 
:rvrr. Nicholson on crew:;J. He hopes to give us a stB.e;e manager 
after the weekend. Saw Walter again about the set. He was 
working on the 11 Detective Storyn set so he hasn•t done anything 
yet. Settled finally the placing of the furniture, as it'has 
worked out so far in the blocking. 
6:00 to 9:30. Dashed back to the Admiral Building. 
We reviewed Part I Scene 5, and blocked Part I Scene 7. In 
Part I Scene 5 I am emphasizing the idea of focusing the scene 
pn Alma. I am having David keep his eyes on Eileen from the 
~oment she enters~ -~~e experimented with different ways to pley 
~ohn showing the wound to Alma. We have not decided what John's 
~ction will be at this time. In the examination bit we decided 
~o have John hovering over Alma, as she unbuttons her blouse. 
~his way both actors can show their emotional reaction to the 
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audience without giving it away to each other. The question 
arose as to whether the blouse will have buttons down the 
front or down the back. l\le will have to see what Carole Lee 
can get us for a blouse. 
Blocked Part I Scene 7. Offstage beat is very impor-
tant in this scene. Parts of Johnrs speeches seem unmotivated. 
Must search further for meaning of uncertain passages. In 
general the blockin3 worked out well. Sensed an embarrassment 
between David and Eileen in the intimate scene. Decided to 
make no comment on it but wait for it to wear out. 
Decided to cancel Saturdays rehearsal so cast could 
have a chance to see Hal Holbrook, in an "Evenine; with Mark 
Twain. 11 Feel very satisfied as all of Part I has now been 
blocked. 
Sunday--February 21 
The theatre was open because of "Detective Story" so 
we were able to rehearse in Room 210. Finally, was able to 
~ave King at rehearsal. We blocked Part I Scene 2 and tried 
the stylized movements that r wanted. They worked very well 
and both actors in the scene are enthused about it. Also 
~eviewed Part I Scenes 5 and 7 with Eileen and David. It was 
~onderful getting the feel of what it will be like on the set 
~n Room 210. Both scenes are progressing well. David seemed 
puzzled about some c:t: the actions and this lead into a 
discussion of theme and character. 
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Tried to give David a physical impression of the 
character he is rlaying. This is difficult as David does not 
fully understand a man like John and does not know how to 
project him. He does not really like John and has a 
stere~typed notion that John is bad. Much discussion on this 
by the three of us. The discussion is necessary for David to 
understand the action he is playing. 
David also tends to lounge around and sit very 
sedately. Found I must impose on him a physical picture of 
Johnts walk, posture, etc.. eave him an image of someone in 
school to observe. 
Monday--February 22 
2~00 to 6:00. Rehearsed again in Room 210. vJe are 
sharing the room with 11 Via Flaminia 11 and use it when they 
are not. We ran Part I Scenes 4,5,6,7, and started to block 
Part II Scene l. The running of the scenes in sequence was 
helpful to Eileen as Alma shows a definite progression of 
change in each scene and she is beginning to sense this. She 
is upset by the fact that Alma is so complex and shows a differert 
side in each scenea She feels all these Almas are different 
as she cannot yet grasp the whole cycle. She tends to rush 
!herself and expect too much.. i.rJe have not yet blocked Part II 
and I do not want her to get so involved at this time. Eileen 
has for th~ most part been playing strong, domineering women 
roles and is finding it hard to be the eay, coquetish southern 
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belle. Eileen gets very involved and nervous when in rehearsal 
so I at all times present a calm, unworried facade. This 
helps her to relax. The blocking in these scenes is set and 
we are now going deeper into the script. 
We just touched the surface of Part II.Scerie l and 
plan to continue it tomorrow. Eileen and David are both 
going home to reread script. David especially, was asked to 
read the script in the light of his new ideas on John, brought 
about by rehearsals and discussions. 
Tuesday--February 23 
3:30 -5:00. Blocked Part II Scene I today. 
Experimented tith the blocking in the first scene between 
John and Rosa. Hampered by the physical difficulty of 
movement on two wooden chairs in lieu of a sofa. I am afraid 
that Rosa will get hurt when pulled over the back of chair to 
John's lap. This was the first time Barbara and David really 
worked together and they got off on a giggling jag. Luckily, 
we were blokking only so the reaction set off was not too 
disturbing. Barbara Noonan is a dancer so I feel she will be 
helped vJhen she hears the music. She is going to try and borrow 
some flamenco records for the scene. 
I had to work with David on his movement in the pi~ta 
scene with Alma. I want a gradual meeting of the two with David 
~inking to the floor in one continuous motion. It will take 
~orne practice to avoid any clumsy or jarring motions. I feel 
aharp, obtrusive move would jar the mood of the scene. King 
was with 11 Detective Storyrr so David blocked in his part. 
Wednesday--February 2L~ 
2:00 to 3:00. David and Eileen and I got together 
to block Part II Scene 5. This scene is the turning point in 
the play and very important. The blocking in this scene is 
difficult to set until I decide how agressive Alma will be. 
Again '"e have the physical problem of staging the lov¢ scene 
so that it does not look awkward. David again wanted to kneel 
and again was vetoed. I want this scene to be staged differentl 
than the earlier examination scene. It has to be dfufferent 
to point up the change in Alma and the reversal of positions. 
I feel that Alma must hold the strong position in this scene. 
3:30 to 5:30. I had Nylo come in to read Roger for 
the meeting scene. The whole thing came to life with him in 
it. He will do the part and try to run in to rehearsal at odd 
moments off from the 11 Via Flarninia 11 rehearsals. It will be 
hectic but I think he will do a good job. Fhilip Castle has 
been asking to do Vernon and after some thought I agreed. I 
made the stipulation that Philip play the role and not just 
himself. 
Blocked the second part of Part II Scene 3 with Nellie 
and John. Blocking worked very easily but Davia and Ann seemed 
runcomfortable. I found out later that David was shy with Ann 
as she seemed so self possessed and almost haughty. I am sure 
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this will pass with the second or third rehearsal. 
Ran Part I Scenes 5,6,and 7. Scenes are going well 
and filling out. David is finding it hard to dominate 
Part I Scene 7- He feels Alma is too strong and_so she 
intimidates· him. Eileen tried it softer and more feminine 
and David did much better. Feels he likes Alma for the first 
time. 
Reileved to finally have a stage manager. I am sending 
ob down to the theatre tomorrow to try and get a crevl from 
Mr. Nicholson and to try and arravge a production meeting. 
Thursday--February 25~ ' 
Met Carole Lee Dixon during the day to okay the 
costume changes. We will have to see how they fit before 
making any final decisions. 
3:30 to 5:30. Reviewed Part I Scenes 2 and 7. King 
has his lines down already. Trying to find some movement to 
avoid making this scene static. Directed King to avoid 
looking at Alma until making a direct comment. We discussed 
Alma 1 s motivation in talking atout Roger to the Doctor. 
Decided she brought up the subject hoping to be dissuaded 
by the Doctor. 
The tension finally '!broke between the actors in 
Part I Scene 7 and the scene finally began to go. We are 
working on making John's 11 oh ChristtT sound convincing. The 
last bi~ arguement between Alma and John still is not big 
16. 
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enough. Eileen was starting to play Alma as a priggish old 
maid. ~fuen she realized what she was doing she changed. It 
is important that we see signs in Alma of what John could like. 
Friday--February 26 
2:00 to 3:00. Met Eileen and David and ran Part I 
Scene 7 again. Changed some of the blocking and experimented 
with the uchristH again. Decided to have David \valk a1vay 
and then give the line. 
3:15 to 4:00. Blocked Part II Scene 4 today. Gail 
is having a mental block with her lines. She still is pushing 
too hard. Each line comes out as a separate sentence with 
no continuity to the rest. I had her try it with her bach 
turned and it went better. Asked her to bring high heels 
in to practice with • 
4:00 to 4:45. Ran Part I Scene 2 as King was free 
from "Detective Story 11 • The stylized pattern of movement 
works well and both Eileen and King feel comfortable in it. 
Decided to use a fan to point up the::-action. King is using 
Orson Wel~es as an image and the thought of the two side by 
side amused us all. 
4:45 to 5:30. Blocked tentatively, Part II Scene 6. 
I am not very happy with this and will probably change it. 
I do not know how yet.Ian has elements of the burglar of 
"Detective Storyll in his salesman. irfe will have to work 
on that once nDetective Story 11 is over. 
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6:00 to 7:30. Worked on Part II Scene 1. Louis 
Ponderosa 1 s voice is too much like an Italian accent. Barbara 
Noonan offered to work with him on a Spanish accent. 
Cancelled the rest of the rehearsal so we could all 
get to see "Detective Story" 
Saturday--February 27 
l:OO to 4:30. Blocked Part II Scene 2 and ran into 
problems staging the quarrel at the chart so that it can be 
seen. Not sure about the exact locati@n of the chart so I 
will have to speak to Walter about it. Ran .Part II Scene 3. 
Bill is still speaking in a monotone. Worked on slowing 
down his speech. Annts scene with David a problem as we 
have not yet found a balance between young Nellie and Nellie 
on road to womanhood. It is important that this scene not 
give away the ending, but rather end on a question mark. 
Blocked Ann into the end of Part II Scene 5. Directed 
her to be oblivious of Alma's feeling. This upset Ann as 
she feels so involved with Alama she finds it hard to be 
unaware of her feelings. I told Ann she must divorce herself 
from the character she is playing. Ann feels that Nellie 
appears dumb and subconsciously is fighting the interpretation. 
We talked about the difference between being dumb and being 
insensative which is what Nellie must be. Ann still feels 
doubtful about Nellie's character. I am anticipating more 
discussion about this. 
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Sunday--February 28 
Rehearsed on the main stege of the theatre and it 
gave quite a lift to rehearsal. It was a very good rehearsal. 
Worked quite extensively on the Reverend and Mrs. Winemillers 
scenes with Alma. For the first time they came alive and 
Eileen as Alma felt some relationship to them. 
I realized that everyone 1 s voices ~orere too soft due 
to rehearsing in a classroom. This rehearsal gave me an 
apportunity to make them speak up. 
Worked on Part II and with Ian and King who were now 
finished with 11 Detecti ve Storyt1 • vle were able to get some 
idea of the actual dimensions o£ the set and for the first 
time could walk from one set to another. Worked especially 
on Paru II Scene 2 with Eileen and David and finally got 
David to loosen up. He seems to have a block against yelling 
as he fears loosing control of himsel.f. I explained that 
what I wanted "\vas intensity and a high level of emotion, not 
a loud voice. Have staged the tussle at the chart so that 
they are at a side angle to the audience. This is difficult 
for them because when they get caught up they forget the 
audience and sight lines. I worked the lines in the arguement 
very slowly, over and over, so they could get the sequence 
set. This is not yet in control and will require much work. 
We all were very happy about this rehearsal and felt that 
we were finally getting into the meat of the play. 
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Monday--February 29 
3:15 to 5:30. vlorked at the Admiral Building. ~·le 
had a bi~ let down after the rehearsal before. Worked on 
part I Scenes l and 3. The blocking on Part I Scene l still 
is not right and so we took that scene apart. David was not 
sure about his action in this. He was playing too sarcastic 
and snide without revealing any of John 1 s real affectioh 
for Alma. I told him to think of John as a little boy, who 
likes to tease and can get very nasty when made to feel 
guilty. This helped somewhat. 
In Part I Scene 3 Eileen lost somplete control 
over the last outburst to her mother. She seemed demoniacal 
in her rage. Toned it down so that yelling at mother was 
played as an outlet for her other upset feelings. 
Anne is still worried about Nellie and her movements 
are completely unmotivated and look like St. Vitus dance. 
Told her that every move must be planned,she cannot just let 
herself go and hope that that will suffice. The real problem 
is still her dislike of Nellie. She must learn to accept 
Nellie before she can portray her. 
From 7:00 to 11:00 we rehearsed at the theatre. We 
ran Part I Scenes 4/ 5, 6, and 7. Mylo hept running on in 
spare moments from 11Girl 1! Part I Scene 5 began to sound like 
11 Dragnet 11 tonight. It i'i'as very bad. Told John to play it 
more gentle in this scene and to be aware of Almars upset state« 
In Part. I Scene 6 I told them to play against tension 
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all wringing their hands and being images of Alma. 
Part I Scene 7 'I'TOrked on making Alma softer and more 
desirable. Otherwise the whole thing makes no sense. 
The cast and I kept up our energy by munching on 
Hershey bars. We got a gift of two boxes and I fear that 
someone will overdue and get ill. They all enjoyed being 
on the stage. We seem to accomplish more. 
Tuesday--March 1 
3 :15 to 5:00. \'forked on Part I Scene 2 and Part II 
Scene 6. The salesman srene is beginning to jell and 
Eileen is using the water lily image for the scene. Decided 
to play Alma's climax in this scene as a series of steps 
in which she commits herself further and further. Ian is still 
playing a comic country bumpkin. He is commenting on the 
character. Decided to hold him back tiful he sheds these 
qualities. We have found the place where Alma makes her 
decision. We reaililzed that it is Alma that is making all 
the overtures but not with any conscious purpose in mind. 
In Part I Scene 2 I want an almost mystical quality 
to pervade the scene and with the stylized movement, I hope 
we can achieve this. The psychiatrist image I have given 
King seems to make the scene work. Must be sure that Alma 
does not sound too sincere about Roger's good qualities as 
that would change the meaning of the scene. 
II 
' 
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I had to work so everyone went over to the theatre 
for costume fittings with Carole Lee Dixon. 
Wednesday--March 2 
Met with Eileen and David during the day to work on 
Part I Scene 1. Eileen is pushing too much and is exhausted 
by the end on the scene. She admits a fear of submitting to 
the role. I must get her to relax or she will never have 
enough left for the rest of the play. 
Rehearsed at the theatre 3:3o to 5:30. We ran 
~art I Scene 7 and Part II Scene 1. In Part I Scene 7 Eileen 
0 
is getting a softer Alma so as not to intim~date David. It 
is important that she be likabme and appealing to him. 
Ran Part II Scene 1 without Milo, Bob Lehan filled in. 
Gail does best in this scene but cannot remember her position 
on stage so we loose sight of her. 
6~30 to 11:00 we ran ~art II Scenes 2,3,4,5,6. In 
Part II Scene 2 we are having trouble hearing the actors. 
Eileen and David get so caught up in their emotions they can't 
be heard. Scene 3 we had problems with the kiss 'betvTeen 
John and Nellie. She must still be a young preco:.aious 
adolescent not an adult temptress. Ann can't understand the 
difference. What I want is youthful enthusiasm not adult 
know-how. Scene 4. Gail is having the problem of making her 
lines flow smoothly. There is no sign of a single action 
but still a series of beats. From Nellie's entrance in 
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Scene 5 the scene drops. Blocking is very clumsy and awkward. 
John must remember "to keep attention focused on Alma .. 
Scene 6. Ian cmuldn•t make rehearsal which was lucky because 
it was already 11:00 
' hursday--March 3 
Had a run through of Part I at the theatre from 
3:30 to ll:ee. I brought long skirts for the females to wear 
. 
to help them feel the period and to help Eileen physically 
soften her Alma. The action in Scene I is still not clear 
during Alma 1 s long spiel. David rn.ust make his teasing more 
gentle and playful and not so lee.t·ing. 
Worked again on the· stylized movement in Scene II 
King must be careful not to follow Alma with his head while 
she moves around. 
Tried to clear up the beats in Scene V. David 
sometimes forgets to keep his attention on Alma. Some of the 
~ovement here is stiml awkward. 
David must become still stronger in the Casino Scene 
~o that Eileen will not try to lead the action. Some of the 
~eats here are still unclear and so the action line is 
pbscured. This scene still needs much work. 
Left the theatre and walked into a winter wonderland 
pf 12 inches of snow. Not sure what we'll do about rehearsal 
,_,omorrow. 
Friday--March 4 
Everyone is snowbound but after an afternoon of 
phone calls we finally managed to meet in a small room 
at the Myles Standish Dormitory. Both Eileen and Davia were 
anxious to work and not waste the day. Somehow in this small 
room we captured much of the emotional quality needed 
between Alma and John. Although physically handicapped by the 
lack of space we accomplinhea much. Seemed to have lost 
some ground in the ReveD2hd so we again broke it down beat 
by beat. 
Worked very hard om Part I Scene V. Felt a real 
.sense of the 11 something unspoken '' between Alma and John. 
This scene really moved well. We are making progress on 
Part I ocene .VII, and'in parts it is going but is still 
spotty. 
In .Part II Scene II the squirmish at tne dnart 
seemea to be mastered so that the actors could concentrate 
on something other than the mechanics of the scene. 
Received two bits of bad news. The crew was 
unable to meet due to the storm and Mylo is working for the 
Poetts ~~ayhouse and cannot do Roger. Again we are looking 
for Roger. 
Saturday--March 5 
We met at tne tneatre at l ~.M. It was a hectic 
afternoon as Via Flaminia was going on in Room 210. 
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fittings. 
Carol Lee Dickson requested some time for costume 
tr-C·?.. We getting rather worried about costume changes. 
vli th Rosa) we had a comt'lict in deciding w~ether to select the 
proper fabric for the season or the right style for Rosa. We 
chose the latter. ~ve all adjourned to ttvia 11 • 
Eileen, David and I met again that evening at ou·r 
cubby hole in Myles Standish. The large windows give all 
and any spectators a clear view of· our 1-vork. I give the 
I 
actors much credit ror being able to carry on in spite of 
whistles and snowballs. 
Part I Scene I was all wrong . Eileen has lost 
control of Alma and is making a comment on her. The Casino 
Scene worked for the first time. It seemed to build tonight 
rather than start and stop. Eileen is becoming too 
conscious of the sensuousness behind the 11 gotnic cathedral 
speech0 • 0he is still forcing Alma bUt I feel in time it will 
come about naturally. 
Sunday--March 6 
vl or ked on the main stage fr:om 2 to 6 P.M. which 
helped the projection. 
Worked on Part II Scenes II, III, and v. The energy 
level was very low today. Eileen is getting nervous and 
imagining problems that are not there. I think she is 
getting overtired. 
David is anticipating some or· his reactions. 
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Scene III VJi th Eellie e.nd John still not uor::irz:. It dc.·e8ll_j_t 
build at all. Nellie is either too adult or too childish , 
and we need something somewhere in the middle. Ann still has 
a block against Nell~e. 
In Part II Scene V Eileen still !'eels uncomfortable 
about some o!' the blocking. We experimented with different 
ways of using the stethascope but came back to what we 
originally had. It is the only vray it will work. Eileen is 
still too str~ng in this scene. 
I think a good nights rest will benefit everyone. 
Monday--March 7 
Worked. on Part I f'rom 3 :30 to l:L :00. Scene I Alma 
1'el t much better and had more delicacy and control. Had 
Eileen play more wide eyed adoration to John. Her gentleness 
helpeu John to take the lead. 
In Part I Scene III Eileen has gained control of her 
emotion and saving hysteria for the last speech. Thus the 
last tirade against her mother comes across as a release of 
her emotions rather than bitterness toward her mother. 
Worked on some of El~en 1 s movements to show more 
distraction of mind. Her movements had become too strong. 
Ann must learn to t·ollow through with her own action and not 
be stopped by Alma 1 s which :ts to keep her rrom looking out the 
window. , 
Gary Youngman has agreed to play Roger and I think he 
will do very well. His Roger is more or what I originally had 
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in mind. 
Scene IV has become a free for all which is to be 
expected due to the lack of stability of our personnel. This 
scene is Wt?Y behind the level of the rest oi' the play. 
Tuesday--March 8 
3:30 to 6!00 we worked on Part I Scene ~K and 
Part II ~cene I. The Casino ocene was p~ayed much softer on 
Eileen's part· and David said he finally began to like Alma. 
Previous to this Eileen had taken the rei'_:m.s avray from David 
by being sharp and biting. David must be still more 
physical to justify Alma's acti~ns. Now that Alma has 
softened he should be able to do this. 
Part II Scene I. Worked with Rosa on Part II Scene I 
as she is much too reserved. 
Gonsalves accent still not right. David must show 
more physical distc1:,te !'or him • ·Rosa must show the !'ear of 
what her father might do. She must appear more tense. 
Had to "\'fOrk Roger into the blocKing of' this scene. 
Not much else \'las done. 
From 6:30 to 11:00 we wor.Ked on-iBapt II Scenes III, IV, 
Y, and V.IC. Eart J1 Scene IV doesn't move yet. Gail is still 
playing beats rather than action and the affect is very 
staccato. Ann doesn't nave much or a problem with this scene 
probably because Nellie is no longer in a transitional age. 
Eileen is still holding bacK in Scene V because she 
seems afraid of loosing control.. This scene was just breaking 
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open when we were interrupted by the janitor. Eileen is 
afraid she will loose what she was on the track of finding. 
Wednesday--March 9 
"'l'le should have been on the set this afternoon but the 
hammering and building is still going on. 
We worked on Part I Scene IV and Part II Scene I 
on the main stage. Scene IV is beginning to unfold as Gary 
and Philip work vrell together. I find I have to sit on this 
scene or it wi~l become a complete farce. 
In Part II Scene I we worked on the transitions 
within the scene from set to set. Gary seems to have Roger 
in hand and we have developed some new bits for him. Got on 
the set at 7 P.M. and the pounding went on around us. 
We found. the blocking has to be rearranged especially in 
Scene I as we have more depth and. less width than we 
expected. Much of our work was lost due to the physical 
elements which intruded. 
Scene I was disastrous as Eileen lost complete 
control. 
We just made the motions in the scenes in adjusting 
to the sets. 
Thursday--March 10 
Worked on the main stage again in the afternoon as 
work was still being done on our set. Concentrated. on 
Part I Scene IV as that has be.en the most neglected.. irle are 
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relying on physical bits to make this scene come alive. It 
seems so inconsistent in style with the other scenes of the 
play. 
f~om 7:00 to 11:00 we had a run through on the set 
with props, lights, and sound. Again we had to rearrange 
blocking and take time out to discuss the lights. Costume 
changes seem impossible and we all feel stopped in the 
development of the play due to the technical aspects which 
must be worked out. 
The mood seems to be lost and nothing seems to be 
working. Eileen is not projecting any of the action and 
emotion felt by Alma but rath~r is feeling it inwardly. 
Pat Trapp our. lighting designer was unable to stay 
very long so we hustled through the scenes to give her an 
idea of what lighting she would need. 
Part II Scene I is going to present a very difficult 
lighting problem due to the transition from scene to scene 
within the set. 
I feel the lighting is very important to thms play 
and I dontt see how it will be done in the time she has 
allotted. 
Friday--March ll 
3:30 to 7:00 we worked on part I on the set. Mr. 
Kasanov walked in in the midst of it. The play seemed to get 
slower and slower and heavier and heavier with each passing 
scene. He felt this was due to the fact that the action of the 
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play was being neglected while the mood was being played. 
He felt John wasn 1 t physical enough and Alma was leaning too 
heavily on the quality of nervousness. 
\Vhen he left we reworked Scene I keeping these things 
in mind. Spent m~st of the afternoon on this scene as it 
holds the key to the play. For some reason none of us liked 
this scene, maybe because of the amount of tr)uble we had 
with it. 
The evening was spent running Part I for the benefit 
of Pat Trapp. Again not much progress was made due to 
interruptions to settle the question of the lights. In the 
midst of all this confusion vle located a truck to go out to 
Hopkinton to pick up our Angel. The Angel which I felt to be 
the most important element in o~n set caused us much 
anxiety until than1~s t&· vlal ter Dolan , many phone calls , 
w.e.. 
and a $50.00 deposit were able to borrow.; t''"" 
Saturday--March 12 
Arrived at the theatre at. 1 P.M. expecting all work 
with lights to be completed. Nothing was done and our entire 
crew had been late in arriving. Another hectic day! 
Did a run through of the play from 2 to 5 P.M. 
which we never finished as we had to use the time to work 
on lighting. Everything went very slowly • Vfu.Em Pat left at 
7:30P.M. the show had still not been lit. I took over 
the lighting and with the help of Walter and Sandy figured 
out our lighting. 'lrle also had to spend much time on music and 
30. 
sound cues. As we had much trouble getting out tapes and 
synchronizing the sound into the play. We had a special 
problem in the Casino Scene with the Flamenco Music which we 
wanted to underline the action. The inconsistency of the 
timing of the scene made this a very difficult task. 
Part II Scene I was the biggest headache of all 
as far as lighting and sound went, as there were so many 
cross cues. ~he blackout never followed the shot. Worked 
with David and Eileen on the action of the scene and tried 
to emphasize the physical elements in their relationship. 
This helped us in the Casino Scene ·which '''e had been playing 
on too spiritual a basis. 
Went to the Myles Strndish at 9 P.M. to work on 
some of our special prot-lems. Ann seems to have regressed 
with Nellie and I find I am again working with her as I did 
the. first fei'l rehearsals. Even at this late date she is 
trying to change Nellie into what will please Ann and it just 
isntt working. At this late date I can no longer explain, 
rework, or change Nellie. Ann must just DO IT as I'Te have 
been working mn it. 
Rehearsal broke up at eleven with everyone 
exhausted. I myself had to return to Waltonts to meet 
\'falter, Sandy, and Nick and go over our lighting plot as this 
was not done for us. At least we know· what the lighting 
will be. 
31. 
Sunday--March 13 
Dress and technical rehearsal. We were at the theatre 
ll to 8 P.M. Had a tech run through which wore everyone 
out as we again had problems with lights and had to explain 
to Pat what vle had done in her absen(te. As expected, Part II 
Scene I fogged dovrn. Not much was accomplished to advance 
the acting of the piliay. 
Took a dinner break and gave the actors time to get 
into costumes and make-up. 
Worked on the problem of Alma 1 s changes and set up 
all kinds of systems to help her backstage. By the end of the 
play she looked ana felt like a wreck. Out out some of the 
costume changes and kept only what we thought necessary. 
At this stage most of the problems were technical 
ones. 
I feel as though the light cues will never get 
stEaightened out. Just noted the acting problems to be 
worked on later. Spent some time on Part I Scene IV however, 
as we had to make that entrance in the dark and much of the 
scene depended on physical coordination betw·een the actors. 
Adjourned to Walton 1 s where I gave voluminous notes. 
Feel that this play is not ready to be presented, even at a 
critique. Its many elements are not yet integrated and it 
lacks pace. 
32. 
Monday--March 14 
In the aftermoon worked on sound problems~ Part I 
Scene IV/and Scenes between Alma and JBhn. 
Critique. Play went very slowly and technically 
very bad. Too much time spent waiting for costume changes, 
and light and sound cues did not come in on time. Further 
comments on this in my hindsight. 
Tuesday--March 15 
Gave actors notes which consisted of my own notes 
and comments made by faculty and students which could be 
helpful to us at this late date. Had a run through but 
didn 1 t finish. Felt everything was cleaner and better. 
Reworked some of John and Alma's intimate scenes so as to make 
them more physical. In general tried to injeEt some fire into 
the smoke. Everyone seemed worn out and there was much 
missing of cues, but I feel the play was tight. 
Wednesday--March 16 
Dress rehearsal. ThiRgs seem to fall into place 
especially in the second part of the show. Eileen seemed 
in control of Alma and free with her. v~e just cleaned up 
loose ends and em1;he.sized the things vTe gleaned vTere \"''rong. 
Everyone f'el t much happier tunig:ot an6. 1 t was not as hectic 
as it has been. We reel we nave done all vle can to improve 
~britique performance, in ~ne span of time that we nave. 
Thursday--March 17 
Performance. ~he die was cast. As anticipated 
waits bet1-veen scenes were too long. In general I was 
pleased with tne play and f'el~ tne acturs had done a good job . 
.l:!:ven after a montn and a lialf· o:t' work f f'el t myself' becoming 
involved in tne play as if' 1 was seeing it unf'old f'or the 
f'irst time. 
Friday--March 18 
:B'inal Per:t'ormance. I f'elt tnat on Thursday tne 
play had reached its peak and had not sustained it through 
today 1 s performance. 
See hindsight and conclusions t·or !"urther comments. 
34. 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE ON THE SETTING 
[Attention is called to the following note, and nonprofessional di-
rectors are reminded that Mr. Williams has here described not only 
the actual setting he conceived for the production of the play, but the 
basic over-all mood which is to be established. The stage diagram on . 
p. 821 at the end of the text, will cl<i.rify the author's basic require-
ments, and the specific stage directions as indicated in the text are 
sufficient for all practical purposes.' Essentially, the setting itself is 
relatively simplei there are no changes in the single setting as here de-
scribedi lights are centered in one or other of the parts of the single set 
indicated as described. It need hardly be pointed out that the practical 
details mentioned throughout . should be shown as unobtrusively as 
possible, a good deal of leeway being allowed to the director in suggest-
ing these realistic matters rather than ·actually reproducing them. 
In one version of this play there is a short prologue which shows 
John and Alma as young childr~n playing by the fountain. In the 
present acting version this prologue has been omitted and some ma-
terial from the prologue introduced into another scene .. In case any 
group is interested in restoring the Prologue, the PLAY SERVICE can 
furnish copies of the standard reading edition of this play which con-
tains the Prologue, at $2.75 each. If the Prologue is used it will be 
noted that certain materia[ used in later scenes in the present edition 
will not be necessary. The Prologue was omitted primarily because of 
the difficulty often experienced in securing young children to act the 
parts-PUBLISHER'S NOTE.] 
As the concept of a design grows out of reading a play, I will not 
do more than indicate what I think are the most essential points. 
First of all-T.J-!E SXJI. 
There must be a great expanse of sky so that the entire action of 
the play takes place against it. This is true of interior as well as ex-
terior scenes. In fact, there are no really interior scenes, for the walls 
are omitted or_ just barely suggested by cerfairi necessary fragments, 
such as might be needed to hang a pictUre or to contain a door-frame. 
During the day scenes the sky should be a· pure and intense blue 
(like the sky of Italy as it is so faithfully represented in the religious 
paintings of the Renaissance) and costumes should be selected to form 
dramatic color contrasts to this intense blue which the figures stand 
against. · (Color harmonies and other visual effects ·are tremendously 
important.) 
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I In the night scenes1 the more familiar constellations1 such as Orion 
and the Great Bear and the Pleiades1 are clearly projected on the night 
sky1 and above them1 splashed across the top of the cyclorama1 is the 
nebulous radiance of the Milky Way. Fleecy cloud fom1s may also be 
projected on this cyclorama and made to drift across it. So much for 
r.HE S'JOJ. 
Now we descend to the so-called interior sets of the play. There 
are two of these "interior" sets1 one being the parlor of an Episcopal 
rectory and the other being the home of a doctor next door [but on 
the stage separated by a part cif the park: see diagram] to the rectory. 
The architecture of these houses is barely suggested1 but is of an 
American Gothic design of the Victorian era. There are no actual doors 
or windows or walls. Doors and windows are represented by delicate 
framework of Gothic design. These frames have strings of ivy clinging 
to them1 the leaves of emerald and amber. Sections of wall are used 
only where they are functionally required. There should be a fragment 
of wall in back of the rectory sofa1 supporting a romantic landscape in 
a gilt frame. In the doctor's interior there should be a section of wall 
to support the chart of anatomy. Chirico has used fragmentary walls 
and interiors in a very evocative way in his painting called " Conver-
sation among the Ruins." We will deal more specifically with these 
interiors as we come to them in the course of the play. 
Now 'we come to the main exterior set1 which is a promontory in a 
park or public square in the town of Glorious Hill. Situated on this 
promontory is a fountain in the form of a stone angel1 in a gracefuily 
crouching position with wings lifted and her hands held together to 
form a cup from which water flows1 a public drinking fountain. The 
stone angel of the fountain should probably be elevated so that it ap-
pears in the interior scenes as a symbolic figure (Eternity) brooding 
over the course of the play. The fountain is backed by massive pal-
metto leaves like huge spread hands against the sky. J'his entire ex-
terior set may (but need not necessarily) be on an upper level, above 
that of the two fragmentary interiors. I would like for all three units 
to form an harmonious whole like one complete picture1 rather than 
three separate ones. An imaginative designer may solve these plastic 
problems in a variety of ways and should not feel bound by any of 
my specific suggestions. 
There is one more set1 a very small exterior representing an arbor, 
which we will describe when we reach it. 
Everything possible should be done to give an unbroken fluid quality 
to the sequence of scenes. There should be :i::to curtain except for the 
intermission. The other divisions of the play should be accomplished 
by changes of lighting.-1948. 
[The play as originally produced had a good deal of incidental 
5 . ~------------------------~--------------------------~', 
music, especially composed, and more selected from popular music 
of the period. Because it has been practically impossible to secure 
the texts and the necessary legal clearances of such music, the au-
thor urges that such music as may be used by nonprofessionals be 
chosen from music already available-which should be compositions 
originally published at least 56 years ago-or that music should be 
especially composed or arranged. The original music cues in the 
manuscript have been omitted in this edition.] 
AUTHOR'S DESCRIPTION OF SET INTERIORS 
RECTORY 
At stage R. is the Rectory Interior. Down R. in this set is a door 
frame leading to the rest of the house and to the outside. Up R. a high-
backed chair. Up c., against the rear wall, a piano. In front of it, a 
piano bench. Up L., a small sofa, or love-seat. In L. wall, a window. 
c. stage a small table, with fringed cover; telephone on L. end of table, 
a jig-saw puzzle on R. end. At R. of table, another high-backed chair. 
Down stage c. a flre raili with an upholstered top. · 
FouNTAIN 
The fountain area occupies the c. stage between the Rectory and 
the Doctor's Office. Up c. the flgure of a fountain in the form of a 
stone angel, on a level with the ramp which fl;lnS across the stage 
representing the town street. On either side of the fountain, stone 
steps [or simply a rise of ground] leading from the upper level of the 
ramp down to the stage floor. 
Down stage c., a small stone bench, like a park bench, but backless. 
DocToR's OFFICE 
The interior representing the Doctor's Office is at stage L. Down 
stage R., a leather couch. In the up R. wall, a window. Up stage R. 1 a 
doorway to the street, steps leading from the interior to the street on 
the level above. Hanging on the wall, up c. R., a chart of human 
anatomy. Up L., a folding screen. In front of the screen a small table 
holding a tray with thermos jug and glasses, boxes of pills, medicine 
bottles, an old microscope, a few doctor's instruments, bicarbonate of 
soda, gauze and adhesive tape, scissors. c. stage an office desk, holding 
a phone on the R. end, a skull on the down L. corner, a pen and ink 
set, pencils, prescription tablet, loose papers. In back of the desk,· a 
leather upholstered swivel chair. In front of the desk, facing c., a 
straight chair. Down L., a door frame, leading to interior of the doc-
tor's house. 
6 
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SU~I~IER AND SllfOKE 
Before the ct1rtain rises, a band playing a popular selec-
tion .. 
'Jhe scene is the park in glorious J-fill. 'Jt is the evening 
of July 4th in a year shortly before the first 'World 'War: 
'Jhere is a band concert and a display of fireworks in the· 
park. During the scene the light changes from faded sun-
light to dusk . 
.As the curtain rises, the REV. WINEMILLER is up R. stand-
ing on the ramp or upper level behind the set, lookinct 
..Qjf_R. MRS. WINEMILLER i1 seated on the ledge at the 
base of the fountain, c . .f.eaning against the fountain at 
the top of the steps L. is JOHN BUCHANAN, ·JR. MRS. 
WINEMILLER was a spoiled and selfish girl who evaded 
the responsibilities of later life by slipping into a state of 
perverse childishness. She is knoLim as MR. WINEMILLER's 
" Cross." BUCHANAN is a :Promethean figure, brilliantly 
and restlessly alive in a stagnant society. 'Jbe excess of 
power bas not yet found a channel. 'Jf it remains without 
one, it will burn him up . .At present be is unmarked by 
the dissipations in which he relieves bis demoniac un-
rest, be has the fresh and shining look of an epic hero. 
WINEMILLER. ('Waving.) Here we are, Almat 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (£ooking , up at JOHN.) \'\There is the ice-
cream man? _ 
.WINEMILLER. (Coming down two st~Ps to her.) Mother, hush! 
(ALMA appears from R. WINEMILLER meets her at top of step>. 
Sh=e sees JOHN, stops momentarily, then continues ·on down step5 
t;Q bench c. WINEA•liLLER, following ALMA down to R. of bencrb.)) I 
believe they wanted to hear you sing again, Alnp. • 
ALMA. (Sitting on bench.) Open my bag, 'Father. 1Yiy fingers have 
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frozen stiff! I don't know what came over me-absolute panic! 
Never, never again, it isn't worth it-the tortures that I go 
through! (ALMA bad an adult quality as a child and now, in her 
middle twenties, there is something prematurely· spinsterish about 
her: an excessive propriety and self-consciousness is apparent in 
her nervous laughter; her voice and gestures belong to years of 
ch•wch entertainments, to the position of hostess in a Rectory. 
People her own age regard her as rather quaintly and humorously 
affected. She bas grown up mostly in the company of her elders. 
1ier true nature is sti11 bidden even from herself .. .As ALMA comes 
down steps, R. of fountain, JOI-IN slaps his bands resoundingly 
· together a few times. She catches her breath in a sli bt !au bin 
sound and crosses quic ly down to bench where she sits and fans 
herself. Sl1e is dressed in pale yellow and carries a yellow -?ilk 
parasol and a band-bag . .Applause of crowd offstage continues.) 
WINEMILLER. (.Anxiously.) You're having one of your nervous 
attacks? 
ALMA. My heart's beating so! It seemed to be in my _throat the 
whole time I was singing! Was it noticeable, Father? . 
WINEMILLER. You sang extremely well, Alma. But you know how 
I feel about this; jt was contrary to my wishes and I .cannot im-
agine why you wanted to do it, especially since it seemed to upset 
you so. 
ALMA. I don't see how anyone could object to my singing at a 
patriotic occasion. If I had just sung well! But I barely got through 
it. At one point I thought that I wouldn't. The words flew out of 
my mind. Did you notice the pause? 
WINEMILLER. No. 
ALMA. Blind panic! They really never came back, but I went on 
singing-I think I must have been improvising the lyric! (Looks 
at WINEMILLER as he fumbles through her bag.) Is there a hand-
kerchief in it? 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (S,,daenly, coming down ~-) Where is the 
ice-cream man? 
WINHv\ILLER. (Crosses L. to her.) Shh, Mother! 
ALMA. (Rubbing her fingers together.) Circulation is slo\fly 
coming back. . . . 
WINENULLER. (Crossing down to R. end of benc!J, takinq han d.-
kerchief oat of bag.) Sit back quietly and take a deep breath, 
Alma, 
8 
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ALMA. Yes1 my handkerchief-now (:He gives it to her.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER. Where is the ice-cream man? 
WINEMILLER. (Crossing to her~ L., above bench.) Mother1 
there isn't any ice-cream man. 
' AUv\A. No 1 there isn't any ice-cream man1 lvlother. But on the way 
home Mr. Doremus and I will stop by the drug store and pick up 
a pint of ice cream. 
WINEiYliLLER. Are you intending to stay here? X 1o U'f\ o.s; 
ALMA. Until the concert is over; I promised Roger I'd wait for 
him. -
WINEMILLER. (7Y{oving in to her, above benc1J.) 
have noticed who is by the fountain? 
ALMA. Sbbbl 
suppos~ you 
WINEMILLER. Hadn't you better wait on a different bench? 
ALMt).. This is where Roger will meet ·me. . 
WINEMILLER. Well1 Mother1 we'll run along now. (:He gives ALMA 
her baq and starts off up R: MRS. WINEMILLER bas started vaguely 
~'Jot(; E/C'sse~.) This way1 this way1 Mother! (1akes her 
arm and leads her off R.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER (Calling back. in a high childish voice.) Straw-
berry1 Alma. Chocolate1 chocolate and strawberry mixed! Not 
vanilla! 
ALMA. (:Faintly.) Yes1 yes1 Mother-vanilla .... 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (:Furiously.) I said not vanilla! (Shouting.) 
Strawberry! (JOHN laughs.) 
WINEMILLER. (:Fiercely, pulling her up off R.) Mother! We're 
attracting attention. (Propels her forcibly off R .. JOHN laugbs. 
A!-MA keeps ber face averted from him and busies herself arrang-
inq ber dress. JOHN starts Clown steps L. to her and notices a 
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firecracker by lowest step. :He bends and picks it up, looks .. 
around to see if anyone is observing bim, grins, lights it and tosses . • , 1 
it toward ALMA on bench. 'W,.JJ.~~s:9.ff 1 ~p~ springs up with a "'·"'---~:el· ::...'~,:,;;~· ;,.; . Yn :f*r : :l, ~Jacked cry, lettinq parasol drop) moo .. • -~-"' "'"'•w•'"j. 
JOHN. (J3Jms uP steps R. to top, as if otltraqed.) Hey! Hey1 you! 
.Cooks o . R. ALMA ick.s u ' t:k. ~ 
t~eak.ly on bench.· JOHN F v 1 . Be})s '"'em a comes down R. of 1 
bench.) Are you all right? 1 
1 The explosion of the firecracker can be duplicated by using an ordinary cap 1 1 
as for a cap pistol, which can either be done off-stage or perhaps by Alma under J 
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ALMA. I can't seem to-catch my breath [ Who threw it? 
JOHN. Some little rascal. 
ALMA. Where? 
JOHN. He ran away quick when I hollered! 
ALMA. There ought to be an ordinance passed in this town for-
bidding firecrackers. 
JOHN. Dad and I treated fifteen kids for burns the last couple of 
days. (Juts L. foot up on bench.) I think you n-eed a little re-
storative, don't you? ('Jakes flask from inside coat pocket.) Here! 
ALMA. What is it? 
JOHN. Applejack brandy. 
ALMA. No, thank you. 
JOHN. Liquid dynamite. 
ALMA. I'm sure:-f(JOHN laughs and returns it to pocket, taking foot 
off bench. :His steady, smi1inq look into her face is disconcerting 
J1eL NoTE: 'Jn Miss ALMA's voice and mcmmir there is a delicacy 
and elegance, a kind of " airiness," which is really natural to her 
as it is, in a less marked degree, to many Southern girls. :Her ges-
tures and mannerisms are a bit exaggerated, but in a graceful way. 
'Jt is understandable that she might be accused of " putting on 
airs " and of being " affected " by the other young people of the 
town. She seems to belong to a more elegant age, such as the 1 sth 
Century in Prance. Out of nervousness and self-consciousness she 
has a habit of prefacing and concluding her remarks with a tittle 
breathless laugh. 'Jhis will be indicated at points, but should be 
used more freely than indicated; however, the characterization 
must never be stressed to the point of making her at a11 ludicrous 
in a less than sympathetic way.) You're--home for the summet:? 
(JOHN gives an affirmative grunt.) Summer is not the pleasantest 
time of year to renew an acquaintance with Glorious Hill-is it? 
(She laughs airily. JOHN gives an indefinite grunt.) The Gulf wind 
has failed us this year, disappointed. us dreadfully this summer. 
We used to be able to rely on the Gulf wind to cool the night;; 
off for us, but this season has been an exceptional season. (She 
laughs again. :He continues to grin disconcertingly down at her1 
she shows her discomfiture in flurried gestures.) 
JOHN. (Slowly.) Are you-disturbed about something? 
ALMA. That firecracker was a shock. 
JOHN. You should be over that shock by now. 
ALMA. I don't get over shocks quickly. 
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You're planning to stay here and take over some of your 1 
- medical practice? 
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I hope so. (JOHN 1ooks at ber.) \'X!e all hope so. Your fa- 1 
so proud of you and so pleased over your accomplishments. 
time I went in the office, you should have heard him singing 
praises. Telling me how you'd graduated :Magna cum £aude 
Johns Hopkins. That's in Boston, isn't it? 
. No, Baltimore. (Crossing L. above bencb to L. end of it.) 
Oh, Baltimore! Baltimore1 Maryland. Such a beautiful com-
of names! (Rises, crosses L. to bim.) And I have been 
that Johns Hopkins is the finest medical college in the world 
~- .. ·-~""J· (JOHN tries to interrupt, but sbe goes on.) It must 
great satisfaction, it must be a real thrill to you, to be stand-
- on the threshold of a career in such a noble pr-ofession as I 
medicine is. And I seriously believe it is something to which 
some people are divinely appointed, just appointed by God! G~ 
6oF-€'5:?eJ ft., betuwbwch, to up It.) Th~re is so much suffering in 
the world it actually makes one sick to think about it, and most 
of us are so helph:ss to relieve it, but a physician! Oh, my! (!'Mfl'r 
'kt(i!5 tt~ ta dril!le .-;+ femntaill, AI=lvb'c fallae~J, te 1Jis R.) With his 
magnificent gifts and training what a joy it must be to know that 
d. [ . 
he is equipped and appointed to bring relief to all of this fearful -'---'-I /+ -----7 :_) 
suffering-and fear! (JOHN tries to spe.ak.) And it's an expanding 
profession-(J€liiH c: e:iss&s cln:: L.) it's a profession that is con-
tinually widening its horizons. So many dis~ses have already 
d · 'fi l"Tibu""' -r- 0 -sa ""' · · t b come un er sc1enti c contro 1 ut t11e commencement 1s JUS - e-
ginning. (JOHN again tries to interrupt, -li!s a '9SS"\' to 1,' I 4:·h 
L., ccntintrin§.) I mean there is so much more that is yet to be 
done, such as mental affiictions to be brought under control. . . . 
And with your father's example to inspire you! Oh, my! ~ 
IH'Iii- sits on bencb.) 
JOHN. (.A w1Jist1e of relief and astonishment.) I didn't know you 
had so many ideas about the medical profession. 
ALMA. Well, I am a great admirer of your father, as well as a , 
patient. It's such a comfort knowing that he's right next door, 
within arm's reach as it were! 
JOHN. \Vhy? Do you have fits? 
ALMA. Fits? (She throws back her bead witb a peat of gay ' 
11 
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)aug1Jter. JOHN, too, laughs.) Why, no, but I do have attacksl-
of nervous heart trouble. Which can be so alarming that I nm 
straight to your father! 
JOHN. At two or three in the morning? 
ALMA. Yes, as late as that, even ... occasionaily. He's very pa-
tient with me. 
JOHN. But does you no good? 
ALMA. He always reassures me. 
JOHN. Temporarily? 
ALMA. Yes ... 
JOHN. Don't you want more than that? 
ALMA. What? I. 
~ h V\-==?:> A\ 'VY\·, d 
{00'-' V\ \D1'1'\ a-_w_~_J.L-_ __:e_J.::.OH:.=N.:.... ,::,It':,:s~n""onoo.e:::....:eo=-f..:cm"'-yL..:=b'-"u""si""n=ess. I ALMA. What were you going to say? L 
i.. , JOHN. (Crosses •1. 1 1 1 t1 to down -i.) You're Dad's patient. 
I ('Facing her ) ·But I have an idea . . . 
· J,6 ~ '<\. '1-. 't-O :· S • ALMA. (Rising.) Please go on! (She laughs TOT-TN laughs a little.) 
Now you have to go on! (She crosses to !Jim.) You can't leave me 
up in the air! What were you going to tell me? 
JOHN. Only that I suspect you need something more than a little 
temporary reassurance. 
ALMA. WHY? Why? You think it's more serious than--? 
JOHN. You're swallowing air. 
ALMA. I'm what? C,She bach up one step.) 
JOHN. You're swallowing air, Miss Alma. 
ALMA. (·('rt?£dl1§ r. ~bt?e htnb 1€ c.) I'm swallowing air? 
JOHN. Yes, you swallow air wh~n you laugh or talk It's a little 
trick that hysterical women get into. (:?J1oves toward ~r.'(; 
ALMA. (Uncertainly, laughs.) Ha-ha! ... (Crossing ~ to L. 
of bench.) 
JOHN. You swallow air and it presses on your heart and gives you 
palpitations. That isn't serious in itself but it's a symptom of some-
thing that is. Shall I tell you frankly? (Sound of band music off.) 
ALMA. Yes! (Sits L. end oj_bench.) 
JOHN. (Crosses ~ :ttf4end of bench. puts ~ foot up on it) 
Well, what I think you have is a doppelganger l You have a dop-
pelganger and the doppelganger is badly irritated. 
·ALMA. Oh, my goodness! I have an irritated doppelganger!? 
(1ries to laugh, but is definitely uneasy.) How awful that sounds! 
What exactly is it? 
12 
JOHN. (:Taking foot off bench, movinq away a step.) It's none of 
my business. You are not my patient. 
ALJ\•lA. But that's downright wicked of you! To tell me I have 
something awful-sounding as that, and then refuse to let me know 
what it is! (:Tries to laugb again, tmsuccessfu1l);,) 
JOHN. (Crosses up f.) I shouldn't have said anything! I'm not 
your doctor. . . . (.Ceans over. drinks at fountain.) 
ALMA. (1urninq to him.) just how did you arrive at this-diag-
nosis of my case? (.,JOHN qrins at her-she smiles.) But of course 
you're teasing me. Aren't you? (JOHN starts down staqe toward 
her, ALMA turns front.) There, the Gulf wind is stirring! He's 
actually moving the leaves of the palmetto! And listen to it com-
plaining. . . . (_As if brot1ght in by tbis courier from the tropics, 
ROSA GONZALES enters from R. She descends steps R. of fountain, 
sees JOHN. :Jie watches her, smilinq, as she crosses L. and ascends 
,halfway up steps L. of fountain and turns to look back at him. 
:Jier indolent walk produces a sound and an atmosphere like the 
Qulf wind on the palmettos, a whispering of silk and slight rattle 
of metallic ornaments. She is dressed in mt almost outrageous 
finery, with lustrous feathers on her hat, greenish blue, a cascade 
of them. Diamond and emerald earrings.) 
JOHN. (Sharply.) 'YJJho is that? (ALMA turns up to look. ROSA 
smiles at JOHN1 then continues off L.) 
ALMA. (:Turning back.) I'm surprised that you don't know. 
JOHN. (.SIC HE± I f t f f'ops 1:.) I've been away quite a while. 
ALMA. That's the Gonzales girl. . . . Her father's the owner of 
the gambling casino on Moon Lake. She smiled at you, didn't she? 
JOHN. ((:rosses down L., L. of bench.) I thought she did. 
ALMA. I hope that you have a strong character. 
JOHN. Solid rock 
ALMA. (7\lervously.) The pyrotechnical display is late in starting. 
JOHN. The what? 
ALMA. The fireworks. 
JOHN. Aw. 
ALMA. I suppose you've lost touch with most of your old friends 
here? 
" I 
JOHN. (.Caconica11y.) Yeah. 
ALMA. You must make some new ones! I belong to a little group 
that meets every Wednesday. I think you'd enjoy them, too. • 
They're ioung people with-intellectual interests. 
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: ~ ~ ;! JOHN. (SadlY:) Aw, I see .... 
~ l~· ALMA. You must come!-some time-I'm going to remind you of 1 . . it .... 
i. ~ JOHN. Thanks. (frosses in to L. end of bench.) Do you mind if I 
't ~ sit down? ... 
~ !§: ALMA. (Rises, moves R.) Why, certainly not, there's room enough ·~ F._~ for two! (She sits R. end, JOHN L. end of bench.) Neither of us 
!t are-terribly large in diameter! (Laughs shritly.) ~. A VOICE. (Off~':) Good-bye, Nellie! •, 
[ NELLIE. (Off *-l Good-bye! .. 
. ~ ALMA. Here comes someone much nicer! One of my adorable little 
· ~ vocal pupils, the youngest and prettiest one with the least gift for 
~ music. L J£.ti(_~~ ==:J"""-·JOHN. I know that on,e. (NELLI!i: EWELL enters froni 1t.-a girl of. 
If\. . !.· - -~·. N c sixteen with a r.aaiantly fresh healthy quality.) . 
. 
1 
<s ALMA. (Extending her hand.) Hello, there, Nellie dear! .. 
. ~ · Q NELLIE. (Runs down steps R. to R. end· of bench. kneels.) Oh, 
'- Miss Alma, your singing was so beautiful it made me ~ry. (Band 
.l music offstage ends, there is soft applause.) 
f ALMA. It's sweet of you to fib so. I sang terribly. t +"T""Ul-l'\5 NELLIE. You're just being modest, Miss Alma. (Startinq to cross ~ 'j'\1.-e,"tQ-pS up ,fu Hello, Dr. John! (She comes back down stage, v. of -~ TO :T. "= 
(,! .F bench.) Dr. John? 
I. JOHN. (1urning to her.) Yeah? · · NELLIE. That book you gave me is too full of long words. ' JOHN. Look 'em up in, the dictionary, Nellie. ~ NELLIE. I did, but you know how dictionaries are. You look up 
l'
, ··. one long word and 'it gives you another, and you look up.that one 
and it gives you the long word you looked up in the first place. ! (JOHN laughs. NELLIE starts up steps1.-~ calling over her shoulder.) 
! 1 I'm coming over tomorrow for you to explain it all to me. (Lauqhs 
~ and runs off fl.) 
.~ ALMA. What book is she talking about? i JOHN. A book I gave her-about the facts of 
1
ndature.
1 
She came 
~ over to the office and told me her mother wou n't te 1 her any-
1
. thing, and she had to know because ~he'd fallen in love. 
ALMA. (Laughs.) Why, the precocious little-imp! 
JOHN. What sort of a mother has she? ·-.~~- ALMA. Mrs. Ewell's the merry widow of Glorious HilL They say 
~ that she goes to the depot to meet every train in order to make the 
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acquaintance of traveling salesmen. Of course she is ostracized by 
all but a few of her own type of women in town, which is terribly 
hard for Nellie. It isn't fair to the child. Father didn't want me to 
take her as a pupil because of her mother's reputation, but I feel 
that one has a duty to perform toward children in such-circum-
stances .... And I always say that life is such a mysteriously 
complicated thing that no one should really presume to judge and 
condemn the behavior of anyone else! ('Jhere is a faraway "puff" 
of fireworks and a burst of golden light over their heads. Both 
look up.) There goes the first skvrocketl (.L!...J9Jia~drawn 
" .Ahhhhh I " from invisible crowGl, off R. 'Ibis effect that tviil-Ge 
repeated at intervals during t!Je scene.) Oh, look at it burst into 
a million stars! (JOHN leans way back to look up and allows his 
knees to spread wide apart so that one of them is in contact with 
!:;Lt.•lA's. 'Jbe ettect on_ IJer ts cunotrsJy msrurDif':_g. J ve 11g1Jt on 
cyclorama sk)' starts to dim and stars appear.) 
Wi ~ I f, ~ I 
Lsi ~~ 
JOHN. (.After a moment.) Do you have a chill? 
ALMA. Why, no !-no. \'{Thy? 
JOHN. You're shaking. 
ALMA. Am I? 
JOHN. Don't you feel it! 
ALMA. I have a touch of malaria lingering on. 
JOHN. You have malaria? (yrins qt h~.) 
ALMA. Never severely, never really severely. I just have touches 
of it that come and go. (.f.auqhs airi"ly.) 
JOHN. Why do you laugh that way? ('Witb a qentle qrin.) 
ALMA. \Vhat way? (JOHN imitates ber lqugb. ALMA lat1qbs aqain 
in embarrassment.) ·~ 
JJfCOi}HilN'i..~~fC;iJ;§~1~Ji;'!~!f~i!iil!e'ET3"l'ft ttd~~J ~==l';'T,=§l~r !Eil;"!ijf==' ./;h>Se:ol',r.) Yeah. That 
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ALMA. I do declare, you haven't changed in the slightest. It used l 
to delight you to embarrass me, and it still does! d ;,i 
JOHN. I guess I shouldn't tell you this, but I heard an imitation of ' ~~~~, L · ~ 
you at a party. ~ ~ 
AL.MA. Imitation? Of what? ::\v~·"""S \o ~J 
JOHN. You.----------~------------------------------------- ~ 
AUviA. I?-I? Whx, what did they imitate? ~ 
JOHN. You singing at a wedding. j 
ALMA. My voice? z 
JOHN. Your gestures and facial expression! ~ 
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ALMA. How mystifying! 
JOHN. No, I shouldri't have told you. You're upset about it. 
ALMA. I am not in the least upset, I am just mystified. 
JOHN. Don't you know that you have a reputation for putting on 
airs a little-for gilding the lily a bit? 
ALMA. I have no idea what you are talking about. 
JOHN. Well, some people seem to have gotten the idea that you 
are just a little bit-affected! 
ALMA. Well, well, well, well. (1ries to conceal her hurt.) That 
may be so, it may seem-·wto some people. But since I am inno-
cent of any attempt at affectation, I really don't know what I can 
do about it. 
JOHN. You have a rather fancy way of talking. 
ALMA. Have I? 
JOHN. "Pyrotechnical display" instead of "fireworks," and that 
sort of thing. 
ALMA. So? (Rises, til' i119 lill'll)' R.) 
JOHN. And how about that accent? 
ALMA. (Ccclts nt lsi:n.) Accent? (Sbe cresses rltttt) R.) This leaves 
me quite speechless! (1urns back to him, crossinguPo c<i*,ve R. end 
of bench.) I have sometimes been accused of having a put-on 
accent by people who disapprove of good diction. My father was 
a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford, and while over there he fell into the 
natural habit of using the long A wh~re it is correct to use it. 
(JOHN sits Ql'l bgm:h.) I suppose I must have picked it up from 
him, but it's entirely unconscious. Who gave this imitation at this 
party you spoke of? 
JOHN. ( Grinninq.) I don't think she'd want 'that told. 
ALMA. Oh, it was a· she, then? 
JOHN. You don't think a man could do it? 
ALMA. No 1 and I don't think a lady would do it, either! (Crosses 
up to bcise of fountain, R.) 
• JOHN. E:Ris'ny, S''Jssiny 1 p Jll a 1i112 rnith ks,-, L.) I didn't think 
it would have made you so mad, or I wouldn't have brought it up. 
ALMA. Oh, I'm not mad, I'm just mystified and amazed as I always 
am by unprovoked 'malice in people. (1urns away R. two <tteps.) 
I don't understand it when it's directed"'~t me-~ Crosses L. lo for-
mer position.) and I don't understand it when it is directed at 
anybody else. I just don't understand it-(Sits on 1edqe of foun-
tain.) and perhaps it is better not to understand it. These people 
16 
who call me affected and give these unkind imitations of me-l 
wonder if they stop to think that I have had certain difficulties 
and disadvantages to cope with-which may be partly the cause 
of these peculiarities of mine-which they find so offensive! 
· JOHN. ('Whn ha' 1it a ciaare_tte _tbrows matc!J awav. moves uf2 
stePs R / 0 1-t-~'"'lfow, lvliss Alma, you're making a mountain 
·out of a mole-hill! 
ALMA. I wonder if they stop to think that my circumstances are 
somewhat different from theirs? My father and I have a certain-
cross-to bear! 
JOHN. What cross? ju R.I'J Do·t..U M -'3> A 
ALMA. Living next door to us, you should know what cross. 
JOHN. Oh-Mrs. Winemiller? (Sits "" sl€f£ t.) 
ALMA. She had her breakdown while I was st;ill in high school. 
And from that time on I have had to manage the rectory and take. 
over the social and household duties that would ordinarily belong 
to a minister's wife, not his daughter. And that may have made 
me seem strange to some of my more critical contemporaries. In 
a way it may have-deprived me of---r;;z.._youth .... (Anot!Jer 
rocket. Anot!Jer " AJtJi1i'J-TJ-[! " from -oft-B.-:') 
JOHN. (:R:iz:s, looks up at rocket, turns back to !Jer.) You ought 
to go out with young people. 
ALMA. I am not a recluse. I don't fly around here and there. giving 
imitations of other people at parties. But I am not a recluse by any 
manner of means. Being a minister's daughter I have to be more 
selective than most girls about the-society I keep. But I do go 
out now and then. . . . 
JOI-~i{~e seen you in the public library and the park-~ 
£!1;.. · .) but only nvo or three times have I seen you out with 
a boy, and it was always someone like this Roger Doremus. 
ALlv1A. I'm afraid that you and I move in different circles. If I 
wished to be as outspoken as you are-which is sometimes just ar\ 
excuse for being rude--I might say that I've yet to see you in the 
company of a-well, a-reputable young woman. you've heard 
unfavorable talk about me in your circle of acquaintances, and 
', I've heard equally unpleasant things about you in mine. (Sbe 
'Pr Y-~_14._:. _ _:__t,_,·i""'se=s'4.)L.And the pity of it is. that you are preparing to be a doctor. 
You're intending to practice your father's profession here in Glori-
ous Hill. (JOHN rises angrily, stampinq out !Jis ciqarette.) Most 
of us have no choice but to lead useless lives! But you were bom 
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with a silver spoon in your mouth1 you with your wonderful gifts 
and your looks and your charm! (JOHN crosses down L.) You 
were given-surgeon's fingers! You have a chance to 'Serve hu-
manity. Not just to go on enduring for the sake of endurance1 .but 
to serve a noble1 humanitarian cause1 to relieve human suffering. 
(Crossing down to him.) And what do you do about it? Every-
thing that you can to alienate the confidence of nice people1 who 
love and respect your father-..C.::He turns to her.) driving your 
automobile at a reckless speed from one disorderly roadhouse to 
another[ Heaven have mercy! What are you thinking of1 John? 
-Behaving like an overgrown schoolboy who wants to be known 
as the wildest fellow in town! You know what I call it? I call it 
a desecration/ (She turns from him, crosses to bencb, sits, facing 
away from him. ::He crosses to her, sits beside her, taking her band. 
She sprinqs up from bench.) 
JOHN. You're not going to run off1 are you? 
ALMA. Singing in public always-always upsets me!-Let go of 
my hand. (::He holds on to it, grinning up at her.) Please let go of 
my hand. 
~ , 1(' JOHN. Don't run off mad. · · 
~ ,P -~ 3 i ALMA. Let's t:?t make a spectacle of ourselves. . 
--~-~~;::~~r---:"-:::-:-;-:-h'2F/~h;fb2n-stt-ba<:k-dewa..-t;/.lw;>,t/;J§:I~1'GJ.Git&l;. Publtc reacts as be-f. ~. = fore. A,kMA sits down on bench, he retains her hand.) 
~~ ALMA. You threw that firecracker and started a conversatio'n just 
J in order to tease me as you did as a child. You came to this bench 
i· in order to embarrass me and to hurt my feelings with the report 
:r of that vicious-imitation! (She rises, tries to pull away fron1 
~- IOHN's restraininq hand.) No1 let go of my. hand so I can l~ave1 ~ ' l now. You've succeeded in your purpose. I was hurt1 I did make a 
\• fool of myself as you intended! So let me go now! ~ JOHN. (£eading her by band. be draws ber in front of him to his d ~ rising from bench.) You're attracting attention! Don't you ~ .cy,r ~- ~ know that I really like you1 Miss Alma? 
"""'----··---'-·- ·· ·· .. ·-=::::::7f;J;M]\:;-No J:Qtl~.t,_...;_(Anotber.=skyrocket. QloLv- and 
'i-• ' ,, . ..,....,._., "A::H::H::H:Ji::HI ") l ~ 0 IV. p R JOHN. Sure I do. A l~t. (Cnming #lb&£e bend; to down R.) Some- i 
~ · times when I come home la:te at night I look over at the re~J~r--\"" P-1 \y,~~ 
~ I see something white at the window. Could that be you1 Miss · ~ Alma? Or is it your doppelganger looking out of the window that ~ faces my way? 
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ALMA. (.Laughing a bit, she crosses, :its L. end of bench.) Enough ., . , . . 1;.:, ~ 
about doppelganger-:vhatever that 1s! . , ;<t :: .. •;;,tt l ~ 
JOHN. There goes a mce one, Roman can£Uub_ey_g1ll.1tl .. (Jie run,>. :~t.,..,.;,..,.,,."" p;·. » 
up steps R. to watch and count Pttffs of light) Four-fiv~ · · • · - r--r 
that's all? No! Seven! (Jie laughs.) ·~ 
ALMA. ('Vag~1ely.) Dear me . . . (:Fans herself.) ' ~ l 
JOHN. ,(Comes down to R. of her.). How about going riding? ~ ~ 
fROSA GONZALES appears at top of steps L., starts down.) I. ] 
ALMA. When?-now? ! !l 
JOHN. (Sees ROSA-too carelessly.) Oh-some afternoon. , t I 
ALMA. (Still facing out, unaware of ROSA.) Would you observe the ~ : 
~ speed limit? ~ ~ 
JOHN. (:Moving up-stage.) Strictly with you1 Miss Alma. 1: ~ 
ALiVlA. Why1 then1 I'd be glad to-John. ~ ~· 
JOHN. (Picks up hat on base of fountain, his eyes still on ROSA.) ·~ ~ 
-And wear a hat with a plume! , ·{ l 
ALMA. gaughs.? ~~o~'t :ave.~;;;'~~ a ~~~ume! 
1 
, h. i .#;. ~~ j 
ie~:U~~ly :tft~. J ~Hrff~~loet~S he;,=t!m;q~:~Jt?.St_o~i ~:qb7~J!:~ r '"'~=-==-~r:=-~ ~--t 
MISS ALMA, who turns and sees them together. She sits motionless ~ ~ 
a moment, facinq out. ROGER DOREMUS enters from R., carryinq a j ; 
{french-horn case . .A small man, somewhat like a sparrow.) I j t~i 
ROGER. (.Descendinq steps R., comes doum staqe to R. end of 1 ~ 
bench.y Whew! Golly! Moses!-Well1 how did it go 1 Miss Alma? : q 
(.C(ghts on playing area and cyclorama start to dim.) J 
ALMA. How did-what-go? " 
ROGER. (.Annoyed.) My solo on the French horn? I ~ 
ALMA. (Slowly, without thinking.) -I paid no attention to it. ' ~ 
(Rises slowly.) -I'll have to hang on your arm----;:(ROGER moves 4tJ 
down, extends his arm.) I'm feeling so dizzy! (.A 'fiFal skyrocket'-:-... _ •. • '1'+- ~ 
and ".AJ-fJ-fJ-fJ-fJ-fJ-f/" :They turn t!/? staqe and start up steps, R. -""""'""r~ ~ .. · ·~·..,..,. 
and off R • .'Playing area and cyclorama dim out 1 skyrockets appear ~ 
on sky . .As ALMA and ROGER reach end of ramp R. 1 the rockets ~ f't.~ fade out and a light appears on-the angel.) 1 'T"'>l f.'"~ 
END OF SCENE -=···-·· : .. ~~c ·~~~eP.~,..----
1 All props used in the scenes are brought on and off by the actors in blackouts 
at the beginning and end of each scene, and all doors· and windows opened . during 
tbe scenes, unless closed as a part of the action during the scenes, must be closed 
in the blackouts. 
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PART I 
SCENE 2 
'Jhe DOCTOR'S office. 
ALMA and DR. JOHN BUCHANAN, SR. 1 are present ill 
doctor's office L. 'Jhe DOCTOR is sittinq back in a swivel 
chair. above desk, a palm-leaf fan in his hand . .A fine 
looking old man in the best Southern tradition. ALMA is. 
standing up R. by window. 'Jhe scene should be rather 
peculiarly directed . .An effect of languor, of gentleness, 
a very leisurely tempo to create the feeling of the slow 
summer and of a long-established understanding and 
tenderness between the two people: a father-daughter 
kind. 
ALMA. I don't think I will be able to get through the summer. 
DOCTOR. (glances at her slowly, reflectively with a faint smile.) 
You'll get through it, Alma. 
ALMA. ('Jurning to him.) How? How, Dr. John? 
DOCTOR. One day will come after another and one night will come 
after another till sooner or later the summer will be all through 
with, (ALMA turns back to window.) and then it will be fall, and 
you will be saying, "I don't see how I'm going to get through the 
fall." 
ALMA. But even if I survive it, I won't be the same. 
DOCTOR, No? 
ALl\1A. I'll be terribly changed in some way. 
DOCTOR. What way do you think you'll be changed in? 
ALMA. (Crosses down to below desk, c.) If I knew that it wou1dn't 
scare me so. p dot, '" '"'") I wonder if it's noticeable 
to people? Can people see it in me? (Sinkinq into chair, below 
desk.) Or do they just think, "Miss Alma's fading this summer"? 
DOCTOR, (.Ceaninq over desk to her.) Are you in love? (ALMA 
turns away.) Are you in love with someone? 
ALMA. Oh, Doctor John! 
DOCTOR. Well, are you? 
ALMA. There is someone who wants me to marry him. 
DOCTOR. (Sitting back.) Oh, you'v~ had a proposal! 
ALMA. How astonished you sound! 
20 
DOCTOR. Not a bit in the world! I'm only astonished it hasn't hap-
pened sooner! 
ALMA. Well, it has happened lately. Finally. 
DOCTOR. Well, well, well! Miss Alma is going to be married. 
ALMA. Don't you dare speak of this! 
DOCTOR. Haven't you spoken of it? 
ALMA. No! To nobody-but you. 
DOCTOR. _(£eaning forward.) Who's the young man, Miss Alma? 
ALMA. -A nice young man, a very nice young man. 
DOCTOR. Well, there are several in town. Which one? 
ALMA. I doubt that you know him. He's almost a stranger in town. 
He and his mother came here recently from Meridian, and he is 
-he is-a very active church-worker .... 
DOCTOR. A church-worker? 
ALMA. Our Sunday School superintendent. 
DOCTOR. Ah? 
ALMA. He's talented, too, in music-plays the French hom. His 
name is Roger Doremus! 
DOCTOR. Ah . . . (.Averts face to hide his expression, which is 
b.oth troubled and amused. ALMA leans over to judge his facial 
reaction.) 
ALMA. You know him? 
DOCTOR. Oh, yes-yes, I know him. 
ALMA. What do you think of him? 
DOCTOR. Just what you said. He's nice. 
ALMA. Yes, he really is-very nice. . (Settles back in her 
.... chair.) 
DOCTOR. (Rises, picks up fan from desk.) A little bit on the--
uh--
ALMA. (£eaninq forward aqain.) What? 
DOCTOR. Well-- (:Makes an indefinite qesture. 'Vaguely.) But 
some young men are like that. . . . ( Qoes a few steps R.) 
ALMA. Oh ... 
DOCTOR. (:Turns to her) However . 
ALMA. 'What 7 
DOCTOR. Well-nothing. 1Crosses to window up R) 
ALMA. No! Please say what you think/ After all, it's important 
to me! 
DOCTOR. (:Turns to her.) Is it? 
ALMA. What do you me~ 
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DOCTOR. Important? 
ALMA. Is what important? 
DOCTOR. Whatever you said was? 
ALMA. All I said was that I wanted to know what you think, but 
you keep-evading the-issue. (pOCTOR turns to window, fanning 
• himself reflectively.) 
DOCTOR. (:Turns, crosses to chair above desk.) A little rain would 
certainly be a relief. 
ALMA. That isn't what we were talking about, Dr. John. 
DOCTOR. (Sitting in chair.) Old men get absent-minded . 
ALMA. You just don't want to express· a candid opinion. 
DOCTOR. On what? 
ALMA. On this young man. 
DOCTOR. I told you I agreed with you. 
ALMA. That he's nice, yes! Naturally! That's understood. 
DOCTOR. Well, what more do you want me to say about him? 
ALMA. (Rises, crosses to window up R.) I don't know why we 
began to talk about him in the first place. ~:Turns to him.) Except 
that you are the one person in town that I haye ever been able to 
rely on for a kind and honest and understanding discussion of my 
-problems. . . . This may very well be my last offer of marriage! 
(:Turns front.) 
DOCTOR. Why do you say that? 
ALMA. I am getting along. All of the girls I grew up with have 
either married or-gone into something else. Well- (Moving L. 
toward him.)-to get back to what we were talking about, I do 
like him, I respect him enormous1y for his-many-good-quali-· 
ties. He has a responsible position in the Delta Planters' Bank. 
And Mr. Hutcheson has told Father that they think very well of 
him there, that he is in line for promotion. He is distantly related 
to Mr. Hutcheson. (DOCTOR turns front.) In fact, not so distantly. 
His mother was Mr. Hutcheson's mother's first cousin. They think 
very weli of him there and of course the family connection won't 
do him any harm, either. 
DOCTOR. He strikes me as the sort of young man who wculd get 
along very well in the banking profession. 
ALMA. Then what is your specific objection to him? 
DOCTOR. (:Turns on her.) What is yours/ 
ALMA. I have none! 
DOCTOR. Then what the hell are we talking about, Miss Alma-
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(Rises.)-if you'll excuse the emphasis? (ALMA crosses clown to T 
chair below desk, sits. 2Ts ftlliO lia 1 1 11 1, .t, J, "'S ''""Md~ _:_DR.~ '1-...D.o.S 0~ A-\'Wl 
~) I've never known anybody as God-damn touchy as you are! ,. 
ALMA. I am sorry that I have exasperated you to the point of 
profanity. (&OCTAR xtnigl,t 11 s 11[t.) My objection to him is just 
that I don't love him and cannot imagine myself--
DOCTOR. (Leaning over desk again.) In bed with him? 
ALMACPt 1 •''J, &J: lc !!5b)Dr.John! 
DOCTOR. ·~Cessili§ clctcu Gil I r '!l Lu.) Well? __ ~-~---
ALMA. (9fta I 9 1 1 / 1.) Yes.-I suppose that's it! 
DOCTOR. Well, why didn't you come out and say so? Instead of 
all this beating around the bush! 
ALMA. But suppose I got left high and dry? With no one, nobody! 
DOCTOR. ~r;;·rss-sin§! L. am4 !I~ abst?e dssk tEJ E. EJf it.) Well-you 
could go to New Orleans as your aunt did and have a mysteri-
ously colorful career on the old side of town. 
ALMA. What an unkind thing to say! 
DOCTOR. (Sits in chair above desk.) \Vell, my head is spinning! 
ALMA. (Rises, crosses to him on his R., ptrts arms around his 
shoulden 1ie pats her hand.) You won't take care of yourself. 
Shall I go now? I shouldn't have bothered you. I wouldn't have, 
but I sa'v you sitting alone in here, so I-dropped in. (Crosses 
down R. toward exit.) . 
·DOCTOR. I thought you \vanted to ask my advice about something? 
ALMA. You had nothing to say. 
DOCTOR. I have this to say, Alma. ES••·ii• •lies fol h 1 l1• •it in 
C!Dalf 9elow desk SLe <lses.) You've got to ask yourself whether 
or not the sexual side of marriage means anything to you. A 
gentlemanly fellow, abstemious and easy-going, is all sorp.e women 
look for. On the other hand there are some women who want to 
love and be loved with physical passion. (ALMA looks slowly and 
qravely away.) Which are you,·Miss Alma? Tu R. N s YO A., 
ALMA. I believe in the possibility of a deep love between a man 
and a woman. 
DOCTOR. Good! A physical love? 
ALMA. With me it could not be based on physical passion. I think 
• the very term is somewhat unpleasant. 
I DOCTOR. Forgive me for using it. {Smiles a bit wearily.) 
1 ALMA. But, naturally, marriage leads to contacts-embraces? 
I DOCTOR. Yes? 
i 
J 
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ALMA. And I don't see how I could ever with Roger. (:Turns and 
looks directly at him.) It even offends me when he touches my~ 
hand-in spite of an the respect that I do have for him1 and even. 
affection .... 
. DOCTOR. Has anyone else ever touched you-(ALMA ttirns away.) 
;:. to w1 .,.~.-I mean your hand-without creating this-distasteful feeling? 
-4- 2.., ~ .#)>. ~ . .1.. ~ • ALMA. Yes, I'm not ~ cold person . . . ~'Voice offstage: ~' JOHNNY1 ~~~ / ~ JOHNNY!" ALMA nses, crosses to wmdow up R.) Where's-~ . ~~····-·~···~- where's Johnny? I haven't seen him lately. Is he out of"town? 
f DOCTOR. ('Writing on prescription pad.) You're not the only 
' young lady who's asked me that. 
ALMA. That doesn't answer my question .. 
DOCTOR. The last I heard he was taking part in what is called a 
"floating crap game." 
ALMA. When do you expect him back? 
DOCTOR. When he has lost his shirt1 socks1 tie1 and the belt to his 
trousers. 
ALMA. (:Moving L. toward him.) When he comes back-I wish 
you'd rerrifud him of something. A month· ago he said he would 
take me riding some afternoon in his automobile1 but'he seemed j to forget all about it. 
_,)L.,_. ............ -.......,.....,....,. _____ ----.,D_o_c_T_O_;R. (:Turns to her.) I'm afraid you'll have to remind him of 
! L it yourself. When he comes back1 if the no-good whelp comes 
back1 he'll find his belongings moved to the Alhambra Hotel. 
There is no place in the medical profession for wasters and drunk-
ards and lechers1 and there is no place in my house for wasters1 
drunkards and lechers. 
ALMA. Why do you say lechers? 
DOCTOR. ~:Turning front.) He spends his nights at Gonzales' place 
on the Lake. He isn't fit for you to associate with1 as your father 
told you a long time ago. ~ 
ALMA. (Crosses above him, to his il., her hands on his shoulders.) 
You've got to be patient1 because he's young and confused. We've 
all of us got to be patient. At least till the end of summer. If we 
can go that far1 we can go much further1 and somewhere1 some 
time-there must be sorrie revelation1 the visit of some angel to 
straighten things out. (She kisses top of DOCTOR'S head.) Good-
bye, I'm going nQJY). (Starts out L. JOHN enters, door up R.) John! 
JOHN. Hello1 Miss ~~rns to DOCTOR, who greets him with 
a stony look.) Dad. (:Turns away l) 
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ALMA. Don't be too severe with him! ~ 
DOCTOR. Excuse us1 Miss Alma. (ALMA exits 11 JOHN starts off L.) 
-r· n ~ ~"VI e._ 
.. kUst-_~~ £~~ 
uJa.,-2'\ \: ~1 J 4. 
... -----\.. 
I, 
You'll find your dhings at the Alhambra Hotel. {1: 
JOHN. (:Turns t$ to bim.) If that's how you want it. (Starts out' 
r1 I a liP steps,) 
DOCTOR. (Rising.) John! (J9HN returns to room again.) Go up-
stairs a!J.d wash and shave and put on a clean shirt of mine-I'll 
have the colored boy get your things from the Alhambra. & 
JOHN. Okay1 if that's the way you want it. ('Hastily crosses t:. 
PART I 
SCENE 3 
Rectory interior liqhted. 
MRS. WINEMILLER rushes onto rectory area through tbe 
Qotbic door frame R. ~be crosses L. to love-seat, sit~, 
opens ber parasof, and takes out a fancy white plumed 
'hat. Drops ber Parasol, rises, turns up stage· as tbougb 
:toa mirror, starts to put on bat. Pbone rings. Startlea, 
. she turns to it. 1t rings again, 'Hurriedly si:Je crosses R. 
and conceals hat on floor behind table, then scurries back 
and sits on love-seat. Phone rings again. ALMA enters 
from R. and moves to above up L. end of table. Picks up 
phone. 
ALMA. (Jnto phone.) Hello.-Yes1 Mr. Gillam. . She did? 
,.(:Turns and looks at ber mother.) Are you sure? ... How 
shocking! (MRS. WINEMILLER rises, picks up bat and comes down 
to sit 8:f1W ,E\t!t! Gj ]L c 1 tt:l, j acin§ ALiVIA.) Thank you1 Mr. Gillam 
-(MRS. WINEMILLER deliberately puts on bat.) the hat is here. 
(ALMA crosses up tl to pick up paras91. WINFMII I FR enters from 
R.1 distractedly, sees .MRS. WINEMILLER.). 
WINEMILLER. (Crosses L. abete fuble to ALMA.) Alma! Alma
1 
your 
mother--! · 
ALMA. I know1 Father1 Mr. Gnlam just called. He told me she 
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picked up ~ white plumed hat and he pretended not to notice in 
order to save you the embarrassment1 so I just let him charge it 
to us. 
WINEMILLER. That hat looks much too expensive. 
ALMA. It'~ fourteen dollars. You pay six of it1 Father1 and I'll pay 
eight. (She hands him parasol.) 
WINEMILLER. What an insUfferable cross we have to bear! (Carry-
inq parasol, J;w, dart:: ~t. and exits R . .As he exits, MRS. 
WINEMILLER rises, clutching hat, moves l. ALMA crosses to her, 
~ .. nd taking her by arm seats her in chair R. of table.) 
ALMA. Now I have a thousand and one things to do before my 
club meeting tonight1 so you work quietly on your picture puzzle 
or I shall take the hat back1 plume and all. (Crosses to above ta-
ble, c.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (1hrows a piece of jig-saw pL:zz1e, which is on 
table; to floor, up-stage.) The pieces don't fit! (ALMA picks up 
Piece of puzzle and replaces it. ll;lRS. WINEMILLER attempts to 
throw another piece, but ALMA restrains her.) Don't fit! (ALMA 
I moves to phone, picks it up, then slowly puts it down aqain. :Fina11y, summoning her courage, picks it up again and unhooks $ , receiver.) 
t ' J:); --~~.(.JntD-P_®.P..e~..,ElP;J.j,.q2__::;:::::;;- .GJ9H~(s phone _ri~. Office ~-~ .~or.~b.ted. JOHN enters the office from L.! a qfa~s in each 
4+ .!,5 hand, mixinq a bromo as he goes. Crosses to above desk drinks 
mixture, puts glasses on desk, picks up phone and sits 'oh ~ 
-~chair behind desk.) 
JOHN. (.Answering.) Hello? 
ALtvi.A. (Laughs.) John! 
JOHN. Miss Alma? 
ALMA. (Laughs.) You recognized my voice? 
JOHN. I recognized your laugh. 
ALMA. (Laughs.) Ha-ha! How are you1 you stranger1 you! 
JOHN. I'm pretty wel11 Miss Alma. How're you doing? 
ALMA. Surviving1 just surviving! Isn't it fearful! · 
JOHN. Uh-huh. 
ALMA. You seem unusually -laconic. Or perhaps I should say more 
than usually laconic. 
JOHN. I had a big night and I'm just recovering from it. 
ALMA. Well1 sir1 I have a bone to pick with you! 
JOHN. What's that1 Miss Alma? 
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ALMA. The time of our last conversation on the Fourth of July, 
you said you were going to take me riding in your automobile. 
JOHN. Aw. Did I say that? 
ALMA. Yes indeed you did, sir!· And ali these hot afternoons I've 
been breathlessly waiting and hoping that you would remember 
that promise. (Laughs.) But now I know how insincere you are. 
Time and agaiii. the four-wheeled phenomenon flashes by the rec-
tory, and I have yet to put my-my quaking foot in it. (f.auqhs.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (Mocking ALMA.) My quaking foot in it! 
ALMA. Mother! Shhhh! 
JOHN. (Rises, moves down, sits R. end of desk.) What was that, 
Miss Alma? I didn't understand you? 
ALMA. I was just reprimanding you, sir! Castigating you verbaliy! 
Ha-ha! 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (yrimacing.) Ha-ha! (ALMA turns to her 
mother, bushinq her.) 
JOHN. What about, Miss Alma? 
ALMA. Never mind. I know how busy you are!-(MRS. WINE-
MILLER qifUJles.) Mother, hush, please! 
JOHN. I'm afraid we have a bad connection. 
ALMA. I hate telephones. I don't know why, but they always make 
me laugh as if someone were poking me in the ribs! (Laughs.) I 
swear to goodness they do! 
JOHN. Why don't you just go to your window and I'li go to mine, 
and we can holier across? 
ALMA. The yard's so wide I'm afraid it would crack my voice! 
And I've got to sing at sorriebody's wedding tomorrow. 
JOHN. You're going to sing at a wedding? 
ALMA. Yes. " The Voice That Breathed 0' er Eden." (Laughs.) 
And I'm as hoarse as a frog! 
JOHN. Better come over and let me give you a gargle. 
ALMA. Nasty gargles-I hate them! 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (5\1ocking.) Nasty gargles-I hate them! 
ALMA. Mother, shhh!-please! As you no doubt have gathered, 
there is some interference at this end of"the line! What I wanted 
to say is-you remember my mentioning that little club I belong 
to? 
JOHN. Aw! Aw, yes! Those inteliectual meetings! 
ALMA. Oh, now, don't .cali it that. It's just a little informal gath-
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ering every Wednesday, and we talk about the new books and 
read things out loud to each other! 
JOHN. Serve any refreshments? 
ALMA. Yes, we serve refreshments! 
JOHN. Any liquid refreshments? 
ALMA. Both liquid and solid refreshments. 
JOHN. Is this an invitation? 
ALMA. Didn't I promise I'd ask you? It's going to be tonight!-
at eight at my house, at the rectory, so all you'll have to do is 
cross the yard!. 
JOHN. I'll try to make it, Miss Alma. 
ALMA. Don't say try as if it required some Herculean effort! All 
you have to do is --
JOHN. Cross the yard! (Rises, crosses up above desk, faces clown.) 
Uh"huh-reserve me a seat by the punch bowl. 
ALMA. That gives me an idea! We will have punch, fruit punch, 
with claret in it. Do you like claret? 
JOHN. I just dote on claret. 
ALMA. (f:ai1ghs.) Now you're being sarcastic! 
JOHN. Excuse me, Miss Alma1 but Dad's got to use this phone. 
ALMA. I won't hang up till you've said you'll come without fail! 
JOHN. I'll be there, Miss Alma. You can count on it. 
ALMA. -Au revoir, then! Until eight. 
JOHN. G'bye, Miss Alma. (With a c{uizzical look, he hanqs up 
hone, picks up the two glasses and exits L.j Lights in DOCTOR's 
o ce clim out to ac .) 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (.lis ALMA. hangs up phone, she rises a!;!cl 
tpaltzes, mocking, L. ~ ia~le to up L.) Alma's in love-in 
love! 
ALMA. (Sharply.) Mother, you are wearing out my patience! 
(Crossinq to her.) Now I am expecting another music pupil and 
":~ J {... I have to make preparations for the club meeting, so I suggest that 
J-!-:...--....... -.. ,-,.."c·"'"'·-·.,..=-_...-->Y.cln ... -G~~J:Wg..l...4,Q.Qt;]seU Q.tf_.£.) Will you go to your 
n room? (MRS. WINEMILLER reluctantly crosses R. to front ofshair 
I i R. of table, then sits. Doorbell rin s a ain. ALMA crosses ~- to 
"""' __ ............ ,,u·.-,.......,._._.. door.) Yes, Nellie, coming, ~ eHie!(Crossinq back to R. of MRS. 
WINEMILLER.)· All right, stay down here then. But keep your at-
tention on your picture puzzle or there will be no ice-cream for 
you after supper. vo in e i n 
buzz/e. ALMA crosses Hello, Nellie. 
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LIE rZI~~ in tfoi11 VA~ wifal:i excitecl over somethin{.Rtl11s ~- . 
~ ·to love-seat up L .. throws herself 011 it on her hands and 
knees, bttr)'ing ber 1Jeacl in so fa.) .1: 
NELLIE. Oh1 Miss Alma! ('Wags her head mysteriously from side 
to side.) 
ALMA. ('11Jho has followed ber in, down R.) What is it1 Nellie? 
Has something happened at home? (NELLIE continues-mysterious -' 
waqqinq and qiqqlinq. ALMA crosses below table up to NELLIE.) 
Oh1 now1 Nellie1 stop that! Whatever it is1 it can't be that im-
portant! 
NELLIE. (Straigbtens up, moves around on love-seat to face ALMA1 
tben suddenl)' blurts out.) Miss Alma1 haven't you ever had- , 
crushes? 
ALMA. t:;_f little above E. tltd of tab1c.) What? 
NELLIE. Crushes? 
ALMA. Yes-I suppose I have. 
----,--~ ~--- Y'{\.\}J. 
NELLIE. Did you know that I had a crush on you, Miss Alma? 
ALMA. No 1 Nellie. 
NELLIE. Why do you think that I took singing lessons? 
ALMA. I supposed it was because you wished to develop your voice. 
NELLIE. (Cutting in.) Oh1 you know1 and I know1 I never had any 
voice. I had a crush on you1 though. Those were the days when I 
had crushes on gi-rls. Those days are all over- (Spreads her legs 
out, beating on floor with ber heels.) now I have crushes on boys. 
(Rises, crosses to ALMA.) Oh1 Miss Alma1 you know about 
Mother1 how' I was brought up so nobody .nice except you would 
have anything to do with us-Motheh meeting the trains.. to pick 
up the travelling salesmen-(CrossinfJ. two steps.) and bringing 
them home to drink ang play poker-all of them acting like pigs1 
pigs1 pigs! (Emphasizes this by waving bands up and down. MRS, 
WINEMILLER mimics her gestui·es and words: "Pigs, P.fgs, pigs!" 
uJ tA r"rtrgiu• her. NELLIE crosses R. to ALMA.) Well1 I thought 
'I'd always hate men. Loathe and despise theni; But last pight --
Oh! ('Jbrows herself on love-seat, fm;e sa t!1TF.) 
ALMA. (Mov.,ing up toward piano.) Hadn't we better run over 
some scales until you are feeling calmer? 
NELLIE. (Sitting up.) I'd heard them downstairs for hours but 
didn't know who it was-I'd fallen asleep-when all of a sudden 
my door banged open. He'd thought it was the bathroom! ..(,Eu.iL 
bead down again. MRS. WINEMILLER giggles.) 
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b.LMA. (:Turning down.) Nellie, I'm not sure I want to hear any 
more of this story. 
NELLIE. CPeerinq up at ALMA ) Guess who 
it was? 
ALMA. I couldn't possibly guess. 
NELLIE. Someone you know. Someone I've seen you with. 
ALMA. Who? 
NELLIE. ()its up on love-seat, facing ALMA.) The wonderfullest 
person in all the big wide world! When he saw it was me he carrie 
and sat down on the bed and held my hand and we talked and 
talked until Mother came up to see what had happened to him. 
You should have heard him bawl her out. Oh, he lafd the law 
down! He said she ought to send me off to a girls' school because 
she wasn't fit to bring up a daughter! Then she started to bawl 
him out. you're a fine one to talk, she said, you're not fit to call 
yourself a doctor! 
ALMA. John Buchanan? 
NELLIE. Yes, of course, Dr. Johnny: 
ALMA. Was-with-your-mother? 
NELLIE. Oh, he wasn't her beau! He had a girl with him, and 
Mother had somebody else! 
ALMA. Who-did-he-have? 
NELLIE. Oh, some loud tacky thing with a Z in her name! 
ALMA. Gonzales? Rosa Gonzales? 
NELLIE. Yes, that wp.s it! But him! Oh, Miss Alma. He's the won-
derfu11est person tharr--
ALMA. (Crossing L. toward NELLIE.) Your mother was right! He 
isn't fit to call himself a doctor! I hate to disillusion you, but this 
wonderfullest person is pitiably weak. (Someone calls "Johnny I 
Johnny I" outside, off L.) . . 
NELLIE. (Rises, goes to window L. 1 opens it, looks out.) Someone 
is calling him now! 
ALMA. (Crosses R. -ro 1h · • r bl:.) Yes, these people who shout 
his name in front of his house· are of such a character that the old 
doctor cannot permit them to come inside the door. (JI1ooes'slowly 
L. to R. of NELLIE.) And when they have brought l1im ·home at 
night, left him sprawling on the front steps, sometimes at day-
break-it takes two people, his father and the qld cook, one. push-
ing and one pulling, to get him upstairs. All the gifts of the gods 
were' showered on him-(Call of "Johnny/" is repeated off L.) 
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but all he cares about is indulging his senses! ("Johnny!" comes 
again, off L.) 
NELLIE. (Leaning ottt of window.) H.ere he comes down the steps! 
Look at him jump! 
ALMA. Oh. 
NELLIE. Over the baTiters. Ha-ha. 
ALMA. (Crosses C3' = 1 ' 11 .) Nellie, don't lean out the 
window and have us caught spying. 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (Suddenly. Show Nellie how you spy on 
him! (NELLIE turns from window and lao s at er, 
..row-.) Oh, she's a good one at spying. She stands behind the cur-
tain and peeks ar.ound it, and --
ALMA. ( (rosses to •above MRS. WINEMILLER to restrain her 1 fran~ 
tically.) :Mother! 
MRS. WINEMILLER. She spies on him. \'V'henever he comes in at 
night she rushes downstairs to watch him out of this window! 
ALMA. (YllcctL§ lc 1 j f ills r Pi !IT I FEJ 1JP( hau.4, !3fl her 
lit r1 1 I d,jpr' ) Be still! 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (Overlapping.) She called him just now and 
had a fit on the telephone! (V'ffg, gl1•·1s I : ·oss t.) Alma's in 
love-Alma's in love! 
ALMA. (Seizes ber mother b sbottlders and orcibly usbes bet' 
down onto · , ~.) Mother, be still! (Pause, as she re-
gains control of herself.) Nellie, Nellie, please~o. 
NELLIE. (Crossing R., above table, to ~:R:} All right, Miss 
Alma, I'm going. Good night, Mrs. WmemJ!ler! (yoes out ~. 
,(Li L f 11 11 13 11 f If D 1 ff ] I • 'Jib.) 
ALMA. ([:rosses to C. 1 above MRS. WINEMILLER.) If 
ever I hear yoti say such a thing again, if ever you dare to repeat 
such a thing in my presence, or anybody else's-then. it will be 
the last straw! (Crosses up above table, to L. end of it.) You un-
derstand me? Yes, you understand me! You act like a child, but 
you have the devil in you. And God will punish you-:-yes! I'll 
punish you, too. I'll take your cigarettes from you and ,give you 
no more. I'll give you no ice-cream, either. {Crosses down, down 
L. end of table.) Because I'm tired of your malice. Yes, ,I'm tired 
-of your malice and your self-indulgence. People wonder .why I'm 
tied down here! They pity me-think of me as an old maid al-
ready! I'm young. Still young! It's you-it's you, you've taken 
my youth away from me! (Cre££es ft1:1e steps up L.) I wouldn't 
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i ~. ~ say that-I'd try not even to think it-(1urns, comes down 
\ 
stage.) if you were just kind, just ·simple! But I could ..spread 
t t-:H-. .- . lf 'lk f d d 
·,, ..... · ~. 1 my i e out i e a rug or you to step on an you'd step on it, an 
rJ ·not even say· "Thank you, Alma!" Which is what yotr've done 
j -;.<-:l>R :'0 always-and now you dare to tell a disgusting lie about me-in 
~ '~.· front of that girl! J t; MRS. WINEMILLER. Don't you think I hear you go to the window 
f, ~· at night to watch him come in and--? ' ~ ~ ALMA. (Reaching for plumed bat.) Give me that plumed hat, ~. ~ Mother! It goes back now, it goes back! t ~ MRS. WINEM.ILLER. 'Jigbt! 'Jigbt! (ALMA snatches at bat. MRS. WINE-. 
, f ILLER snatches, too. 1be bat is torn between them. MRS. WINE-
...J-<-..:. ~ MILLER retains bat. Plume comes loose in ALMA'S an . She stares 
~~ ~ ;t it a· moment with a shocked expressio~.) 
ALMA. (Sincerely.) H;,~yen h~e merc;y UJ20,!l us!hk.cigbts in 'rec-
tory dim out to Slack. Special spot comes up on anyel.) l:tt I r ·-<------------·~E_N_D_o_F_s_cENE 
i . 
I 
I 
1 
(NOTE: A[ people concerned in,the followingc_sc;ene, carrying 
:fans, take their places on stage in the blackout. RoGER carries on 
the minute book to hand to ALMA in the black.) 
.eights dim up to reoeal rectorf interior. 
1)q.e meetinq is in progress, having just opened· with the 
readinq of the minutes by ALMA. She stands up c., be-
tween piano and love-seat, and the others of them, 
Including ROGER, seated on L. end of love-seat, a willowy 
younger man·witb 'Byronic locks, VERNON, sitting in chair 
R. o table. _A widow, MRS. BASSETT, and ROSEMARY, the 
Public Librarian, a wist ul o er gir wit a ong nee 
. and t!Jick-lensed glasses, are seated side by s1de on piano 
' bench, MRS. BASSETT on R. end. • 
ALMA. (Reading.) "Our last meeting which fell on July Four-
teenth --· " 
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... _____ _ 
MRS. BASSETT, Bastille Day! 
ALMA. Pardon me? 
MRS. BASSETT. It fell on Bastille Day! But, honey, that was the 
_meeting before last. 
ALA1A. (Consulting minute-book.) You're perfectly right. (Laughs.) 
I seem to be on the wrong page-- (Some papers from her book 
flutter to the floor.) 
• MRS. BASSETT. Butter-fingers? (ROGER and VERNON both rise to J2jck 
them: uP, but ROGER recovers tl:iem, and bands them back to ALMA.) 
ALMA. Thank you, Roger-Vernon. (ROGER and VERNON resume 
their seats. ALMA looks at book again.) Here we are!· July twenty-
fifth'! Correct? 
MRS. BASSETT. Correct! 
ALMA. (Continuing.) "It was debated whether or not we ought to 
suspend operations for the remainder of the summer, as the de-
parture of several members engaged in the teaching profession for 
their summer vacations--" 
MRS. BASSETT. Lucky people! 
AU<lA. "-had substantially contracted our little circle." 
MRS. BASSETT. -"Decimated our ranks!" (Doorbe11 rings off R.) ;J:};:-::J 
ALMA. ('Wit1J agitation.) Is that-is that-the doorbell? -~-------""'""olio<-"""" 
MRS. BASSETT. It sure did sound like it to me:•. 
ALMA. Excuse me a moment. (Hands minute-book to ROGER, starts 
R. to door.) I tli'ink it may be-- (Exits off R., her lauqb is 
beard, and she returns.) Yes, it is-our guest of honor! (Crosses q C: 
J · J, 1111 'f J. ' e S8<d. Y!1en rise. JOHN comes in, im-rtt~culately groomed ;nd shining, his white linen coat over his 
jjrm. :He is a startling contrast to tbe ot6er male company, wbo 
seem to be outcasts of a state in which be is a prominent citizen.) 
Everybody, this is Dr. John B~chanan, Jr. 
JOHN. (Crossing to ALMA t.., easily glancing about the assem-
blage.) He11o, everybody. 
i,/'MRS. BASSETT. I' never thought he'd sho·w up. Congratulations, 
Miss Alma. 
I 
" 
JOHN. Did I miss much? 
ALMA. Not a thing! Just the minutes-I'll put you on the love-
seat. Next to me. (On hearii1q this, ROGER steps down to look 
gr!estioninqly at ALMA, who does not meet his qaze. JOHN qrins 
at him, wberenpon ROGER crosses R. to front. of chair R. of table, 
and indicates to VERNON that he tlli11 change seats with him. ~-
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NSJ%Y. backs up staqe, qets other high-backed chair from up R. and 
.hrings it down on a line JVith other chair, and be and ROGER finallv ~ 
>eat themselves ALMA bas taken JOHN'S coat and crosses to ~~b R. 
~. putting down coat.) We mustn't crush this lovely gar~ent. 
(She returns to love-seat and sits clown, next to JOHN.) \'\fell, 
now! we are completely assembled! 
MRS. BASSETT. (Eagerly.) Vernon has his verse play ·with him to-
night! 
ALMA. ('Uneasily.) Is that right, Vernon? (Obviously, it is. :He 
has a :MS. four inches thick on his knees. Starts to rise, holding" 
outY\1S.) ~\ 5 t:S 
ROGER. (Reacbes out a restraininq band, stoppinq VERNON mid~ 
way.) We decided to put that off till cooler weather. (VERNON 
sinks back into his chair.) Miss Rosemary is supposed to read us a 
paper tonight on William Blake. 
MRS. BASSETT. Those dead poets c~ ~p! (JOHN /au ts.)Y 
ALMA. Excitedly jumps up, comes down-to ron o table. Mrs. 
Bassett, everybody! !his is the way I feel about the verse play . 
. It's too important a thing to read under any but ideal circum-
stances. Not- o~ly atmospheric-on some cool evening with music 
planned to go with it!-Btrt everyone present so that nobody will 
miss it! Why don't we --? 
S-T f 'h-~ ROGER. Why don't we take a standing vote on the matter? 
- -'------,-A-LMA. (Clapping her handJ.) Good,· good, perfect! (:Moves back. 
to her seat by JOHN.) 
ROGER. All in favor. of putting the verse play off till cooler weathet> 
-(:He rises.) stand up! (Everybody rises b~tt ROSEMARY, MRS. 
BASSETT and VERNON. ROSEMARY starts vaguely to rise, but MRS.~ 
BASSETT jerks her arm.) 
ROSEMARY. Was this a vote? 
ROGER. Now, lvirs. Bassett, no rough"tactics, please! 
ALMA. Has everybody got fans? John, you haven't got one! (She. 
crosses to table, takes ROGER's fan, returns and qives it to IOHN; 
tl'"J h, ,11, ,.., "" 1"w-seJ't, ROGER sinks back into his chair. ROSE-
MARY, the librarian, gets up with her paper ) 
ROSEMARY. (Reading.) "The Poet-William Blake." 
MRS. BASSETT. Insane, insane, that man ·was a mad fanatic! 
ROGER. Now, Mrs. Bassett! 
MRS. BASSETT. This is a free country. I can speak my opinion. 
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And I have read up on him. Go on1 Rosemary. I wasn't criticizing 
your paper. (ROSEMARY is burt.) 
ALMA. Mrs. Bassett is only joking1 Rosemary. 
ROSEMARY. No 1 I don't want to read it if she feels that strongly 
about it. (Sits back down, L. end piano bench.) 
MRS. BASSETT. Not a bit1 don't be silly! (Rises, "mHEl:S:OO!'t!fi=l'l''E:" 
iu t of t.Jhl. ) I just don't see why we should encourage the 
' 
writings of people like that who have already gone into a drunk-
ard's g~ave! 
JOHN. He did? 
·~ I \ \ i' r. 1- a 
------- \'1'\. g. 8 
ROGER. I never heard that about him. 
ALMA. (Rising.) Mrs. Bassett. is mistaken about that. Mrs. Bassett, 
you have confused Blake with someone else. 
MRS. BASSETT. (Positively.) Oh1 no1 don't tell me. I've read up 
on him and know what I'm talking about. He travelled around 
with that Frenchman who took a shot at him and landed them 
both in jail! Brussels1 Brussels! 
ROGER. (1Etiiri.rg iii& !I).) Brussels sprouts! 
MRS. BASSETT. That's where it happened1 fired a gun at him in a 
drunken stupor, and later one of them died of T. B. in the "'g>..::u"'-tt::.::e:=-r=-1 -.>tr--- A- 1 1 ju 'l 10 YJ..l R 
(Pauses, looking arouv.d.) All right. I'm finished. I won't say any-
thing more. (Sbe reseats herself.) Go on with your paper, Rose-
mary. There's nothing like contact with culture! 
ALMA. Before Rosemary reads her paper on Blake, I think it 
would be a good idea1 since some of us aren't acquainted with 
his work, to preface the critical and biographical comments with 
a reading of one of his loveliest lyric poems. 
ROSEMARY. I'm not going to read anything at all! Not I! 
ALMA. Then let me read it, then .... (She crosses and takes pa-
per from ROSEMARY, then moves down c. below table her hack to 
audience. Group assume various attitudes of listening.) This is 
called "Love's Secret." (She reads.) 
Never seek to tell thy love1 
Love that never told can be1 
For the gentle wind doth move 
Silently1 invisibly. 
I told my love, I told my love, 
I told him all my heart. 
Trembling, cold in ghastly fear 
Did my love depart. 
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No sooner had he gone from me 
Than a stranger passing by, 
Silently, invisibly, 
Took him with a sigh! 
(Applause. ALMA moves up and returns tbe paper to ROSEMARY.) 
MRS, BASSETT. Honey, you're ggh~· That isn't the man I meant. 
(She rises, moves to tr;#kf}. • Ji;, g 1t RDBER.) I was. thinking ' 
about the one who wrote about a the bou ht red li s." r;;,~s!_.es 
· ~- . _ . Who was it that wrote about 
tlie'' bougl:if!eCl lips"? cTOHN rises abruptly. starts Jl~ to door.) 
ALMA. 1ohn! 
JOHN. (Ca11ing back as he goes off (.) I have to call on a patient! 
ALMA. Oh, John! (She rushes down, picks up his coat off fo;:e:t'Q.b h: 
t:ait,. goes out after h-im. ;I moment of silence as qroup fo11ow her 
exit. 1ben ROSEMARY rises, interpreting tbis as a cue to read her 
'paper.) 
ReiSEMARY. a The poet William Blake was born in 1757 --" 
ROGER. Of poor but honest parents. 
MRS. BASSETT. No supercilious comments out of you, sir! Go on, 
Rosemary. She has such a beautiful voice I (ALMA returns, lookinq 
stunned. Crosses to ROSEMARY, up c. L., 'l eftr G@ll 1 g n "1 1 ms. 
Dn I I ) 
.,.... \ \_ ALMA. Please excuse the interruption, Rosemary. Dr. Buchanan 
X \) l... 4-6 ~ad to call on a patient. 
MRS. BASSETT. (Archly.) I bet I know who the patient was! Ha-
ha! That Gonzales girl whose father owns Moofi Lake Casino and 
goes everywhere with a pistol strapped on his belt. Johnny Bu-
chanan will get himself shot in that crowd! 
ALMA. Why, Mrs. Bassett, what gave you such an idea? I don't 
think that John even knows that Gonzales girl! 
MRS. BASSETT. He knows heri all right. In the Biblical sense of the 
word, if you'll excuse me! 
'1--- \)ttl _Q._. __ .J.A,..L..,MA. (:5-H"t'li!<l thon r r 1 j.Kiug out.) No, I will not excuse you! 
A thing like that is inexcusable! 
MRS. BASSETT. Have you fallen for him, Miss Alma?.Miss Alma 
has fallen for the young doctor! They tell me he has lots of new 
lady patients! 
ALMA. (Stvinqs suddenly around,·~""""/< ,,, ' 11 • >i'b b 1 fists.) 
Stop it! I won't have malicious talk here! (Crosses ~ D. to MRS. 
B~.) You drove him away from the meeting after I'd bragged 
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;:-so-much abOlTt haw· bfiglif and ii:i1eresnng yot(all-WeteTYd~Cput ,,\ 
\ your ·worst foot forward and simpered and chattered and carried 
on like idiots, idiots! What am I saying? I-I-please ex~use me! 
(Rushes off :ft.) 
ROGER. (Rising.) I move that the meeting adjourn. (VERNON rises, 
P.uts bis cbair back in place, up l., starts out 11.) · 
MRS. BASSETT. ({joing out l-) I second the motion. Poor Miss 
Alma! 
ROGER. (:Following ber off, carrying minute-book w-itb bim.) She 
hasn't been herself lately ... 
ROSEMARY. (Slowly, wonderingly, a~ sbe makes ber way off :t.) 
I don't understand. What happened? (Lights d1m out to .complete 
black in rectory. Dgbting on angel and ~y;-dim.>-U.~!) · 
END OF SCENE 
(NoTE: As the people concerned in the foregoing scene exiti 
they must take their props, fans, etc.1 with them.) 
PART I 
f 
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SCENE 5 I ~ 
_____ ;._ _______ ~~.Jr..l!"i""ft.tr~A:~~~ r~~ ~. 
I' 
)nterior of DOCTOR'S office. I 
Dgbts come on in office and on cyclorama. 
JOHN, seated in chair in front of desk, bas a wound on 
..._ bis ann, wbicb be is trying to bandage. ROSA is seated 
on tbe couch, with a half-full glass of whiskey in ber 
band. 
JOHN. ('Raiding out bis ar~, one band balding end of bandage.) 
Hold that end. (ROSA rises, crosses to him, puts glass on desR, sits 
on down-stage end of desk, takes bold of bandagf!.) Wrap it 
around. Pull it tight. (Sbe does so. A~ 1 i ,; •" • 1 I' 
fo !l11l 1: 1 1 '! : I 1 "' ' 1 descends to door of office. Sh.e 
~nocks. JOHN and ROSA look up silently. !LMA knocks aqain.) I 
better answer that before they wake up the old man. (Ro11ing 
down bis sleeve to conc-eal bandaqe, be rises, crosses to doorup 
R., opens it. ALMA comes in, but stops sbort at sight of ROsA·: 
·Dgbts build up.) Wait outside, Rosa. In the hall. But be qmet! 
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(fl,OSA gives ALMA a challenging look as she withdraws off L.r.;tai 
ing whiskey glass with her.) A little emergency case. W~/.: ~ · 
crosses~- below desk to L. of it.) -~ 
·ALMA. The patient you had to call on. (JOHN grins.) I want· ·) 
see your father. ~ • 
JOHN. (M;vi.ng ·R. n step.) He's asleep. Anything I can do? 
ALMA. No, I think not. I have to se~. your father. 
JOHN. It's two A. M.1 Miss Alma. 
ALMA. I know, I'm afraidi'll have to see him. 
JOHN. What's the trouble? (Voice of DOCTOR1 calling from above.) 
DR. BUCHANAN1 SR.'S VOICE. (Off L.) John! What's going on down 
there? 
JOHN. W n· :J ' 4" "' r) Nothing much1 Dad. Somebody got 
cut in a fight. 
VOICE. I'm coming down. 
JOHN. No. Don't! Stay in bed! (Rolls up sleeve to show ALMA 
b.andaged wound. !a,, !J" •I' , · k '" '"'" L it.) I've patched him 
up, Dad. You sleep! 
ALMA. You've been· in a brawl with that-woman! 
JOHN. ('Nods, rolls sleeve bacl}. down . .J;€;,r.I'G'C$;;::;l~~;,+!i'!1F:kx=+trrp:ft =lL:;;:,:::le::t't<:llli:::tlj0 f 
''X· UL lo ~) Is your doppelganger cqtting up again? 
ALMA. It's youi: father I want fo talk to. 
JOHN. Be reasonable, Miss Alma. You're not that sick. 
ALMA. (JZ:u8, ere88es to 4csk, le ms 011 it, f1Ding IJim.) Do you 
suppose I would come here at two o'clock in the morning if I were 
not seriously ill? 
tr"""'f 'DR "Tb 'DesK... JOHN. (Et 1 ii!?J '' @.dl t.dllc r 1) It's no telling what you would 
do in a state of hysteria. (j\11' 5!1111! LJI,I, t. in .t gld d, P"'"' ''' • ' 
'jJ. 1 !Jwnq," jllfj fpfo i', c H'"l!' io fwr qJunu• cfnrk ti h t R ~ 
"'!, \, ~~S A· -a-~ \~s.SToss that down, Miss Alma. 
ALMA. What is it? 
JOHN. A couple of little white tablets dissolved in water. 
ALMA. What kind of tablets? 
JOHN. (yrinning.) You don't trust me? 
ALMA. (Crosses L., sits in chair front of desk.) You are not in any 
condition to inspire much confidence. (She is facinq front, seem·-
ingly about to lose cbntrol and burst into tears. JOHN, sensing 
this, crosses to her, puts qlass on desk, puts his hands qently on 
her shoulders.) I seem to be all to pieces. · 
JOHN. The intellectual meeting wore you out. 
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• ALMA. You made a quick escape from it. 
JOHN. Sitting on front edge of desk.) I don't like meetings. The 
-5lr only meetings i e are etween two people. 
Vlfl ALMA. Such as between yourself and the lady outside? 
-JOHN. Or betvveen you and me. 
,If -ALMA. (1urns to him, nervously.) Where is the-- (Reachinq 
for glass of medicine.) 
JOHN. Oh. You've decided to take it? ({iands_ her qlass. She sips 
apd chokes.) Bitter? 
ALMA. Awfully bitter. 
JOHN. (1aking glass from her, puts it on desk.) It'll make you 
sleepy. 
ALMA. I do hope so. I wasn't able to sleep: 
JOHN. And you felt panicky? 
ALMA. Yes. I felt walled in. 
JOHN. You started hearing your heart? 
ALMA. Yes, like a drum! 
JOHN. (1akng watch from vest pocket.) It scared you? 
ALMA. It always does. 
JOHN. Sure. I know. 
ALMA. I don't think I will be able to get through the summer. 
JOHN. You'll get through it, Miss Alma. 
ALMA. How? • 
JOHN. One day will come after another and one night will come 
after another till sooner or later the summer will be all through 
with, and then it will be fall, and you will be saying, I don't see 
how I'm going to get through the fall. 
ALMA. -Oh ... 
JOHN. That's right. Draw a deep breath! 
ALMA. -Ah ... 
JOHN. Good. Now draw another! 
ALMA. -Ah .. 
JOHN. Better? 
ALMA. A little. 
JOHN. Soon you'll be much better. (11!ith watch in one hand, he 
reaches for her wrist. 'Holding up watch.) Did y know that time 
is one side of the four-dimensional continuum we're caught in? 
AUv1A. What? 
JOHN. Did you know space is curved, that it turns back onto it-
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self like a soap-bubble, adrift in something that's even less than 
space? 
ROSA. Claintly, outside.) Johnny! (ALMA turns toward voice.) 
JOHN. Did you know that the Magellanic clouds are a hundred 
thousand light years away from the earth? No? (1\.LMA shakes 
}Jead slightly.) That's something to think about when you worry 
over your heart, that little red £st that's got to keep knocking, 
knocking against the big black door. (Drops her wrist.) 
ROSA, (.'More distinctly. r Johnny! 
JOHN. Callate la boca! (:To ALMA.) There's nothing wrong with 
your heart but a little functional disturbance, like I told you be-
fore. You want me to check it? (ALMA nods mutely. JOHN rises, 
:rosses to above desk,jtm I' 1 " t. 'II 't,@, opens top L. drawer, 
takes out stethoscope.) 
ALMA. (Rises, crosses to R. c.) The lady outside, I hate to keep 
her waiting. 
_ 1 . JOHN. (Crossing down L.) Rosa doesn't mind waiting. Unbutton 0~ <..!.¥'\o\ \'-your blouse. ('Rangs stethoscope around his neck.) 
ALMA. Unbutton----'--? 
JOHN, The blouse. (:Turns chair so it faces down-staqe.) 
ALMA. Hadn't I better-better come back in the morning,- when 
your father will be-able to--? 
JOHN. Just as you please, Miss Alma. (ALMA crosses to chair and 
sits, her finqers fumbtinq with buttons on her blouse.) Fingers 
won't work? 
ALMA. (Breathlessly.) They are just as if frozen! 
JOHN. (9:nee1s t•y h.' L. side.) Let me. (.Ceans over her unlmt-
Joninq her blouse.) Little pearl buttons ... 
ALMA. -If your father discovered that woman in the house--
JOHN. He won't discover it. 
ALMA. It would distress him terribly. 
JOHN. Are you going to tell him? 
ALMA. Certainly not! 
JOHN. (.Caughs, applies stethoscope to her chest.} Breathe!-Out! 
(She follows his directions.) Breathe!-Out! 
ALMA. -Ah ... 
JOHN. -Um-hmmmm ... (Rises, crosses up above desk. putting 
.,. 
tethoscope down.) 
ALMA. What do you hear? 
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JOHN. (Crossing\(, i. encfoCle5kT-- J~~ a-littl~-v~ic~ saying___:---~ 
" Miss Alma is lonesome! " 
ALMA . • (Ri~in!J,, crossing up toward door up R.) If your idea of 
helping a patient is to ridicule and insult-.-, -
JOHN. (Qrabs .her by shoulders and stops her.) My idea of help-
ing you is to tell you the truth. (ALMA's hand has been lifted to 
.ward him, off. Yee takes hold of it and looks at rinq on her flnqer.) 
What is this stone? 
ALMA. A topaz. 
JOHN. Beautiful stone.-Fingers still frozen? 
ALMA. A little. (Yre lifts her hand to his mouth and blows his 
breath on her fingers.) 
JOHN. (.Leads her gently to couch, seats her.) I'm a poor excuse 
for a doctor, I'm much too s'elfish. (Leaning against R. side of 
flesk.) But let's try to think about you: · 
ALMA. Why should you bother about me? 
JOHN. You know I like you and I think you're worth a lot of 
consideration'. 
ALMA. Why? 
JOHN. Because you have a lot of feeling in your heart, and that~s 
a rare thing. It makes you too easily hurt. Did I hurt you tonight? 
ALMA. You hurt me when you sprang up from the sofa and rushed 
from the rectory in such-in such mad haste that you left your 
coat behind you! 
JOHN. I'll pick up the coat some time. 
ALMA. The time of our last conversation you said you would take 
me riding in your automobile some time, but you forgot to. 
JOHN. I didn't forget. Many's the time I've looked across at the 
rectory and wondered if it would be worth trying, you and 
me ... 
ALMA. You decided it wasn't? 
JOHN. I went there tonight, but it wasn't you and me.-Fingers 
warm now? ' 
ALMA. Those tablets work quickly. I'm already feeling drowsy. 
{.Leans back, her eyes nearly shut.) I'm beginning to feel almost 
like a water lily. A water lily on a Chinese lagoon}C.A. heavy ¢/:- ""'' 
iron be11 strike.s three off L.) ---=• ~-::;'"' r~-t()<d e': 
ROSA. 'Johnny? . ;- ltJ '-
ALMA. (Rises. crosses up to door.) I must go 
JOHN. (.C 1 11 1 fo :~~ # f~t;h:iy "' • een, yrm h)x oj . R -$2 
·r--/_.j ~----------------------------------------~~~-----L- ~ 
·· .. 
,, 
j j. U yO 
,.a. 
tablets.) I will call for you Saturday night at eight o'clock. 
ALMA. (<*1 ·~~i"Ef i '''"' f ''' ~!.fH.J What? 
JOHN. (Crossing ll., t•el"tt' tie>P 111 hn, wilh lnt.iel~) I'll give you 
this box of tablets1 but watch how you take them. Never more 
than one or two at a time. 
ALMA. Didn't you say something_ else a moment ago? 
JOHN. I said I would call for you at the rectory Saturday night. 
ALMA. Oh ... 
JOHN. Is that all right? (ALMA nods speechlessly. She remains 
with box resting in palm of her band as if not knowinq it was 
there. JOHN gentl)' closes her fingers on box.) • 
ALMA. Oh! (.Caughs faintly.) 
ROSA. (Enters from L.1 crosses up to up L. end of desk._ Johnny/ 
(ALMA qoes out astily and exits ~- Lights in office dim and glow 
comes on char-t of anatomy.) 
END OF SCENE 
PART I 
SCENE 6 
Lights in rectory dim up . .Cights on sky cyclorama also 
come up, with stars visible. 
MR. and MRS. WINEMILLER are discovered in rectory. 1-te 
is seated in chair R. of table, writinq his sermon. MRS. 
~ewel ~ ::.:1 WINEMILLER sits on love-seat, iml hniiiJ fonfliii!J he/self. 
'Do'/. \ f.LMA c;.-.mr}{n from R, crosses up puts hat and glo11es 
on piano bench up c. 
ALMA. What time is it1 Father? ,(1-te qoes on writing. She crosses 
down to table.) What time is it1 Father? 
WINEMILLER. (:Takes out watch.) Five of eight. I'm working on 
my sermon. (Puts watch back in pocket.) 
ALMA. Why don't you work in the study? 
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WINEMILLER. The study is sulfcrcating:--Sodon'f disftirb me. --\ 
ALMA. ({]lances at MRS. WINEMILLER; then .to WINEMILLER.) 
i W auld there be ·imy chance of getting Mother upstairs if someone --· · 
· should call? tV\. I o o Ks u F · 
· WINEMILLER. Are you expecting a caller? 
ALMA. Not expecting. There is just a chance of it. 
WINEMILLER. Whom are you expecting? 
ALMA. (7!1oving L. two steps.) I said I wasn't expecting anyone1 
that there was just a possibility--
WINEMILLER. Mr. Doremus? I thought that this was his evening 
with his mother? 
ALMA. Yes, it is his evening with his mother. 
WINEMILLER. Then who is coming here1 Alma? 
ALMA. Probably no one. Probably no one at all. (C asses up, sits 
piano bench.) 
WINEMILLER. This is all very mysterious. 
MRS. WINEMILLER. That boy next door is coming to see her, that's 
who's coming to see her. (:Pu11s her dress up over her knees.) 
ALMA. (~, crosses to MRS. WINEMILLER, ~' puJJs down 
dress.) If you will go upstairs, Mother1 I'll call the drugstore and 
ask them to deliver a pint of fresh peach ice-cream. · 
MRS. WINEMILLER. I'll go upstairs when I'm ready-good and 
ready, and you can put that in your pipe and smoke it-Miss 
Winemiller! (:Pu11s up her dress again.) 
ALMA. (Rises, crosses to above table c.) I may as well tell you who· 
might call, so that if he calls there will not be any unpleasantness 
about it. Young Dr. Buchanan said he might call. 
J c i r j . MRS. WINEMILLER. ( umps up, ., El f6 t elte BQd S6 rll 61/IL t'lii/1\) 
~)See! 
WINEMILLER. ('lakinq off his qlasses.) You can't be seroius. 
ALMA. (Crossinq L. -to window.) Well1 I am. 
MRS. WINEMILLER. Didn't I tell you? 
WINEMILLER, (Rises.) That young man might come here? 
ALMA. He asked me if he might and I said yes, if he wished to. 
But it is now after eight, so it doesn't look like he's coming. 
WINEMILLER. If he does come you will go upstairs to your room 
and I will receive him. (MRS. WINEMILLER crosses down to above 
ta12kl 
ALMA. If he does come I'll do no such thing, Father. (et asses ttp 
tv Jete seur, sits.~ 
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·~ ~ ~ ~ WINEMILLER. (CicJHJ ''F :t to •con.) You must be out of ymir.:, 
~ mind. 
~ ALMA. I'll receive him myself. You may retire to your study1 and 
~ Mother upstairs. (MRS. WINEMILLER crosses down. 'sits in chair I\. 
1
'. a£ table.) But if he comes I'll receive him. I don't judge people by 
the tongues of gossips. I happen to know that he has been grossly 
misjudged and misrepresented by old busybodies who're envious 
I of his· youth and brilliance and charm! ~ WINEMILLER. If you're not out of your senses1 then I'm out of mine .. .(MRs. WINEMILLER furtively lights ciqarette.) ALMA. I daresay we're all a bit peculiar1 Father. . . . ~ WINEMILLER. W ell1 I have had one almost insufferable cross to 
a bear-(Crosses to MRS. WINEMILLER1 takes cigarette out of her 
~ mouth, puts it out.) and perhaps I can bear another. But if you 
~ think I'm retiring into my study when this young man comes1 i probably with a whiskey bottle in one hand and a pair of dice in 
~ the other-(.l:l:l.L\: , iscs, ~teps dko1P11 L.) you have another tfhink 
1 
coming. (lf ! • ' ' 11%= pic s up his sermon, crosses to JOnt 
~ 2f love-seat.) I'll sit right here and look at him until he leaves. 
f (Sits on love-seat . .Jl whistle is beard outside, R.) 
I ALMA. cc;rosses up to piano bench, picks up bat and gloves.) As a matter of fact I think I'll walk down to the drugstore and call 
· for the ice-cream myself. (She rushes out '-) 
!. MRS. WINEMILLER. (Rises, crosses up above table.) There she goes 
~ to him! Ha-ha! 
Iii WINEMILLER. (Looking up.) Alma! Alma! (Rises, crosses to door.) 
1
\l·. ' 
Where is Alma?-Alma! (yoes out~.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER . . (Gire1zs l:. !S Uiltcli stctge, fo11owiug him out 
~-) Ha-ha! Who got fooled? Who got fooled! Ha-haaa! Insuffer-
able cross yourself1 you old-windbag ... (Sbe exits R. WINE: J~.~-·=~ ;; ---~-""1MILLER, off, calls ".Alma/" f.igbts dim out to black, except sky 
rgb1'S"aiUlstareftectj -=<+~ 
END OF SCENE 
(NOTE: When ALMA rushes from rectory in this scene1 she runs 
behind cyclorama to stage L. for her next entrance.) 
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SCENE 7 
..A delicately suggested arbor. :This tiny set may be 
placed way downstage in front of t1Je two interiors. 'Jn 
the background, as it is tiJroughout the pia)', the angel of 
the fountain is dimly seen. 
:This arbor set is set in the blackout. 'When it is in place, 
DUSTY, the waiter, enters from off L. 1 carrying table uziJh ,-_-,.=-;:;::ac""""xv.~-,:;."''"' 
lamp fastened to it, ll': eisses 13§ @'f!'JR's office in elm k. 'When 
h has placed table in front of arbor, a spotlight-leaf 
e. ect- rom rant balcony comes on. DUSTY stri ~s , 
match and lights lamp on ta e-am er spot on table 
area . ..After:-tta:ibite~a;,re:a~ha:s~b~ee~n~li:-;;gh~fi~e;a=, a~:m;:;u;;p;:rg;:i!l';t'e=rttJ=...-~:"·· .. "'-11--·~~ ........... 
playing tights. DUSTY goes off L., reenters with two 
irs which be laces one on eit er ta e . 
.JOHN's voice is audible before 
.from L. 
JOHN. (Off.) I don't understand why we can't go in the casino. 
ALMA. (Descends steps L., crosses down L., fo11owed by JOHN.) 
You do understand. You're just pretending not to. CiJusr; exits, 
1
" J· 4r> t I 5 :rr ;; 
JOHN. Give me one reason. 
ALMA. I am a minister's daughter. ~--- A f. "7 R.. 
JOHN. That's no reason. (:Turns up stage and ca11s off L.) Boy! 
ALMA. (Crossing to R. end of treble.) You're a doctor. That's a 
better reason. You can't any mort~fford to be seen in such places 
than I can-less! 
JOHN. (Bellowing.) Dusty! Hey, Dusty! 
DUSTY, (Off.) Yes, sirl 
JOHN. (.At L. end of table, turns and faces ALMA, who is busy 
tookinq for something in her handbag.) What are you fishing in 
that pocketbook for? 
ALMA. Nothing. 
JOHN. (Crossing to her.) What have you got there? (:Taking hold 
of her bag.) 
ALMA. Let go! 
JOHN. (:Takes bag from her, sees box of pitls in it.) Those sleep-
ing tablets I gave you? i 
~-----------------4--5-----------------l 
ALMA. Yes. 
JOHN. What for? 
ALMA. I need one. 
JOHN. 'J\lotvl 
ALMA. Yes. 
JOHN. Why? 
ALMA. Why? Because I nearly died of heart failure in your auto-
mobile. What possessed you to drive like that? A demon? (~ 
c1Jttil ft. o) table. DUSTY enters from L. Descends steps L. to 
iOHN.) 
JOHN. (Crosses toward 1Jim, throwing bag on table . .As 1Je does 
so, ALMA reac1Jes for it, but JOHN puts his band on it,· preventing 
1Je from getting it. 1o DUSTY.) A bottle of vino rosso. 
DUSTY. Yes, sir. ar s out L.) 
JOHN. Hey! (DUSTY stops on steps.) Tell Shorty I want to hear 
[Designate title of some old popular music record]. (DUSTY goes 
ClUt L, JOHN turns back to ALMA.) 
fi.MA. Please g!Ve me back my taqlets. 
JOHN. (1osses bag on 1Jis side of table.) You want to turn into a-
dope-fiend taking this stuff? I sard take one when you need one. 
'' ·,MA. I need one now. 
S_1'":',.5---,----JJOHN. $it down and stop swalhvring air. (DUSTY returns witiJ tr;tll 
-rl-v&A A\""'-d. wine' bottle and two thin~stemmed glasses, puts them on table. 
~Music record offstage.) Whe~ dpes the cock-fight start? 
DUSTY. 'Bout ten o'clock, Dr. Johnny. (Exits off L.) 
ALMA. When does what st~rt? 
_ JOHN. They have a cock-fight here every Saturday night. Ever 
seen one? (Pours drink for her, puts it in front of her.) 
- _ALMA. P~rhaps in some earlier incarnation of mine. (JOHN looks. 
J at her, then pours drink for himself.) 
JOHN. (5tfs • L11i• r ' I h,hle.) You're going to see one tonight. 
-ALMA. Oh, no, I'm not. 
JOHN. That's what we came here for. 
LMA. I didn't think such exhibitions were legal. 
·OHN. (_Drinking.) This is Moon Lake Casino, where anything 
goes. (.Ceari's_ back in his chair.) 
.- ALMA. And you're a frequent patron? 
_-_JOHN. I'd say constant. 
- ALMA. Then I'm afraid you must be serious about giving up your 
_ medical career. 
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JOHN. (Rises, pours himself tfffOfher drink.) You bet I'm serious 
about it. A doctor's life is walled in by sickness and misery and 
death. (Drinks, puts bottle on table.) 
ALMA. May I be so presumptuous as to inquire what you'll do 
when you quit? 
JOHN. You may be so presumptuous as to inquire. 
ALMA. But you won't tell me? 
JOHN. (Sits on table, L. end.) I haven't made up my mind, but 
I've bee~ thinking of South America lately. 
ALMA, (Sadly.) Oh ... 
JOHN. I've heard that cantinas are lots more fun than saloons, and 
senoritas are caviar among females. (J/[usic fades out.) 
ALMA. Dorothy Sykes' brother went to South America and w_as 
never heard of again. (JOHN drinks.) It takes a strong character 
to survive in the tropics. Otherwise it's a quagmire. · 
JOHN. (.Ceaning toward her.) You think my character's weak? 
ALMA. I think you're confused, just awfully, awfully confused, as 
confused as I am-but in a different~ ~~ar· .. . . · 
JOHN. (Rises, crosses down, $2qw'ft'o:rf"'_.on haurf., laming ?n 
-en•G•w, "fl" f""l II/• "" be'" 1..) Hee-haw, ho-hum! 
ALMA. You used to say that as a child-to signify your disgust! 
JOHN. (yrinning.) Did I? (Drinks.) 
ALMA. (Sharply.) Don't sit like that! 
JOHN. Why not? 
ALMA. You look so indolent and worthless! 
JOHN. Maybe I am. 
ALMA. If you must go somewhere, why don't you choose a place 
with a bracing climate? 
JOHN. (Straightens up, looks at her, grinning.) Parts of South 
America are as cool as a cucumber. 
ALMA. I never knew that. 
JOHN. Well, now you do. 
ALMA. Those Latins all dream in the sun-and indulge their senses. 
·JOHN. You know who's crowned with most of the glory on this 
earth? The one who uses his senses to get all he can in the way 
of-satisfaction. (He drinks.) 
ALMA. Self-satisfaction? 
JOHN. What other kind is ther.e? 
ALMA. I will answer that question by asking you one.-Have yott 
ever seen, or looked at, a picture of a Gothic cathedral? 
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JOHN. Gothic cathedral-what about it? ~ 
ALMA. (Rises, crosses down ~tle ee11Gb.) How everything reaches 
---- up1 how everything seems to be straining for something out of the 
reach of stone-or human-fingers?-The immense stained win-
dows1 the great arched doors that are five or six times the height 
of the tallest man-the vaulted ceiling and all the delicate spires..,... 
all reaching up to something beyond attainment! To me-well1 
that is the secret1 the principle back of existence-the everlasting 
struggle and aspiration·for more than our human limits have placed 
in our reach.-Who was it that said that-oh1 so beautiful a thing! 
-"All of us are in the gutter "-(She looks up, stretching out 
her- band.) " but some of us are looking at the stars! " 
JOHN. (:Takes her band and sbakes it.) Mr. Oscar Wilde. 
ALMA. (Somewhat taken aback.) Well1 regardless of who said 
it1 it's still true. (Puts her other band on his.) Some of us are 
looking at the stars! 
J . JOHN. It's no fun holding hands vvith gloves on1 Miss Alma. t:: ") ALMA. ('JI'Hbdmwlng bee b,nds.). Thae, =lly comediod. I'll ju~ 
""\ -----·t-a-k:e-the-gleves-e.ff:OEStarts to remove her gloves.) 
-· JOHN. (Rises abruptly, crosses up L.) Christ! (Yl1usic is beard 
~. =:;::.__T'f{L~~. from Casino, some popular ttme of tbe day. 1ie ligbts a cigarette. 
-tt-~e:.-ll ~ -·- --~. ~g{e-listens-for a moment, looking off L.) Rosa Gonzales is dancing. 
ALMA. (Sits chair R. of table.) You hate me for depriving you of 
the company inside. Weli-;-you'll escape bye-and-bye. You'll drive 
me home and come back out by yourself. I've only gone out with 
three young men at all seriously1 and with each one there was a j 
desert betw·een us. . . 
JOHN. What do you mean by a desert? 
ALMA. Oh-wide1 wide stretches of uninhabitable ground. 
JOHN. (Puts his foot up on chair, L.) Maybe you made it that 
way by being stand-offish? .~-
... ,... . 
ALMA. I made quite an effort with one or two of them. -~ --
JOHN. What kind of an effort? :"': 
ALMA. Oh1 !-tried to entertain them the first few times. I would'""-
play and sing for them in the rectory parlor. 
JOHN. With your father in the next room and the door half open? 
ALMA. I don't think that was the trouble. 
JOHN. \X'hat ·was the trouble? 
ALMA. I-I didn't have my heart in it. (.Caugbs uncertainly.) A 
silence would fall between us. You know1 a silence? 
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JOHN. Yes, I know, a silence. 
ALMA. I'd try to talk, and he'd try to talk, and neither would make 
a go of it. 
JOHN. The silence would fall? 
ALMA. Yes1 the enormous silence. 
JOHN. Then you'd go back to the piano? 
ALMA. I'd twist my ring. Sometimes I twisted it so hard that the 
band cut my finger!-He'd glance at his watch and we'd both 
know that the useless undertaking had come to a ·close .... 
JOHN. Yon'd call it quits? (1akes foot off chair, puts out ciga-
rette.) 
ALMA. Quits is-what we'd call it. . . . One or two times I '\Vas 
rather sorry about it. 
JOHN. But you didn't have your heart in it? 
ALMA. None of them really engag~d my serious feelings. 
JOHN. Cll1oves in above table, half sits on it, facing ber.) You do 
have serious feelings-of that Kind? 
ALMA. Doesn't everyone-sometimes? 
JOHN. Some women are cold. Some women are what is called 
frigid. 
ALMA. Do I give that impression? (Music offstage stops.)_"''~-- ~..c,.·~·""'<"'"'...,.,.,.,..,...,.,. .. .,. 
JOHN. (.Ceans toward ber.) Under the surface you have a lot of ; 
excitement, a great deal more than any other woman I have met. ' 
So much that you have to carry these sleeping pills with you.-
The question is, why? (.Ceans over and lifts ber veil.) 
ALMA. What are you doing that for? 
JOHN. So that I won't get your veil in my mouth when 1 kiss you. 
ALMA. (:Faintly.) Do you want to do that? 
JOHN. (yently.) Miss Alma! (1akes ber arms, draws ber to ber 
feet.) Oh, Miss Alma, Miss Alma! (Xisses her.) 
'"ALMA. ('Jn a low, sbaken voice.) Not "Miss" any more. Just 
Alma. 
JOHN. (yrinning gently.) "Miss" suits you better, Miss Alma. 
(Xisses her again. She returns bis kiss, tben besitantly touches his 
sboulders, 1mt not quite to pusb bim away. JOHN continues s0tly.) 
Is it so hard to forget you're a preachet.s daughter? 
ALMA. There is no reason to forget that I am a minister's daughter. ' 
A minister's daughter's no different from any other young lady 
who tries to remember that she is a lady. 
JOHN. (J?ropping his arms.) This lady stuff, is that so important? 
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ALMA. (Crossing down R.1 facing out.) Not to the sort· of girls 
that you may be used to bnngmg to' Moon Lake Casino. But sup-
pose that some day-suppose that some day you-married. . .. 
(Ji'"' ; I , 1its shair L.) The woman that you selected to 
be your wife, and not only your wife but~the mother of your 
children! (Catches her breath at the thought.) Wouldn't you want 
that woman to be a lady? Wouldn't you want her to be somebody 
, q j- that you, as her husband, an:d they as her precious children-
,; could look up to with very deep respect? (JOHN makes gesture of 
I o--X. 'D! -rc . impatience.) 
L .:;;:,.\::,b-0~ """"----'-'IO""HN. There's other things between a man and a woman besides 
o+ A respect. Did you know that, Miss Alma? 
~~"">;>;::;-,_4r:..-.-··. ~ 
ALMA. -Yes .... 
JOHN. ('R ':ing, -n ning ,jdlllll r .) There's such a thing as intimate 
relations. 
ALMA. Thank you for telling me that. So plainly. 
JOHN. (Y\1oves in close to her.) It may strike you as unpleasant. 
But it does have a good deal to do with-(YWakes a mockinq bow 
to her.) connubial felicity, as you'd call it. There are some women 
that just give in to a man as a sort of obligation imposed on 
them by the-cruelty of nature! .(:Turns away from her,) And 
there you are. 
ALMA. There 1 am? 
JOHN. (Looking at her.) I'm speaking generally . 
. ·~A!tMA.=Oh,....(.J.roar.ss...shGuts-fromCasino.) · 
~ . 
JOHN. (Crossing up L., lookinq off L.) The cock-Bght has started! 
ALMA. (Crossing up R., below table.) Since you have spoken so 
plainly, I'll speak plainly, too. (lOHN turns to face her.) There 
are some women who turn a possibly beautiful thing into some-
thing no better than the coupling of beasts !-but love is what you 
bring to it. 
i. 
t 
t 
I JOHN. (YWoves to L. of table, on a tine with her.) You're right 
about that. 
ALMA. Some people bring just their bodies. But there are some 
people, there are some women, John-who can bring their hearts 
to it, also-who can bring their souls to it! .~ ~-~·~;;t,.)\ JOHN .. (.Derisively.) Souls again, huh?-those .Gothic cathedrals t---·-- -~---Y..o~u_cb:.eam of! (J/J!other hoarse rolonged shout f:om Casino.) 
I y ciur name is Alma an rna is Spanish for soul. Some time I;d 
' like to show you a chart of the human anatomy that I h~e in the 
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I o~c~~: s~:vs w~at our insides ar~:ike, and maybe you can show 1 • H~ 3~ 
I me :where :he beautiful soul is located on the chart. (~tsk_f.r_q,m__, · --{:iJ:.d l2i, f 
Casmo 1 votces fade.) Let's go watch the cock-fight. (Starts up L.) . Lj__ ~ 
ALMA. (S::rossinq down R., !1. c;;d cf bench.) No! (Pause.) '__ __,:
5
.)_./J<l c.l~ ~ 
._ JOHN. (Crossing down I.1 .o..~ of -hf4.1ch.) I know something . .. ~~ ~;,=. 7A • 
':else we could do.-There are rooms above the Casin~":'-~- - ,.,.,,.....,.,..\,,.,.,_"1 ·-·~._._,.,., '"""~ ! 
ALMA. (Back stiffens.) I'd heard that you made suggestions like I j. l 
' that to girls that you go out with, but I refused to believe such ~ ~ 
stories were true.-What made you think I might be amenable to -~ ~ 
such a suggestion? ~ ~ 
JOHN. I counted your pulse in the office the night you ran out ~ I 
because you weren't able to sleep. I ~ t 
ALMA. GMovinq in to bim.) The night I was ill a~d went to your ·~ i 
father for help? ~ ~ 
! JOHN. It was me you went to. I 4 l ~ 
ALMA. It was your father, and you wouldn't call your father. I r~; .;.i I 
JOHN. Fingers frozen stiff when I-- . , -----~· · "''""" 1-j_,,· ~~-
ALMA. Oh! I want to go home. But I won't go with you. I will go " 
in a taxi! (She wheels about hystericall)', crosses up R.) Boy! t 
. Boy! Call a taxi! i ~- ~ 
JOHN. I'll call one for you, Miss Alma. ('Jurns up L., calling off ~ ~ 
T I :( ~ L.) axi. o'l ~ 
ALMA. ('Wildly.) You're not a gentleman! -~ ~ 
JOHN. (Crossing up steps L., and off L., shoutinq.) Taxi! • ~ 
ALMA. (:following him to L. C., lookinq after him,) You're not a r~<::}t: i ~ ,~ 
· h f 1 f ....,. ,{., . {.p.r • gentleman! ('Mmic swells, t en fades with at ing o curtain.) _B. ~··-, k ,,.,<£ ~ 
$~-~~ 1 
- ~d 1 
THE CURTAIN FALLS 
END OF PART I 
.. 
~t~.....,...,..._ 00 01' Wt:t• r.:a'~N·~l 
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PART II · 
SCENE 1 
.At rise, night. £igbts on cyclorama, star effect. Rectory .2..-~ ........ ,__ .... ,.,,""' ... -·""-"""'""'""'-----dw.t.!o .... ..,al!:·m::lo0alid;~-~1J~o~;'a!.!.:.b~Je~d~"· 
ALMA and ROGER are seated on love-seat in rectory. On 
·table c. is a cut-glass pitcher of lemonade with cherries 
and orange slices in it, like a little aquarium of tropical 
fish. ROGER is entertaining ALMA with a co1lection of 
photoqraphs and postcards, mementos of his mother's 
trip to the Orient. 1-le is enthusiastic about them, which 
}Je describes in phrases his motber must have assimilated 
from a sedulous study of literature provided by Cook's 
~s. ALMA is less enthusiastic about them. 
ROGER. And this is Ceylon, the Pearl of the Orient! .(1-landinq 
j.LMA a pichtre.) 
ALMA. (1akes picture, looks at it.) And who is this fat young 
lady? 
·ROGER. That is Mother in a hunting costume. 
ALMA. The hunting costume makes her figure seem bulky. What 
was your mother hunting? 
ROGER. (yaily.) Heaven knows what she was hunting! But she 
found Papa. 
ALMA. Oh, she met your father on this Oriental tour? 
ROGER. Yes. . . . He was retuming from India with dysentery 
and they met on the boat. 
ALMA. (Distastefu1ly.) Oh. . . . (Returns picture to ROGER, rises, 
crosses to table, pours qlass of lemonade.) 
ROGER. (1-lolding out another picture.) And here she is on top of 
a ruined temple! 
ALMA. How did she get up there? 
ROGER. Climbed up, I suppose. 
ALMA. i.Crosses to him, hands him glass.) What an active woman. 
ROGER. C1akes q1ass.) Oh, yes, active is no word for it! (yives 
ALMA another pict!tre.) Here she is on an elephant's b~ 
Burma. 
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ALMA. ('Holds it up, notreally seeing it.JAh! 
ROGER. (Drinks, then lookS at ALMA.) You're looking at it upside 
down1 Miss Alma! 
ALMA. (Returning picture to him, with a slight smile.) Deliber-
ately-to tease you. J.}2£_C!IJ?~!l rings oft r;;l._ Perhaps that's your 
mother coming to fetch you home? 
ROGER. (1akes out watch.) It's ten-fifteen. I never leave till ten-
thirty. (Returns watch to pocket, takes another sip of lemonade. 
MRS. BASSETT enters in a rush.) 
ALMA. (G:4·€Jszin§ R. t~lr€Jt e t1bls.) Why, Mrs. Bassett! (ROGER 
sises.) 
MRS. BASSETT. (Down R.) I was just wondering who I could turn 
to when I saw the rectory light and I thought to myself, Grace 
Bassett, you trot yourself right over there and talk to Mr. Wine-
~crl · 
ALMA. Father has retired. 
MRS. BASSETT. Oh, what a pity! (Crosses L.- to ROGER.) Hello,· 
Roger!-I saw that fall your mother took this morning. I saw h~r 
come skipping out of the Delta Planter's Bank and I thought to 
myself, now isn't it remarkable, a woman of her age and weight 
so light on her feet?-Just at that very moment-dQwn she 
went! I swear to goodness I thought she had broken her hip! 'Was 
she bruised much? 
ROGER. Just shaken up, Mrs. Bassett. 
MRS. BASSETT. Oh, how lucky! (Crosses R. to L. end table.) 'Alma 
-Alma, if it isn't too late for human intervention, your fathef's 
the one right person to call up old Dr. Buchanan at the fever 
clinic at Lyon and let him know! 
ALMA. (<S'. cg'qg 1qnJ311Z chair R.) About-what? 
MRS. BASSETT. You must be stone-deaf if you haven't noticed 
what's been going on next door since the old Doctor left to fight 
the epidemic. One continual orgy I Well-not five minutes ago a 
friend of mine who works at the County court house called to 
inform me that young Dr. John and Rosa Gonzales have taken a 
license out (Afil t ·!I' · !11 rlni· R )-and are going to be. 
married tomorrow! · 
ALMA. Are you-quite certain? 
MRS. BASSETT. Certain? I'm always certain before I speak! 
ALMA. Why would he-do such a thing? 
MRS. BASSETT. August madness! They say it has something to do 
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with the falling stars. Of course1 it might also ~a,-~ · :mething to 
I do with the fact that he lost ''1"0 ,_r three thousand dollars at the C'::o~:,.,: ,~+ ~. ;;e can't pay; except by giving himself to Gonzales' . dingh<<!r. ·(Moves in to ALMA who is nervously ·n erin uzzle on table.)· Alma1 what are you doing with t at picture puzzle? ALMA. CWitb faint hysterical laugh.) The pieces don't fit! 
t, MRS. BASSETT. (1o ROGER.) I should've kept my mouth .shut. 
t i ALMA. (Fiercely, bitting puzzle.) Will both of you please go! 
1 ~~·· (ROGER exits hastily R.1 glass still in band.) 
.__ttl";;- t;''~; ~ .:f' : MRS. BASSETT. (7vloving in back of A,LMA.) I knew this·was gain;_; 
(f~~ .:::J._!.,"~.:..--.:..~-~-.. . to upset you. Goodnight1 Alma. (She exits R. :Flamenco music is 
:hilll..c>,-+-----·--,.---- beard from DOCTOR'S bouse, stamping and band-clapping.~ 
~\ come up in DOCTOR's office. JOHN enters office interior rom L., a 
.- .- ~ bottle of champagne in one an , a c ampagne glass in other. 
(\, ..- .-' () 'Weaves unsteadily to couch and sits astride of it, letting bottle 
\_.....F slump to floor.) 
_..... ALMA. (_:)udaenly springs ~~~ •. crosses ~ L. ~ table, picks up 
d q . phone.) Long distance .... Please get me the fever clinic at 
~ . . :J_ · Lyon .... I want to speak to Dr. Buchanan! (Dgbts in rectory ~:!.:::~ ........ ---~-·_::--___ ~to complete black. 7vlLtsic swetls. ALMA exits R. in black, carry-
inq tray out with her.) 
ROSA. (Calling, off L.) Johnny I (She comes in. Dgbts in office 
build up. She is dressed in a flamenco costume and bas been danc-
ing. Crosses and stands before him. Puts his glass down on couch, 
touches his face witb her finger.) You have blood on your face! 
JOHN: (Reacbes up, pulls ber down across his laP.) You bit my 
ear. 
ROSA. Ohhhh . . . (Exaggerated concern.) 
JOHN. You. never make love without scratching or biting·or some-
thing. Whenever I leave you I have a little blood on me. Why is 
that? 
ROSA. Because I know I can't hold you. 
JOHN. I think you're doing a pretty good job of it. Better than 
anyone else. (Xisses ber, then puts her on her et.) Tomorrow 
we eave ere together, and Father or somebody else can tell old 
Mrs. Arbuckle her eighty-five years are enough and she's got to go 
now on the wings of carcinoma. Dance1 -Rosa! (She performs a 
slow and joyless dance before him.) Tomorrow we leave here to-
gether. We sail out of Galveston1 don't we? (Picks up bottleL 
pours drink and rlrinks.) 
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RO§A. {As s1Je dances"~J You-say it but I ~flq;r~:<Ui~t~~ 1;t"h 
JOHN. I have the tickets. 
ROSA. (Still dancing.) Two pieces of paper that you can tear in 
two. 
JOHN. We'll go 
Papa! Ha-ha! 
ROSA. Ha-ha~ha! 
all right, and live on fat remittances from your 
I 
~ 
~ 
~ 
r. 
l 
•· t 
I 
~ 
~ 
; % R t r-~ JOHN. Not long ago the idea would have disgusted me, but not !
now. Rosa! (Catches her by wrist, stopping her dance.) Rosa ~;<'~0.L. 
1
; 
Gonzales! Did ~nyone ever slide downhill as fast as i have this ~ 
i: summer? Ha-ha! Like a greased pig. (.Cets go of ber, sbe leans ii 
against R. edge of desk, watcbing bim.) And yet every evening I · ~ 
'put on a clean wh1te smt. I have a dozen. Six in the closet and f 
six in the wash. And there isn't a sign of depravity in my face. i 
And yet all summer I've sat around here like tbis, remembering . ...--:: '--/\ t 
last night, anticipating the next one! The trouble with me is, I (\,~~~ ~ 
should have been castrated 1 (.:R ioa" .br,.ptl;r, with he ttl, .wd gl.n~, \_-\ ~ 
.staggers to above desk, .pt·tv tham 4ct"r1 ROSA bas tbrown berself .,. ! 
~ £!_t couch, weeping.) Dance, Rosa! Why don't yoti dance? (Crosses '! 
to her, pulls ber up off couch, balding ber bands bigh.) What's { 
the matter, Rosa? Why don't you go on dancing? " 
ROSA. (Pulls away from bim, to R. c.) 'J can't dance any morel. ~ 
GONZALES. (Bellowing triumpbant1y outside, L.) 1.he.-.sk.;t-is~tbe._~ ,.._.......,.,.,~-=--~--=- r.-~ 
limit! · . j).l h~_ !"- . ~ g 
JOHN. (Sobered, slumps down on teen-51.) \'o/hy does yo_ar father (!..._ '\.~ ~ 
want me for a son-in-law? · ~: 
ROSA. 'J want you--''1-'J, want you/ .{ 
JOHN. Why do you1 ~ 
ROSA. (.At R. end of desk.) Maybe because-! was born in Piedras ~ 
Negras, and grew up in a one-room house with a dirt floor, and .~ 
all of us had to sleep in that one room, five Mexicans and three ---'f.. ~ f<,C::. i. 
geese and a little game-cock named Pepe! Ha-ha! ( .Caughs bys~ ¥ 
-~ferica11y.) Pepe was a good fighter! That's how Papa began to :f 
make money, winning bets on Pepe! Ha-ha! We all slept in the g 
one room. And in the night I would hear the love-making. Papa _ '/. D L ~ 
would grunt like a pig to show his passion. I thought to myself, ~ 
how dirty it was, love-making, and how dirty it was to be Mexi: ~ 
cans and all have to sleep in one room with a dirt floor and not :~ 
smell good because there was not any bath-tub! ,. \ 1 
1 
.! 
JOHN. What has that got to do with ? · + 6 '\ ~ ~i~~ P S\ 
t: 55 ~ 
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tl)~~\11 #'' u 1.) l/li:,"' v'/ Fu• x,t~.~~J~4--,;:,.,....~,...w:if ~ 
~~.~~~ I 1 
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, ______ co-:-n-:;v_u_ls..,..iv_e-'ly"".) Ah1 · but Otrien Sa be !-Qui en Sa be !-Something V might happen tonight1 and I'll wind up with some dark little 
i ~ friend of Papa's! 
GONZALES. (Off L.1 imfJeriously.) Rosa! (He comes staggering in.) 
Rosa! 
ROSA. ~ crosses to down Rend of desk.) Si1 si1 Papa1 aqui 
estoy. 
GONZALES. (Y\1oves to her, unsteadily, and fingers. the long strand 
of gold beads she wears.) 'I he gold bead . . . (Suddenly focuses 
on JOHN.) Johnny-Johnny! (Staggers to JOHN, catches him in a 
drunken embrace.) Listen-when my girl Rosa was little she see 
a string-a gold bead and she want these gold bead so bad that 
she cry all night for it. (Yl1oves to ROSA, puts arm around her.) 
I don' have money to buy a string-a gold bead-so next day I 
go for a ride up to Eagle Pass and I walk in a dry-good store and 
I say to the man-Please give me a· string-a gold bead. He say-
" show me the money, apd I say, Here is ·the money! And I reach. 
down to my belt and I take out-not the money-but this! (£ean-
i ov~r OHN takes out revolver from under his coat.) Now I 
have the money1 but I still have 'th!s. (£aug s.) 1e got the gold 
bead. Anything that she want I get for her with this- (P.ul1s out 
JOJI of bills from his R. coat pocket.) or this! ('Waves revolver 
under JOHN's nose.) 
joHN. J}..lses, pushes GONZALES off, crosses up R.) Ke~p. your ~. ::_::.)' e "}3 stinking breath out o my ace, onza es! 
~~""-""--'~ROSA. ('laking bold of her father.) Dejalo1 dejalo1 Papa! 
J' j<. GONZALES. ('Being assisted by ROSA to couch.0 Le doy la tierra y 
G. si la tierra no basta-le day el cielo! (Sin~J-dotiJlt on couch.) The 
:j- sky is the limit! (Stretches out on couch:; apparently oblivious to 
10 b~~ everything around him.) 
,J . ~ (-,. :::JR ROSA. (1o JOHN.) Let him stay there. Come on back to the part)' . 
. "1·-+'~i:---·-_ , .., . (Cjoes out· L. 'Jlamenco music fades out, and a different music is -~ 
1 ~-; ~ beard. JOHN tun-is" t~'""i'ii!iid'Ot.v "]Ci'Ciirg rec;:tory. f.igbt in rectory 
~ ·)' \. ~ • interior builds as ,j,LMA enters, in a robe. Crosses to "i:ifirnio'W"fli'C'i'ng 
r~ 0-... ..... -----.,.. DOCTOR's bcii'ise. 'J)?ey. stand facinq each other from opposite in-; teriors as music builds. Slowly, as if drawn by music JOHN walks ,~ out of office. Jrlusic swells. f.igE_!s in office dim to black. JOHN .._!:£:: :::::::=='~'"'""'"'~crosses Jn--Jj'ack of rectory wa11. ALMA remams mottonless at win-
~\ ~ 4,pw until be enters. YWusic softe;:·) 
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JOHN. (_.As she tun~ slowly to face him.) lfi tookd theblopen do_or I ~ 
or an invitation. ( _ rosses r;:p L.) The Gu win is owing to- ~ 
night-cools things off a little.-But my head's on fire. ( Sbe says ----.X "V ft ~ 
nothing. Pm~se.) The silence? (ALMA turns, sinks onto love-seat.) ~ 
Yes, the enormous silence. (£igbts in DOCTOR's office dim up. ~~ 
you to put your hands on my face .... (Crouches at her feet, ...L., 
JOHN moves closer to ber.) I will go in a minute, but first I want L 
takes hold of ber hands.) Eternity and Miss Alma have such cool ~ ~:f}f $. ~ 
hands! (B!Jries his face in her lap. 1he attitude suggests a stone '-- .._......_......,.,. 
;:~:~ ~:~t~~;n s;~~%tt~i ~~si~u;a~e}1;~:, a~:ad ~~~:;1!~ :~~ci~~ L~--~---&£;l'" 
heard again. NoTE: JOHN and ALMA remain on stage. 1he old [ 
DOCTOR comes on from-~ and enters office, cane and bat In hand. · 'V~\~fi?-. 
'Jiat he puts on desk . .At almost same .. time, ROSA enters from 1:. : .')~ ~l r/J,. ,... 
and they confront eac_]J other.) 1 11 tl ../.. 
ROSA. Johnny! (Sees DOCTOR. Sbe advances up above L. end desk-. --r-.... -........ _,._,.,....,....,..... F-- ~ { 
:He faces her at opposite side of desk.) Oh! I thought you were I ~ 
Johnny! But you're Johnny's father. ... I-I-I'm Rosa Con- ! i 
zales! X 
J DOCTOR. I know who you are! What's going on in my house? ROSA. (:J\1oving in to him.) John's giving a party because we're 
leaving tomorrow. (Defiantly.) Yes! Together! I hope you like 
the idea, but if you don't it don't matter, because we like the idea 
and my father likes the idea! · 
GONZALES. £Stupidly, sitting up on couch.) The sky is the limit! 
DbCTOR. (1urns on GONZALES, grabbing him by coat.) Get your-
swine out' of-my house! (Strikes GONZALES with his cane.) 
GONZALES. (Roaring with pain.) Aieeeee! (Staggers off couch and 
tacks to c., revolver in hand.) 
ROSA. (Breathlessly, backmg against chart of anatomy.) No! No, 
Papa! · 
DOCTOR. (.Advancing on GONZALES, cane upraised.) Get your swine 
out, I said! Get them out of my house! (Striking again,~ 
CO!J:Z:II ¥3 I W 4 Slit Reer L.) . . 
ROSA. ('Yflildly and despairingly.) No, no, no, no, no, no! (She 
~ 
I 
! 
! 
I 
. ! 
covers her face . .A revolver is fired, off stage L. :Flamenco lil!!§ic __ , -----· -· __ 
stops short. Simultaneously, more ominous music is heard. Every-
thing dims to black but a spot of light on ROSA. standing ~ainst 
' chart of anatomy with closed eyes and face twisted like that of a 
ibgic mask 1hen all to black. NoTE: 'Jn this blackout, JOHN and 
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ALMA go off R. and cross. back of cyclorama to make their next 
;ntrance from stage L. ROSA1 in the· black, takes bottle, glass and 
DOCTOR's bat, exits off L. Slowly a spot dims up on stoue ange1. 
'Jben lights of office interior dim up. :Music fades.) 
END OF SCENE 
PART II 
SCENE 2 
Office interior. 
Stone angel dimly visible above; 
-~-------~-TJ-,-OH_N_e_n,te_rs---ff_r_om_~- 1 bag!Jard and dishevelled :Makes 
his way slowly on staqe to front of desk supports him-
self there a moment, then moves to couch, slum s down 
· making a prayer come 
WINEMILLER. (Off L.) 
Oh1 God1 to whom all hearts are open 
And from whom no secrets are hid1 
Help this1 Thy servant1 in "his hour of need. 
And if it be Thy wil11 0 Lord1 take him unto Thyself1 
Granting him the peace of life everlasting. . ~ODU€:.. 
(During prayer, ALMA bas entered with a coffee tray, crossing ~ 
.-desk to up R. and placed tra)' on desk.) 
JOHN. What is th:t mumbo-jumbo your father is spouting in 
there? 
ALMA. (Pouring coffee.) A prayer. . 
JOHN. Tell him to quit. We don't want that worn-out magic. 
ALMA. You may not want it1 but it's not a question of what you 
want .any more. I've made you some coffee. (:Moves down to him 
with cup of coffee.)· 
JOHN. I don't want any. 
ALMA. (Puts cup back on tray. Picking up towel on tray, she 
crosses to bim.) Leim back and let me wash your face off1 John . 
. (Presses towel to his face.) It's such a fine face1 a fine and sensi-
tive face1 a face that has power in it that shouldn't be wasted. 
JOHN. Never mind that. (Pulls roughly away from her.) 
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· ALMA.-(As she crosses to down R. end of desk, puts-towel back. 
on tray.) You have to go in to see him. 
JOHN. I couldn't. He wouldn't want me. 
ALMA. This happened because of his devotion to you. · 
JOHN. It happened because some meddlesome Mattie called him 
back here tonight. Who was it did that? 
ALMA. I did. 
JOHN . .{.Rising.) It was you, then! 
ALMA. I phoned him at the fever clinic in Lyon as soon as I 
learned what you were planning to do. I told him to come here 
and stop it. 
JOHN. You brought him here to be shot. 
ALMA. You can't put the blame on anything but your weakness; 
JOHN. You call me weak? 
ALMA. Sometimes it takes a tragedy like .this to make a weak per-
son strong. 
JOHN. You-white-blooded spinster! ,You so right people, pious 
pompous mumblers, preachers and prea<;:her's daughter, all muffled 
up in a lot of worn-out magic! And I was supposed to minister to 
your neitrosis, give you tablets for sleeping and tonics to give you 
the strength to go· on mumbling your worn-out mumbo-jumbo! 
ALMA. Call me whatever you want, but don't let your father hear 
your drunken shouting. (Starts away from him t....) 
JOHN. (Seizes her.) Stay here!__:! want you to look at something. 
(Drags her up :l., holding on to her upper arms, facing her to-
ward anatomy chart.) This chart of anatomy, look! 
ALMA. I've seen it before. ('Jurns head away.) 
JOHN. You've never dared to look at it. 
ALMA. Why should I? 
JOHN. You're scared to. ' 
ALMA. (Struqqtinq.) You must be out Df your senses. 
JOHN. (Holding her fast.) You talk about weakness, but can't even 
look at a picture of human insides. · 
ALMA. They're not important. 
JOHN. That's your mistake. You think you're stuffed with rose-
leaves? Turn around and look at it, it may do you good! (Putts 
her around.) 
ALMA. How can you behave like this with your father dying and 
you so--? .(Struggling.) 
JOHN. Hold still! 
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ALMA: -SSJ much to blame for it! 
JOHN. No more than you are! 
ALMA. At least for this little while--
JOHN. Look here! 
ALMA. - Y au could feel some shame! 
JOHN. (With crazy grinning intensity, holding her fast.) Now 
listen here to 'the anatomy lecture! (ffoldinq her with one hand, 
uses R. hand to point to places on chart that he mentions.) This 
upper storY's the bram, wh1ch 1s hungry for somethmg called 
truth and doesdt get much but keeps on feeling hungry! This 
middle's the belly which is hungry for food. This part down here 
is the sex which is hungry for love because it is sometimes lone-
some . . (Releases her arm.) I've fed all three, as much of all three 
as I could, or as much as I wanted.-You've fed none-nothing. 
Well-maybe your belly a little-watery subsistence-but love or 
truth, nothing but-nothing but hand-me-down notions !-attitudes 
-poses! Now you can go. c.c;.rosses down L. rant o chair.) The 
anatomy ecture is over. (Sits c air rant of desk.) 
ALMA. So that is YCfS:.kgli: conception of human desires! (Crosses 
D. above desk. to ...... end of it, indicating chart.) What you 
have. here is· not the anatomy of a beast, but a man. And I reject 
your opinion of where love is, and the kind of truth you believe 
the brain to be seeking( (Crosses down to above him.) There is 
something not shown on the chart. 
JOHN. ·You mean the part that Alma is Spanish {or, do you? 
ALMA. Yes, that's n:ot shown on the anatomy chart! But it's there, 
just the same, yes, there! Somewhere_not seen,·but there. And it's 
that that I loved you with-that! Not what you mention. ~ 
end "I' 99 1 B * t.) Yes, did lo~ yciu with, John, did nearly 
die of when you hurt me! 
JOHN. (:Turned away from her.) I wouldn't have made love to 
you. I 
ALMA. (Uncomprehendingly, cr?Sziug R h ' 1 1 :: I b•Ur 
~)What? 
JOHN. (:Turns to her.) The night at the Casino-I wouldn't have 
made love to you. Even if you had consented to go upstairs. I 
couldn't have made love to you. (She stares at him as if anticipat-
ing some unbearable hurt.) Yes, yes! Isn't that funny? I'm more 
afraid of your soul than you're afraid of m bod . You'd have 
been as sa e as the angel of the fountain-because I wouldn't feel 
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decent enough-to touch you. . . . (9'"1 1 I! , , fl.) 
WINEMILLER. (Entering, from L., to down L.) He's resting more 
easily now. (IOHN reaches for coffee cup.) ' 
ALMA. ('Jnt&rooptir1§ /aim, pir;;48 !lp *rijy.) It's cold. 
JOHN. It's all right. 
ALMA. I'll" heat it. 
WINEMILLER. fMoving in.) Alma1 Dr. John wants you. 
ALMA. I--
WINEMILLER. He asked if you would sing for him. 
ALMA. I-couldn't-now. 
JOHN. Go in and sing to him1 Miss Alma! .iALMA looks at him a f[!Oment, then turns and goes off L.1 fo1towed by WINEMILLER . 
.'After a few moments her voice rises so}tly within, singing. T.igbts 
in interior and on stone angt;l dim. ~I'll! :. ; t •. :t, .. tl 
dowt?bzs 4r* fer qrpport, ?£.4 :• .1t p -h d1qe tin, •*·¢. 
Dgbts dim. 'Re stands for a moment, gathering courage, then 
stumblingly starts off L. Softly and with deep tenderness.) Father~ 
(:Eights dim to complete black as be exits. Sinqjng fades . .A glow 
l 
I 
-~ ~ ~ 2 I· ~ 
t ~ ~. 5 ~ • i 1 ~ f I; I ~ ~ 
·~ ! ,,~ ~ 
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Jj 
of light appears, lighting angel. 1ben slowly, cyclorama lighting, -~= ·="""""""''"""""""''=.W.......'!If,""""'~ 
for exterior, dims up.) ~ :;:f .j ~. 
-~~~ ~m~~r••"'_..h.,...~<'tY.?o!",....., ··.-sv;;., 
END OF SCENE 
--=.._,__-~-~~=-"-=-=----· ~~~~....._ .. ,.ctt.' 
PART II 
~ ,..__.,..,._..;.:slt:£ 
SCENE 3 
Cyclorama is a faint blue with late afternoon in autumn. 
Dgbts in rectory interior dim up. 
'When it is light, ALMA enters rectory interior in a dress-
inq-qown, her hair banqinq loose. She looks as if she bad 
been through a long i11ness, the intensity drained, her 
pale face listless. She crosses and looks out window. Sits 
· down weakly on sofa and closes her eyes with exbiij;j;.y. 
tion. ,vm. and MRS. WINEMILLER enter outer door-frame~ 
:Of rectory, a grotesque-looking couple. MRS. WINEMILLERl 
bas on her plumed bat, at a rakish angle, and a bri11ianC· 
scarf about her throat, her face wears a roguish smil~ 
that suqqests a musical comedy pirate. qne band holds 
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WINEMILLER's arm and with the other she is holding an 
tee-cream cone. 
·- " ~"\'"' • . ~ .:.....:::.YfN~LLER. .As the reach c. stage.) Now you ~ay let go of 
.7 --· ... ··- my ... arm, i you pease. a esw'her'hand off bis arm roughly. MRS. 
WJNEMILLER lauqhs, moves to chair R. of table and sits JJCJmig 
her cone. 'Re crosses to up L., takinq off his hat.) She was on her 
worst behavior. Stopped in front of the White Sta1:· Pharmacy on 
Front Street and stood there like a mule, wouldn't budge till I 
bought her an icE;-cream cone. I had it wrapped in tissue paper 
because she had promised me that she wouldn't eat it until we 
got home. The moment I gave it to her she tore off the paper an~ 
walked home licking it every step of the way! (Crosses toward 
MRS. WINEMILLER angril:y, above table.) ... just ... just to 
humiliate me! 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (.Caughs gaily, offers cone to him.) Lick? 
WINEMILLER. (.Angrily.) No, thank you! (Puts hat down on piano 
bench.) a 
ALMA. Now, now, children. \) 
WINEMILLER. ('Ris irritation shifting to ALMA, moves L. toward 
her.) Alma! .Why don't you get dressed? It hurts me to see you 
sitting around like this, day in, day out, like an invalid, when 
there is nothing particularly wrong with you. I can't read your 
mind. You may have had some kind of disappointment, but you 
must not make it an excuse for acting as if the world had come 
to an end. 
'Pt "/- D L \l:l \}.) 1 ~~ ALMA. I have made the beds and washed the b.reakfastddishes and 
. · phoned the market and sent the laundry out and peele the pota-
Feu X 
dZ- A. 
fi toes and shelled the peas and set the table for lunch. What more 
'£) ~- 'ooue. do you want? (~, moves to look out window.). 
...._ ____ ___,w_,_.INEMILLER. (Sharply.) I want you to either get dressed or stay 
in your room. (Suddenly.) At night you get dressed. Don't you? 
Yes, I heard you slipping out of the house at tv,ro in the morning. 
And that was not the first time. 
ALMA. I don't sleep well. Sometimes I have to get up and walk for 
a while before I am able to sleep. 
WINEMILLER. What am I going to tell people who ask a~out you? 
ALMA. (G:·esggs R h Hm) Tell them I've changed, and you're 
waiting to see in what way. 
0 
• 
WINEMILLER. Are you going to stay like this indefinitely? 
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' ALMA. Not indefinitely, but you may wish that I had. (:Turns fac-
ing out, twisting ring on !Jer finger.) "" · 
WINEMILLER. Stop twistirig that ring! Whenever I look at you 
you're twisting that ring. Give me that ring! I'm going to take that 
! ring off your finger! (Catches ber tvrist, ibey struggle. She breaks 
roughly away from him to R. c., above table. :Faint band music 
heard off L.) 
MRS. WINEMILLER. (Joyfully.) t_i~pt! fight! 
, WINEMILLER. Oh, I give up! (~s into love-seat.) 
I ALMA. That's better. (She hears band music, l_ooks L.) Is there a 
parade in town? 
1 
lv1RS. WINEMILLER. Ha-ha-yes! They met him at the station with 
a big silvet loving· cup! 
ALMA. -Who? Who did they--? 
MRS. WINEMILLER. That boy next doot, the one you watched all i 
the time! i X ul'"o R o~ 
ALMA. Is that tr~...,e'~--. :=-F-"-at"bh'-'=e"--r?,__. -,--------------..,....---+! __ _ ~ 
WINEMILLER. ('Unfolding newspaper.) Haven't you looked at the i ,..., -R 
i papers? rr 
ALll•lA. No, not lately. X b L 10 LV 1 Y'IJ. tYv<J 
WINEMILLER. (Wiping his eyeglasses.) These people are grass-
hoppers, just as likely to jump one way as another. He's finished 
the work his father started-stamped out the fever-and gotten YY\ 
all of the glory. (Rises, moves down to window, looking out ).___J __ 
Well, that's how it is iri this world. Years of devotion and sac-
rifice are overlooked while someone young and lucky walks off 
with the honors! (Band n1usic swe11s.) 
lZ 
A 
ALMA. (Suddenly crying out.) :There he is/ (Staggers back, fa11s ~u q 1-v':l b ~ 
i:t n 1:etJp 211 pinr lsm'ib. WJNBMIU±!R turn;~ windew't<J i \<,.'2-v'. Bt-ci\.'\-'0 
;. 
i her 1 MRS. WINEMILLER rises, moves up above~- ALMA, faintly.) 1 :SO~ti . 
What . . . happened? Something . . . stmck me! ! (Y) ~ • 
WINEMILLER. Alma ... I'll call a doctor. .,'-- f~R. ....J..-" f., :~ . .-..f.-
ALMA. No, no, don't. Don't ·call anybody to help me. I want.J;Q_,_' -~-~-----":.f""~---"J.IfQ:n-:alD~ ·li§f 
die! (Dghts dim up in office interior: JOHN enters with loving~ 
cup. 1-ie is sprucely dressed and his whole manner suggests a new- ~. 
found responsibility. 'Jn rectory, WINEMILLER moves to ALMA, ~ 
belps her up and leads her off R., fo11owed by MRs. WINEMILLER. 
.As they pass c. stage, lights in rectory dim to black . .JOHN looks 
f.pr a place to put cup; finally crosses L. to table L.. buts it d.£!:!!!1-. 
'Jhen kneels to examine books on lower shelf of table, his back 
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I to dooc. N)lLLlE EWELL uppeo" in up R. dooc behind hi'!'. Stund> 
T'l r t '5 dOi tAl V'\ c . for a moment, t19flH swings door Cl§etit!St tt~atl and giggles. She has 
- --·:,o>-------'-a"Tb-ru-p~t"'ly~g:-ro_t...,vn up, and wears ver)' adult clothes, but has lost none 
j' \"'\ ~\ whistle as he turns and sees her.) , , ~~o '',•:.>. of ber childish impudence and brightness. JOHN gives a startled 
JOHN. High heels, feathers ... and paint! 
NELLIE. Not paint! 
JOHN. Natural color? 
NELLIE. Excitement. 
JOHN. Over what? 
NELLIE. Everything! You! You here! (JOHN crosses to above 
desk.). Didn't you see me at the depot? I shouted and waved my 
arm off! I'm home for Thanksgiving. 
JOHN. From where? D&SI(. 
NELLIE. (Crossing clown below~ to clown c.) Sophie New-
comb's. (ft&e jJCOg 1Ji111 m 554 ~draws book from under her 
N~?S OY\desJ<..grm.) Here is that nasty book you gave me last summer when I 
N 
~-r 1 ~J/ '\vas pretending such i1orance of things! (7oucs heek 011 desk.) 
~~~~S~· oou, ~wB 
· I OHN. (.'Movinq step.) Only pretending? 
_. 
NELLIE. Yes. (She giggles.) Well? Shall I go now, or will you 
look at my tongue? (Leans over f1' 1 fl I wd, sticking 
out her tonque.) ~€ r-
JOHN. (£eaning over- #e± j.-9 t ll 4.) Red as a berry! 
NELLIE. Peppermint drops! Will you have one? CJ-Iolcls out sack.) 
JOHN. Thanks . .,__(NELLIE qiqqles as he takes ,one.) What's the joke, 
Nellie? 
NELLIE. They make your mouth so sweet! 
JOHN. So? 
NELLIE. I always take one when I hope to be kissed. 
JOHN. Suppose I took you up on that? \'\.. 
NELLIE. I'm not scared. Are you? (JOHN crosses down to ~. 
~k, leans over and kisses her. She puts her hand on back of 
his head, pu11inq him to her. retur~ing his kiss with femor 'He 
pu11s away fina11y.) 
JOHN. (Considerably impressed.) Where did you learn such 
tricks? 
NELLIE. I've been away to . school. But they didn't teach me to' 
love. 
, : d_~\·•JOHN. Who are you to be using that long word? 
~~ · 6 ° ~ tr3:'Db \t\ NELLIE. That isn't a long word! 
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JOHN. (:Moving ~ a step;) No? (She moves eagerly toward 
him he takes her by the arms and backs up R. with her, totvard 
door.) Run along, Nellie, before we get into trouble. 
NELLIE. Who's afraid of trouble, you or me? 
JOHN. I am. Run along! Hear me? 
NELLIE. Oh, I'll go now. But I'll be back for Christmas! (£auqhs 
qnd runs out . .As JOHN moves up and closes door behind her, he 
turns. takes out handkerchief, mop§. his forehead. Lights black out 
'in office.) 
END OF SCENE 
PART II 
SCENE 4 
.An afternoon in December. :Fountain in park. Lights 
dim up on ·playing area, c. stage, and on cyclorama/ 
clouds appear on the sky. 'Very windy. (Sound of wind 
effects offstage.) _ = .. 
ALMA enters fountain area from R. She seems to mov~ 
with an effort aqainst the wind. Crosses down steps R. 
and down staqe c., where she sinks on bench, MRS. BAS7 
SETT with d!flowing black veil, comes on from L. sees 
ALMA, crosses down steps (Z, starts k. 
MRS. :aASSETT. Hello, Alma. 
ALMA. Good afternoon, Mrs. Bassett. 
MRS. BASSETT. Such wind, such wind! (Wind effect, then dies 
down.) 
ALMA. Yes, it nearly swept me off my feet. I had to sit down to 
catch my breath for a moment. 
MRS. BASSETT. I wouldn't sit too long if I were you. 
ALMA. No, not long. 
MRS. BASSETT. (Crossing down to R. end of bench.) It's good to 
see you out again after your illness. 
ALMA. Thank you. 
MRS. BASSETT. Our poor little group broke up after you dropped 
out. 
.I 
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ALMA. (~nsincerely.) What a pity! 
MRS. BASSETT. You should have come to the last meeting. 
ALMA. Why1 what happened? 
MRS. BASSETT. Vernon read his verse play! 
ALMA. And how was it received? · 
MRS. BASSETT. Maliciously1 spitefully and vindictively torn to 
pieces1 the way children tear the wings off butterflies. But I think 
next spring we might reorganize-- NELLIE EWELL enters rom 
~ dressed very fashionably a_r:d bearin$ a ancy as et of Christ-
mas packages.) . 
NELLIE. (;From top of steps G.:) Hello1 Miss Alma! .(ALMA turns up 
to look at-her.) 
MRS. BASSETT. (Snubbing NELLIE.) Good-bye1 Alma! (yoes up 
. steps R. and off R.) . 
NELLIE. (Coming clown steps L. to clown L. end of bench.) Here 
you are! 'n lJ 1s H liN\~ 
ALMA. Why1 Nellie ... Nellie Ewell! 
NELLIE. I was by the rectory. Just popped in for a second; the 
holidays are so short that every minute is precious. They told me 
you'd gone to the park. 
ALMA. This is the first walk I've taken in quite a while. 
NELLIE. You've been ill! 
ALMA. Not exactly il11 just not very well. How you've .grown up1 
Nellie! 
NELLIE. (Crossing R. below bench to R., turns to ALMA.) It's just 
my clothes. Since I went off· to Sophie Newcomb I've pi'6k.Ji.;ut 
my own clothes1 Alma. (Puts. basket down on fl £\crt: Jwr11 !t.) 
When Mother had jurisdiction over my wardrobe1 she tried to 
keep me looking like a child! 
ALMA. Your voice is grown-up1 too. 
NELLIE. They're teaching me diction1 Miss Alma. I'm learning to 
talk like you1 long· A's and everything such as "cahn't!" and 
"bahth" and "lahf" instead of "laugh." Yesterday I slipped. 
I said I "lahfed and lahfed tili I nearly died laughing!" ( yiggles, 
peds bc!31wt. en gn>11111i, ~its on bench f· end.) Johnny was so 
amused at me! 
ALMA. Johnny? 
NELLIE. Your next-door neighbor! 
ALMA. Oh! I'm sure it must be a very fashionable school. 
NELLIE. Oh1 yes1 they're preparing us to be young ladies in so-
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: ciety. What a pity there's no society here to be a young lady- in · 
I 
L 
... at least not for me, with Mother's reputation! 
ALMA. You'll find other fields to conquer. 
NELLIE. \"Xi'hat's this I hear about you? . 
ALMA. I have no idea, Nellie. 
NELLIE. That you've quit teaching singing and gone into retire-
ment from the world. 
ALMA. Naturally, I had to stop teaching while I was ill, and as for 
retiring from the world ... it's more a case of the world retiring 
from me. 
NELLIE. I know somebody whose feelings you've hurt badly. 
ALMA. Why, who could that be, Nellie? 
NELLIE. Somebody 'who regards you as an angel! 
ALMA. I can't think who might hold me in such esteem. 
NELLIE. Somebody who says that you refused to .see him. 
ALMA. I saw nobody. For several months. The long summer wore 
me out so. 
NELLIE. (Rises from bench, kneels by basket.) Well, anyhow, I'm 
going to give you your present. 
ALMA. Nellie, you shouldn't have given me anything. 
NELLIE. I'd like to know why not! 
AUvlA. I didn't expect it. 
NELLIE. After the trouble you took with my horrible voice? 
CRises, moves in, hands ALMA small packaqe.) 
ALMA. (.Accepting it.) It's very sweet of :you, Nellie. 
NELLIE. ·Open it! 
ALMA. Novv? 
NELLIE. Why, sure. 
ALMA. It's so prettily wrapped I hate to undo it. 
NELLIE. I love to wrap presents, and since it was for you, I did a 
specially dainty job of it. 
ALMA. (Starts to' unwrap box.) I'm going to save this ribbon. I'm 
going to· keep this lovely pqper, too, with the silver stars on it. 
And the sprig of holly--
NELLIE. (Reaching over and taking ho11)'.) Let me pin it on your 
jacket, Almi. (E:ra>S"~ 1113' 'I I I I 31 1 a 43, pins ho11y on her 
coat 1ape1.) · 
ALMA. Yes, do. I hardly realized that Christmas was coming. . .. 
(Opens box revealing lace bandkercbief and a card.) What an 
exquisite handkerchief! 
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NELLIE. (At down R. end of bench.) I hate to give people hand-
kerchiefs, it's so unimaginative. 
ALMA. I love to get them. 
NELLIE. It comes from Maison Blanche! 
ALMA. Oh, does it really? 
NELLIE. Smell it! 
ALMA. Sachet? (S;pells handkerchief; NELLIE leans over to sniff, 
~o, giggles.) Roses! Well, I'm just more touched and pleased than 
I can possibly tell you! 
NELLIE. (Suddenly.) The card! (Starts looking through wrap-
.Pinqs on ALMA'S lap.) 
ALMA. Card? 
NELLIE. (Seeing it on ground in front of bench, she snatches it up 
an hands it to ALMA.) You dropped it. 
ALMA. Oh, how c umsy of met Thank you, Nellie. (Reading.) 
"Joyeaux Noel ... to Alma ... from Nellie and" ... ~ 
looks up slowlx.) " 'John 7 " 
NELLIE. (Sits on bench.) He helped me wrap presents last night 
and when "\Ve came to yours we started talking about you. Your 
eazs must have burned! 
ALMA. (Rises, with wrappings and card. :Facin out.) You mean 
you......:spo ewell of me? _ /, 
NELLIE. " Well of "! We raved, simply raved! Oh, he told me the 
influence you'd had on him! 
A ALMA. Influence? • 
---'---NELLIE. He told me about the wonderful talks he'd had with you 
last summer when he was so mixed up and how you inspired him 
and you more than anyone else was responsible for his pulling 
himself together, after his father was killed, and he told me 
\ about-- (ALMA crosses up to R. side of fountain.) Where are 
.:..~'>_,_~t=.=-=l.::.t "-'.lfi~··-;:/.-~t>:-D""K-...."'""_~Y<.:O::.:u::...t;gc::o::in3gu.,.::lY~1::::Is::s..:A1:..::::ma? (R1ses, crosses up L. above bench, facing 
I a.t--o uN)) ALMA.) 
i5j 
ft rl 
0 
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ALMA. To drink at the fountain. (She bends over and drinks.) 
NELLIE. He told me about how you came in the house that night 
like an angel of mercy! 
ALMA. (Looking up at sloue ange.J.) This is the only angel in 
Glorious Hill. Her body IS stone and her blood is mineral water. 
(Wind increases-very loud.) 
NELLIE. ('Hugging herself, facing down.) How penetrating the 
wind is! 
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-;1 AL,YiA. (On bottom step, R. of fountain.) I'm go1iig home, Neil!e: 
You run' along and deliver your presents now .... (Starts up 1 
Eeps.) 
NELLIE. fldoving up.) But wait till I've told you the wonder-
fullest thing I -- · 
· ALMA. (Continuing out.) I'm going home now. Good-bye. (!foes 
_of{ R.) ..__ 
NELLIE. (:?\'{aves up to base of steps R., waves.) Good-bye, Miss 
Alma. (Ctosses down, picks up basket, goes up steps L. and off. L. 
Lights on playing area dim out. '11lind softens.) 
END OF SCENE 
PART II 
SCENE 5 
An hour later. Office inferior. Office interior playing 
lights dim up. 'Wind is stilt blowing, softly. 
I.QHN enters from L., wearinq white doctor's jacket, 
s!ethoscope suspended from his. neck, carryinq a· tray 
with new microscope, test-tube$ in a rack, medical in-
struments. Cr9.sses R. li~•L "" I r, J ,, 1 f IIIJ to above desk, 
uts tray down. A hell starts to ta1Ltb.e..:b.o.ur,..,!lf=fiu.e..- •f'='!"""'"'"""_..,,..~.~"·~~~~··c....:! __ ._) 
JOHN oo 'S o , icks u watch · rom desk, checks the IT 
thne, replaces watch, sic;; ts !c 11 ! I I 1 '· A; last ~ 
chime sounds, ALMA enters office from R. She wears a 
green suit and a mc!fchinf} hat with plume, .1hey stand 
for a moment, looking at each other. · 
'f.l.s D .C . , . . 
ALMA. (D 1 I 1 1 1 1 Ill' ' 11'111' p 'Ill nf 4!ls!i-:)'· No greetmgs? No 
greetings at all? 
JOHN. Hello, Miss Alma. 
ALMA .. ('Facing out.) Those new glass cases-ah! Such glacial 
brilliance! 
JOHN. (Coming down, R. C) New equipment. 
ALMA. Everything new but the chart. ·\1} c K l.i.C.. ~\ ch ~ \-\ 
JOHN. The human anatomy's always the same old thing. 
ALMA. And such a tiresome one! I've been plagued with sore 
throats. 
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JOHN. Everyone ·has here lately. These Southern homes are all 
improperly heated. Open grates aren't enough~. 
ALMA. Tl:ley bu~n the front of you while your back is freezing! 
JOHN. Then you go into another room and get chilled off. 
ALMA. Yes-yes-chilled to the bone. · 
JOHN. But it never gets quite cold enough to convince the damn 
fools 'that a furnace is necessary, so they go on building-without. 
them. 
ALMA. Such a strange afternoon, 
JOHN. Is it? I haven't been out. 
ALMA. The Gulf wind is blowing big, white-what do they call 
them? Cumulus?-clouds over! It seemed determined to take the 
plume off my hat-(Remoues her hat.) like that fox terrier we 
had once named Jacob, snatched the plume off a hat and dashed 
around and around the back yard with it like a trophy! 
JOHN. I remember Jacob. What happened to him? 
ALMA. Oh, Jacob. Jacob was such a mischievous thief. We had to 
send him out to some friends in the country. Yes 1 he ended his 
days as-a country squire! The tales of his exploits--
JOHN. ('Indicating chair below desk, L.) Sit down1 Miss Alma. 
ALMA. If I'm disturbing you-· -? ~ 
JOHN. No. (ALMA sits in chair, puts hat, gloves and bag on desk. 
-____,---,--·Winq fades oirt. }QIIN s;ts etr Gene>)}.) I called the rectory when 
.. ' -I heard. you were sick. Your father told me you ·woul~n't see a 
doctor. 
ALMA. I heeded a rest1 that was-all. 
mostly .. ·. 
~ 
You were OT,It of town 
JOHN. I was mostly in Lyon1 finishing up Dad's work in the fever 
clinic. 
ALMA. Covering yourself with sudden glory! 
~ JOHN. Redeeming myself ·with good works. 7\. ALMA. It's rather late to tell you how happy I am1 and also how VA- proud. I almost feel as your father might have felt-if--
~ (JOHN~ crosses to aboue desk.) And-are you.,-happy now1 
John? 
J o:r-:IN. (Sits desk c1;air.) I've settled 'l!'ith life on fairly acceptable 
terms. Isn't that all a ·reasonable person can ask for? 
ALMA. He can ask for much more than that. He can ask for the 
coming true of his most improbable dreams. 
JOHN. It's best not to ask for too much. 
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ALMA. I disagree with you. I say, ask for all, but be prepared to : 
get nothing! (J<-ises, crosses up to window, looking out.) No, I 
haven't been well. I've thought many times-(1urns to him.) of 
something you told me last summer, that I have a doppelganger. I 
looked that up and I found that it means another person inside 
me1 another self, and I don't know whether to thank you or not 
for making me conscious of it! (1ur.ns to window.) I haven't been 
well .... For a while I thought I was dying, that that was the 
change that was coming. 
JOHN. When did you have that feeling? 
ALMA. August. September. (Crosses down L. to below chair.) 
But now the Gulf wind has blown: that feeling away like a cloud 
of smoke, and I know now I'm not dying, that it isn't going to 
turn out to be that simple . . . . 
JOHN. (JYses, crosses down on her R., takes out watch, p-uts his 
filJ:gers on her wri~L) Have you been anxious about your heart 
again? · 
ALMA. And now the stethoscope? (JOHN loof?-s at her, then crosses 
to coucb, repi• i!!:=J ,.,gtrh ;I! jd~;t p d ;., Sits on coucb, takes 
stethoscope from his heck. Sbe crosses up to bim 1 be places 
stetboscope in position, starts to listen to ber heart. Sbe looks 
4own· at bis. bent bead. Slowly, involuntarily, ber 1Jands lift and 
descend on· the crown of bis bead. 1-te 1oo1~.s' up at ber, tben take,s 
I ft"(h 
: ~8 
I 
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·off stetboscope. Sl;e F: B.l,th t1 " 1 I 11 1 • 'li"§ pa}itit911 in fmllt of 
~·Presses ber moutb to his. He is passive. ~.dj, 1 i•es:) _:...------
Why don't you say anything? Has the cat got your tongue? 
JOHN. Miss Alma, what can I say? 
ALMA. You've gone back to 1=alling me " Miss Alma " again. 
JOHN. We never really got past that point with each other. 
ALMA. Oh, yes, we did. We were so close that we almost breathed 
together! • 
JOHN. (Embarrassed.) I didn't know that. 
ALMA. No? Well, I did, I knew it. (Her band toucbes bis face 
· tenderly.) You don't have those little razor cuts on your chin that 
you dusted with gardenia talcum. . . . 
JOHN. ( entl r removin her ban .) I shave more carefully now. 
ALMA. o that explains it! (Pause.) Is it-impossible now? 
JOHN. I don't think I know what you mean. . 
, ALMA. You know what I mean, all right! So be honest with me. 
One time I said "no " to something. You may remember the 
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time, and all that demented howling from the cock-fight! (Puis 
ber bands on his face.) But now I have changed my mind, or the 
girl who said "no "-she doesn't exist any more, she died last 
summer-suffocated in smoke from something on fire inside her. 
No, she doesn't live now, but she left me her ring-you see? 
(She clasps ring on her L. band with her R. band, showing it to 
bim.) This one you admired, the top;:tz ring set in pearls--
And she said to me when she slipped this ring on my finger-
" Remember I died empty-handed,-(:Takes his face in her hands 
aqain.)' and so make sure that your hands: have something in 
them!" I said, "But what about pride? "-She said, "Forget 
v about pride whenever it stands between you and what you must 
ft~L. have!" (She releases him, turns out.) -And then,! said, "But 0 what if he doesn't want me?" I don't know what she said then-\ l I'm not sure whether she said anything, or not-her lips stopped 
"'-. ,.,.;> BK v L moving-yes, I think she stopped breathing! ('He is turned a tva)' V ___ _.1__!~~-=---:rfrom ber.)-No? (':He doe} not respond · C:'be e: s&;es elomn R. e1td 
). ef de3k:.) !hen the aaswer is:' no "! 
J . "". / JOHN. (Rises, cros_ses...to ·her. I have a respect for the truth, and I h ave a respect for you-so I'd better speak honestly if you want me to speak. You've won the argument that we had betlveen us. ALMA. What..:....argument? · 
• .JOHN. The one about the chart. 
\.-t .T A}MA. (-&l:e Ei 6 SS BS b. /6 db I l Ji b. : I tJ b_} £1 dt, E ' li :lij t 6 ju !AI-
,g,.'-1 c: C>.-\. • ch:rt up xtqgo) Oh-the chart:! _ • 
j-oHN. (Crossing up to up~~ end of desk, puts stethoscope down.) 
It shows that we're not a package of· rose leaves, that every in-
terior inch of us is taken up with something ugly and functional, 
and no room seems to be left for anything else in there. 
ALMA. -No ... 
JOHN. (.Above desk, pushes chair in under desk.) But I've come 
around to your way of thinking, that something else is in there, an 
immat~rial something-as thin as stnoke-which all of those ugly 
machines combine to produce, and that's their whole reason for 
being. It can't be seen so it can't be shown on the chart. But it's 
there, just the same, and knowing it's there-why, then the whole 
thing-this-this unfathomable experience of ours-takes on a 
new value, like some-some wildly romantic work in a laboratory! 
Don't you see? 
ALMA. Yes, I see! Now that you no longer want it to be other-
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wise you're willing to believe that a spiritual bond can exist be-
tween us two ! 
JOHN. Can't you believe that I am sincere about it? 
ALMA. Maybe you are. (Cr.ossina ub it 011 fl lins witll him, But 
I don't want to be talked to like some incurably sick patient you 
have to comfort. (.A harsh and strong note comes into her voice.) 
Oh1 I suppose I am sick1 one of those weak and divided people 
who slip like shadows among you solitl strong ones. But sometimes1 
out of necessity1 we shadowy people take on a strength of our 
own. I have that now. You needn't try to deceive me. 
JOHN. I wasn't. ~'n n 1-y 1'-h~ u (p TU 'v-.c t--
tfMA. You needn't try to comfort me. (JOHN crosses down tt:J 
! c~sits.) I haven't come here on any but equal terms. (Crosses 
R. abat7e desk chair ta Hfl L.) You said1 let's talk truthfully. Wel11 
let's do! Unsparingly truthfully1 even shamelessly1 then! (Crossin a 
down two steps, above him.) It's no longer a secret that I love 
you. It never was. I loved you as long ago as the time I asked you 
to read the stone angel's name with your fingers. Yes1 I remember 
the long afternoons of our childhood1 when I had to stay indoors 
to practice my music-and heard your playmates calling you1 
"Johnny! Johnny!" How it ~ent through me1 just to hear your 
name called! And how I-rushed to the vvindow to watch you 
jump the pord1-railing! Stood at a distance1 half-way down the 
block1 only to keep in sight of your torn red sweater1 racing about 
the vacant lot you played in. Yes1 it had begun that early, this 
affliction of love1 and has never let go of me since1 but kept on 
growing. I've lived next door to you all the days of my life1 a 
weak and divided person who stood in ~doring awe of your single-
ness1 of your strength. And that is my story! Now I wish you 
would tell me-- Why didn't it happen between us? Why did I 
fail? Why did you come almost close enough-and no closer? 
JOHN. (Rising.) 'Whenever we've gotten together1 the three or 
four times that we have--
ALMA. As few as that? 
'F+ 
1 t>.L.'>.boue- j-}~ 
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JOHN. It's only been three or four times that we've-come face 
to face. And each of those times-we seemed to be trying to find 
something in each other without knowing what it was that we 
wanted to find. It wasn't a body hunger- CS:Cf!ro~s~se~s;_J;L:;::. :±l!te :3t~L1Jl·lt~ir:_' __j_J::'L_J;}._Ll ~.,s._JL2L_,_:, 'Rll:S.-U----
bdew clesk.)-although-I acted as if I thought it might be1 the I 
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night I wasn't a gentleman-at the Casino-- It wasn't the 
physical you that I really wanted! 
ALMA. (Cresses ds'#'n, r;m a 1i11e witb bim.J I kn~n¥1 you've al-
ready--! 
JOHN. C!akes cigareHe from jacket pocket. puts it in his mqqt~) 
You didn't have that to give me. 
ALMA. Not at that time. 
JOHN. You had something else to give. (Strikes match, 1iqbts . 
cigarette.) 
ALMA. -What did I have? (JOHN stands, boldinq burninq n1atcb 
in his band. 'Jt is a louq kitchen matcb and•it makes a qood flame . 
.Rotb >tare at it wifb a sorrowful understanding tbat is still per-
plexed.) · 
JOHN. You couldn't name it and I couldn't recognize it. I thought 
l:t was just a puritanical ice that glittered like flame. But now I 
believe 1t was flame1 mistaken for ice. (ALMA leans forward and 
blows out matcb. :He tosses it to floor, :J\1oving away down R) I 
still don't understand it1 but I know it was there1-(1'urns to ber.) 
-just as I know that your eyes and your voice are the two most 
beautiful things I've ever known-and also the warmest1 although j- -,fr.. ... 't-D C-aucJ-1 they don't seem to be set in your body at all ... (Crosses to 
d!ili•' belew Je§h, sif<5.) 
ALMA. You talk as if my body had ceased to exist for you, John, 
in spite of the fact that you've just counted my pulse. (.g:n, as emd :e. . \l.l.- I A ... ,_-h.. ""' 
--f-1.. rw <:i ''""-"'"'.~'"".; cresses HP R.r Yes, that's it! (1urns, faces him, crescqg 1swn *o 
/ IL ,·1 :f 1 1, 1 fs1;'1'f!:f-=it.) .You tried to avoid it, but you've 
told me plainly. The tables have turned1 yes, the tables have 
turned with a vengeance! You've come around to my old way of 
thinking and I to yours like two people exchanging a call on each 
other at the same time, and each one finding the other one gone 
out, the door locked against him and no one to answer the bell! 
I came here to tell you that being a gentleman doesn't seem so 
: important to me any more, but you're telling me I've got to re-
IJ L% de.s\)nain a lady! ('Violently.) The tables have turned with a venge-
: = ance! (She re~overs control' witb an obvious effort.)-The air in 
here s~ells lof ether-it's making me dizzy. . . . 
JOHN. (Rising, crossing up fu. to window.) I'll open a window. 
ALMA. Please. (Crosses down to cbair below desk. sits; 
JOHN. !(Opening window.) There now. 
ALMA'. Thank you, that:s better. (1akes baq from desk, opens it.) 
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Do you remember those little white tablets you gave me? I've 
used them all up and I'd like to have some more. 
JOHN. (Crossing to desk.) I'll write the prescription for you. 
(Picks up pen and prescription pad, starts to write. NELLIE is in 
waiting room. :They hear her voice.) 
NELLIE. Johnny! (:They both look up. :Then JOHN continues to 
write. '"When he has finished, he puts pen back on desk, tears 
sheet off pad. NELLIE catls again.) Johnny! 
ALMA. Someone is waiting in the waiting room, John. One of my 
vocal pupils. The youngest and prettiest one with the least gift 
for music. The one that you helped wrap up this handkerchief for 
me. (She bas it in ber bag. NELLIE rushes in from off L. with a 
pepl of merry laughter. Rusbe? up to JOH'N""tmCli:J'TlgS]im.) 
NELLIE. I've been all over' town just shouting, shouting! 
JOHN. Shouting what? 
NELLIE. Glad tidings! (Jte looks at ALMA over NELLIE's shoulder.) 
JOHN. I thought we weren't going to tell anyone for a while? 
NELLIE. I couldn't stop myself! (She wheels about to face ALMA, 
balding JOHN's arms about her.) Oh, Alma, has he told you? 
ALMA. (Quietly.) He didn't need to, Nellie. I guessed ... from 
the Christmas card with your tv,ro names written on it! 
NELLIE. (Runs to ALMA, kneels by her R. side, puts head on 
ALMA's lafJ So, Alma, you were really the first to know! 
ALMA. I'm proud of that, Nellie. 
NELLIE. ('7J'ilk 1 21 In d litiH 4o,.m, extends ber L: hand.) See on I 
my finger! This was the present I couldn't tell you ab~ut! 
ALMA. Oh, what a lovely, lovely solitaire! But solitaire js such a 
wrong name for it. Solitaire means single, and this mea~s two! It's 
blinding, Nellie! Why, it ... hurts my eyes! (She fights for 
controi. JOHN catc1Jes NELLIE'S arm and pulls her to him R. c., 
keepinq her face averted from ALMA.) -
JOHN. Excuse ner, Miss Alma. Nellie's still such a child. 
ALMA. (Rising, turning up to desk, picks up hat and gloves.) I've 
got to run along now. 
JOHN. Don't leave your prescription. _ 
I ALMA. ('Vaguely.) Oh, yes, where's my pre~cription? 
·~ I~ 
!--------
I
, JOHN. On the desk. 1 • 
ALMA. (Picks up prescription on desk, ·~turns and moves away ~) 
j''---I-'ll_t-ak-e-it-to-th __ E1_d_ru-gs_t_o-re_n_· g-h7_\_a_,v_a_y_l_l_(N_E_L_L_I_E_s_tr_u_g_f}J_1e-s-to-fr_e,.;.e-LJ' 
1 
herself from JOHN's embrace, which keeps her from turning to 
ALtviA.) ~->-· -,- . 
-NELLIE. Alma1 don'tgof Johnnyi let go of me1 Johnny;! You're 
hugging so tight I can't breathe! . ~ I ~do 1:> 1'- ALMA. @e=t:s!l L.) Good-by-er , 
i NELLIE. Aln;ta!: (ALMA stops.) Alma; you know you're going to 
l sirig at"i:he wedcllng! (ALMA rushes out )f.) The very first Sunday ~ .. -f-o1 l ~ 1'\l in spring!-Which will be Palm Sunday! "The Voice ;That ~~ N-:3- Breathed O'er Ei:len." (TOHN rains kisses on NELLIE's forehead, ~ ::.... ...... , ;._, -. .. -•.• -~-,·...::w::.--.-..!ot~hr""a""a~t ""'an"-d"".~:i""ps'-."""L"'ig""h""'t-s-inY=':offi=c~e .!.:d:::.im!!:· :!...o~u~t ~to~bl~a.::,ck,.:..~) =::::...:;~::!....:::.=:.=-
END OF SCENE 
(NOTE: In this blackout JOHN closes window which he had 
opened previously.) 
PART II 
~~~~"· -. ----~~_.......,...."'7'"'"7"" SCENE 6 
1he angel of tJ.;;'}oL~;tain . .About dusk. Light comes up 
on angel. :Then, .gradually, playing tights on the fountain 
area and on sky cyclorama build up. _-
ALMA appears from L. at top of steps L. Crosses down 
steps· L. and pauses at foot to unwrap a small package. 
'1 akinq out d pill from the box, she crosses to R. of 
fountain, puts pill in her mouth, bends and drinks at 
untain. 'While she is doing t!Jis A YOUNG MAN1 ARCHIE 
KRAMER, enters from f?..,_ in a checked suit and cler y. 
:Pauses to look up at angel, then starts down steps · s~;es 
ALMA . .A train tv ist e in· t e istance. YOUNG MAN clears 
. hi~ throat. :Train wbi~tle is repeated. ALMA crosses clown 
!9 · bench and sits, R end: YOUNG MAN crosses to, :t~.L 
whistling, hands in pockets; lookinq at AUvlA. /Jlhen 1Je 
Qets to R, of fountain) he turns and faces. ber. ~~ 
pusbing up her veil, tums and looks at him. :Train 
whistles again.· youNG 1\rlAN smiles at ALMA, siJe tLl/'11$ 
rant, be bends to drink at fountain. ·.As he strai btens, 
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ALMA. The water : . is cool. 
YOUNG MAN. (.lurning to her, eagerly.) Did you say something? 
ALMA. I said the water is cool. 
YOUNG MAN. (J-Us bands in pockets, be crosses slowly to lh c" 
above her, keeping !his eyes on her.) Yes, it ·sure is, it's nice and 
.... cool! . 
ALMA. It's always cool. 
YOUNG MAN. Is it? 
ALMA. Yes. Yes, even in summer. It comes from deep under-
ground. 
YOUNG MAN. That's what keeps it cool. (£treJig R. t<R EO 1 hands 
still in p,ock~ts.)' 
ALMA. Glorious Hill is famous for its artesian springs. 
YOUNG MAN. I didn't know that. ('Jakes bands out of pockets: 
looks up at fountain, back at ALMA, then crosses up to fountain, 
drinks deeply.) 
ALMA. Are you a stranger in town? ('No reply. She turns quickly 
to look sees him still drinkinq, turns front again.) Are you a 
stranger in town? 
YOUNG MAN. (Straightening tip from fotmtain, moving down a 
step.) I'm a travelling salesman. 
ALMA. Ah, you're a salesman who travels! (£aug1Js gently.) But 
you're younger than most of them are, and not so fat! · 
YOUNG MAN. (f.ooking down at his figttre.) I'm just starting out. 
I travel for Red Cross shoes. 
AUvlA. Ah! The De1ta's your territory? 
YOUNG MAN. (Crosses to It c., above bench.) From the Peabody~ 
Lobby to Cat-Fish row in Vicksburg. 
ALMA. The life of a travelling salesman is intei·esting . . . but" 
lonely. · 
YOUNG MAN. (Crosses down to &, end of bendJ.) You're right 
about that. Hotel bedrooms are lonely. ('Jar awa)' the train 
whistles.) 
ALMA. All rooms are lonely where there is only one person. Qje~ 
eyes fall s1mt.) 
YOUNG MAN. (yently.) You're tired, aren't you? _ 
ALJ\,lA. I? Tired? (She starts to deny it, then lattgbs faintly arid 
confesses the truth.) Yes ... a little .... But I."shall rest no'N. 
I've just now taken one of my sleeping tablets. 
YOUNG MAN. S.o early? 
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ALMA. Oh, it 1von't put me to sleep. It will just quiet my nerves. 
YOUNG MAN. What are you nervous about? 
ALMA. I won an argument this afternoon. 
YOUNG MAN. rosses R. above bench to down R.) That's nothing 
to be nervous over. You aug t to e. nervous i you lost one. 
ALMA. It wasn't the argument that I wanted to win. 
YOUNG MAN. Well, I'm nervous, too. 
ALMA. What over? 
YOUNG MAN. (iMcpjng Ill' 1 ats,P qrd tapm1 ho .) It's my £rst 
job and I'm scared of not making good. ('Jbat mysteriously sud-
den intimacy that sometimes occurs between strangers more com-
pletely than old friends or lovers, moves them both. ALMA holds 
out box of tablets to him.) , ', ' 
~-----•---,---ALMA. Then you must take on'e. of my tablets. 
YOUNG MAN. Shall I? 
ALMA. Please take one! 
YOUNG MAN. (Crosses to her, takes tablet.) Yes, (shalL 
ALMA. Y on'll be surprised how in£nitely merciful they are. ('Raid-
ing up box so he can read lahe() The prescription number is 
96814. I think of it as the telephone number of God! ('Jhey both 
laugh. 1-fe places one of tablets on his tongue and crosses up to 
ountain to wash it down.) -
YOUNG MAN. ( ter Je rinks, 1ooks up at stone flq~1re.) Thanks, 
angel. ({jives her a little salute, then leans on fountain.) 
ALMA. Life is full of little merCies like that, not big merCies but 
comfortable little mercies. And so we go on ... (She has leaned 
back with 1half-ciosed eyes.) --. 
YOUNG MAN. (Crosses down to her, gently, above R. end of 
~h.) ·You're falling asleep. 
ALMA. Oh, no, I'm not. I'm just closing my ·eyes. ~'Jurns to him.) 
You know what I feel like now'? I feel like a water-lily. 
YOUNG MAN. A water-lily? 
ALMA. Yes, I feel like a water-lily on· a Chinese lagoon. Won't 
you sit down? ('Re hesitates a moment remo11es his bat, crosees 
down and sits R. end of bench holding his hat awkwardly, 1ook:-
inq away from her.) My name is Alma. Spanish for soul! What's 
yours? 
YOUNG MAN. £'1urninq to her.) Mine's Archie Kramer. ~11/jtb a 
wave of his band.) Mucha gusto, as they say in Spain. ('Jbej 
laugh.) 1 
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AiMA. Usted habla Espanol, senor? ~ 
YOUNG MAN. Un poquito! Usted habla Espanol, Senorita? ~ 
ALMA. Me tambien. Un poquito! (Laughs.) !! 
YOUNG MAN. (Delightedly, laughs.) Ha ... ha . , . hal Some- ~ 
times un poquito is plenty. (ALMA laughs ... in a way different j 
from the way she has ever laughed before. A little wearily, but lj 
quite naturally. YOUNG MAN leans toward her confidentially.) ~ 
What's there to do in this town after dark? ;¥ 
ALMA. There's not much to do in this town after dark, but there } 
are resorts on the Lake that offer all kinds of after-dark enter- ~ 
tainment. There's one called Moon Lake Casino. It's under new ~S ~ 
management now, but I don't suppose its character has changed. ~.· 
YOUNG MAN. What was its character? ~ 
ALMA. Gay, very gay, Mr. Kramer. . . . 
1 
.r~ 
YOUNG MAN. (Rises, crosses up c.) Then what in hell are 'Ye sit- . f-.">~ 
ting here for? (Looks back at her, puts on his hat, comes down .9 I · -...I., .. i 
.E_tep.) Vaminos! . 7f" r /.~ 
ALMA. (Rbes, qrcses H sl6ft fotttJJd 1''*) Como no, Senor! --~L--~~·-~- ··-~·f; 
YOUNG MAN. I'll call a taxi. (Running up steps L.) Taxi! (As he ' F'- -~ 
goes off L.) Taxi! (As ALMA crosses up to -steps, L., the qrave l 
1J.WOd -flf the play is reinstated with a phrase of music At foot of 0}, 
steps :she 'faces the stone anqel and raises her hand in a sort of :J:tl ,l,_ ~ 
dJaledtctory salute. 'Jhen turns and starts up steps as ... )-====~--~ ...... ~ .. ~ .. :"'•t 
- ;11w-· ._ _'1>01,_,__.,_..,.~ ~~~11-J~'ItiliOiot 
THE CURTAIN FALLS 
END OF PLAY 
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PROPERTY LIST 
PART I-SCENE 1 
Handbag (Alma) 
Parasol and handkerchief (Alma) 
Firecracker and matches (] ohn) 
Small pocket flask (John) 
Cigarette and matches (John) 
French-horn case (Roger) 
PART I-SCENE 2 
Palm-leaf fan (Doctor) ical instruments (Doctor) 
Bottles, books, a few simple med-
PART I-SCENE 3 
Parasol (Mrs. Winemiller) Jigsaw puzzle (Mr;. Winemiller) 
Fancy white plumed hat (Mrs. 2 glasses-1 with water, with 
Winemiller) Bromo Seltzer (John) 
Minute-book with some 
sheets (Alma) 
Thick play MS. (Vernon) 
"' PART I-SCENE 4 
loose Fan (Roger) 
Few pages of smali MS. (Rose· 
mary) 
PART I-SCENE 5 
Bandage (John) Watch (John) 
Glass half-full of whiskey (Rose- Stethoscope (Doctor) 
mary) Ring (Alma) 
Thermos jug and glass (John) Box of medicine tablets (John) 
Bottle with medicine tablets Anatomy chart (John) 
(John) 
PART I-SCENE 6 
MS. paper, pen and ink (Wine- Fan (Mrs. Winemiller) 
miller) Cigarette and matches (Mrs. 
Watch (Winemiller) Winemiller) 
Eyeglasses (Winemiller) Hat and gloves (Alma) 
PART I-SCENE 7 
Smail table with lamp fastened to Box of pills (Alma) 
it (Dusty) Gloves and veil (Alma) 
2 chairs (Dusty) Bottle of wine; 2 glasses (Dusty) 
Matches (Dusty) Cigarettes and matches (John) 
Handbag (Alma) 
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PART 11-SCENE 1 
Pitcher with lemonade, glasses, 
tray 
Photos and post cards (Roger) 
Watch (Roger) 
Puzzle (Alma) 
Bottle of champagne and glass 
(John) 
Revolver (Gonzales) 
Roil of bills (Gonzales) 
Cane and hat (Dr. · Buchanan, 
Senior) 
pART II-SCENE 2 
Tray with coffee things and towel (Alma) 
pART II-SCENE 3 
Plumed hat and scarf 
Winemiller) 
Ring (Alma) 
(Mrs. Loving cup (John) 
Handkerchief (] ohn) ' 
Book (Neliie) 
Newspaper (Winemiller) Paper bag with candy (Nellie) 
pART II-SCENE 4 
Fancy baskets with Christmas 
packages, 1 small one tied with 
ribbon and with a sprig of 
holly, with fancy handkerchief 
and card in it 
Pin for holly (Alma) 
pART II-SCENE 5 
Stethoscope CJohn) 
Tray with microscope, test-tubes 
in rack, small medical instru-
ments (John) 
Hat, gloves, handbag (Alma) 
Ring (Alma). 
Cigarette and matches (John) 
Prescription pad and 'pen (John') 
pART II-SCENE 6 
Small package in which is pill- box with pills (Alma) 
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Part I 
SOUND PLOT 
Scene 1 ..• #1. Pre curtain music 11 band one 11 
#2. Firecracker 11 live 11 
#3· Rocket number one 
#4. Rocket number two 
#5. Rocket number three 
#6. Rocket number four 
#7· Rocket number five 
#8. Rocket number six 
#9. Burst of fire rockets 
#10. Theme up 
Scene 2 ••• #11. Theme out 
#12. Theme up 
Scene 3 •.• #13. Theme out 
#14. Telephone in rectory 11 live11 
#15. Telephone John's office lllive 11 
#16. Doorbell at rectory 11 liven 
#17. Doorbell again 11 live11 
#18. Theme up 
Scene 4 ... #19. Theme out 
#20. Doorbell at rectory 11 livett 
Scene 5 ... #21. Three gongs 
#22. Theme up 
Part II 
Scene 6 .•. #23. Theme out 
Scene 7· .. #24. Flamenco music 
#25. Music up 
#26. Music up 
#27. Off stage voices 
#28. Off stage voices 
#29. Music up 
~0. Music fade 
#31. Off stage voices 
#32. Off stage voices 
#33· Music up 
#34. Music up 
#35· Music up 
#36. Music up 
#37· Music Out 
Scene 1 ••• #38. Theme up 
#39· Theme out 
#40. Doorbell at rectory 
#41. Flamenco music up 
#42. Flamenco music up 
#43. Voices off stage 
#44. Flamenco music fades 
#45. Theme up 
#46. Fade theme 
11 liven 
#47- Flamenco up 
#48. Flamenco up 
#49. Flamenco up 
#50. Gun shot ~tlive 11 
., 
#51. Music out 
Scene 2 ... #52. Theme up 
Scene 3 ..• #53. Theme out 
F ··-~ 
#54. Band up 
#55- Band up 
#56. Fade Band 
Scene 4 .•. #57. Wind effect 11 li ve 11 
Scene 5 ..• #58. Five gongs 11 live 11 
Scene 6 ... #59. Train whistle 
#60. Train whistle 
#61. Theme up 
#62. Theme up 
#63. Fade theme 
I 
! 
Scene I 
COSTUME PLOT 
PART I 
Alma-beige dress, hat, gloves, reticule, parasol 
John-blue blazer, white pants 
Rev. W.-fvock coat, black pants, collar 
Mrs. W.-white dress, red sash, red hat 
Rosa-green suit, parasol, plume hat 
Nellie-straw hat, blue dress 
Roger-cord jacket, grey pants 
Scene II 
Dr. Buchanan-white suit and shirt 
Alma-white l:'louse, lavender skirt 
John-white shirt and pants 
Scene III 
Mrs. W.-orange sash, white dress, stolen hat 
Alma-white blouse, lavender skirt 
Rev. W.-frock coat, black pants 
John-tee shirt and white pants 
Nellie-red print dress 
Scene D1 
Scene Y 
Alma-white blouse, green striped skirt 
John-clean white shirt, white pants, carries jacket 
Vernon-cord jacket, light pants, tie 
Mrs~ Basset-black blouse and skiFt 
Rosemary-brown dress, glasses 
Roger-same as Scene I 
Rosa-green skirt, white peasant blouse 
Alma-white blouse, green striped skirt 
John-white shirt and pants 
Scene VI 
Alma-beige dress, hat, gloves, reticule 
Rev. W.-frock coat, black pants 
Mrs. W.-white dress, blue sash 
Scene VII 
Dusty-black vest and pants, white shirt 
Alma-same as Scene VI 
John-blue blazer, white shirt and pants 
II 
Scene I 
PART II 
Roger-same as Scene I Part I 
Alma-beige blouse, lavender skirt 
Mrs. Basset-black blouse and skirt 
John-vrhi te shirt and pants 
Rosa-print peasant skirt, white blouse, gold beads 
Gonzales-brown pants, pink shirt, ascot 
Dr. Buchanan-white suit and shirt 
Scene II 
Alma-same as Scene I Part II 
John-same as Scenei Part II 
Rev. W.-Black pants, collar and grey shirt 
Scene III 
Alma-pink dressing gown 
Mrs. W.-white dress, black net cape, and hat 
Rev.W.-black frock coat and black pants 
John-brown suit, white shirt 
Nellie-pink dress. 
Scene IV 
Scene V 
Alma-blue coat covering next costume 
Mrs. Basset-black skirt and blouse, cape and mourning hat 
Nellie-blue skirt, white jacket and hat 
Nellie-same as Scene IV 
Alma-fur jacket, green skirt, lace blouse, plume hat 
John-brown suit and white shirt 
Scene VI 
Alma-same as Scene V 
Archie-checked jacket, blue pants, white shirt, bow tie 
straw hat. 
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HINDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS AND CO~~NTS 
The following is an analysis of the production of 
11 Surrmer and Smoke n which I directed for my thesis product-
ion. l- shall attempt to analyze scene by scene what I could 
have done to make this production more theatrical and more 
fully realized. The folloi"ling seemed to be the major 
criticisms: 
I. The mood was played rather than the action. 
2. There was a lack of shading in the play. 
3. The change in Alma was not strong enough. 
4. The relationships between the characters, 
especially the minor ones, were not definate 
enough. 
5. The contrast of the play was not developed. 
The body and flesh aspect were missing. This 
'\'las especially seen in Rosa and John \·;ho were 
not earthy enough. 
6. Few of the characters were dynamically realized. 
7. We should have played against the values of the 
characters. i.e. There should be more con-
flict within themselves. 
8. There was not enough variety in tha r~ythm. 
Each scene had the same rhythm as::uhe"one j>re-
ceeding it. 
9. The pace '\'Tas too:--slow~:and the waits between 
scenes were too long. 
J 
IO. The set was too heavy and solid for the play. 
The ground plan was too tight. 
First thing I would do over again is to take out all of 
AlmaTs costume changes that slow up the play and spend much 
time in making sure that my stage manager gets his light 
cues in on time. I wanted to have a feeling of melting 
from one scene to another and this effect was ruined due to 
the vraits. 
I vmuld stress the action line more in each scene and 
in he play as a whole. We neglected the direct line of action in 
favor of playing all the beats.and this might have been the 
cause Q~cthe excess mood. I would also concentrate on the 
flesh side of the play7 in the presence of John and Rosa?so 
that the balance between soul and flesh would not be uneven. 
My main attempt would be to make all aspects of the 
play more fully realized. As the criticism seem to be 
pointed toward my lack of realization;rather than my interp-
retation, I vrould. attempt to use my theme and make it full~r, 
bigger, and more theatrical. 
I I 
I ! This is the scene in which all of the characters are 
introduced so I must be certain to get a definite characteriz-
ation at the outset. 
In general, the mood should be very gay, light, and fe;_~sti ve. 
There should be no foreshadowing of the mood at the end of 
the play. The music should be louder, there should ce 
more reactions to the firevtorks off stage, and the characters 
ih the scene should have the same feeling of a holiday. 
In the :first scene I must plant the follorTing ideas: 
(I) T:le must see Alma 1 s i'lifely relationship· to her Fathep;·, 
and her irritated metherly relationship to her Mother. 
Both Alma and the Reverend must ·esnore the Mother until 
she, irritated by this, makes herself heard. · 
i • e • Mother r s demand for ice ·cream in the midst 
of the conversation between the Reverend and 
Alma. Bo·th should treat her asca bratty 
child to be appeased and kept quiet. 
(2) The Mother should show a shrewdness and quick mind 
underneath a childish exterior. 
i.e. Make her movements quick. Shoi"l her \"latch-
ing all that goes on with great interest a~ 
understanding of the undertones. Have her 
take on childish qualities only when she is 
being observed by someone. Use her child-
-~ 1 ishness as her cover un and defense. 
.. ' 
The Father must show his reliance on Alma as the center 
of the hcusehold. He must be concerned when she feels 
ill. ( vfuat would he do if something happened to Alma? ) 
The Mother must embarrass him with her antics as Father 
is very conscious of " what people will say.n 
i.e. Everytime Mother acts up/have Father look 
around to see if anyone is watching her. 
(4) Father also treats Mother as a bratty child but with 
undertmnes of guilt. ( Could he be to tlame for this? ) 
i.e. Have him avoid looking at Mother because she 
makes him feel guilty. Only when she infuria es 
him does he fully face her. Show that Mother 
is conscious of his une~sy feeling toward 
her. 
( 5) Alma's hypochondrrhfl. must be estatlished. This is one 
of Alma's quirks. She imagines herself invested with 
all kinds of diseases7but always genteel ones. 
( The thou8ht of dysentary upsets her. ) She uses these 
imaginary illnesses to explain to herself her vague 
feelings of unrest and restlessness. 
i.e. John must show an awareness of the true 
nature of Alma's symptoms of which she must 
be entirely innocent. ( This will point up 
that John is more av1are of the real Alma 
\ 
. - . , 
( 6) ~·!e must see Alma r s interest and adOration of John. 
She seems him as a potentially great man of medicine 
endov1:'' ed with the magic powers of healing. ( Perhaps 
he can heal her symptoms. ) John, the man, is re-
pugnant to her)so she sees him as John, the doctor. 
Then she need feel no guilt .in her need for his services. 
She pretends not to notice his bad qualities. i.e. 
She ignores his drinking in front of her. To her he 
(> 
is a confus·ed and mixed up boy. Her action is to 
interest John in herself and her social activities. 
She ca.n 1 t join in his fun but he can join in hers. 
'tve see from the begi:r1fj.ng Alma 1 s reaching out to John, 
tentatively}but definate enough so that John is aware 
of it .• 
i.e. Play .Alma lightly in this scene, enjoying 
herself, happy to be talking with John, and 
enjoying in general the holiday fun. Show 
her trying to be the coquette7in so stylized 
a way1that it amuaes John and motivates his 
comment about her uairs.n 
( 7) itJe must see a hint of what Alma will become vThen she 
refuses to condemnNellie's Mother. This mystifies 
John and deepens his realization that there is more to 
Alma t~l'fl, she realizes. . •. s. 
i.e. Show a surprised reaction from John to Alma's 
lines at this time. 
(8) Alma shows her strength in striking back at John in self 
defense when he torments her too much. We see that Alma 
can become very violent when stirred. 
i.e. HE:nre Alma react in fear of herself when she 
lo,::-ses control. ( This loss of control 
becomes more frequent and stronger through-
out the play. ) 
(9) We must establish John 1 s feeling for Alma. His affect-
ion for Alma probat-ly dates back t.o their childhood. 
His interest is sho1rt.r.l-by his desire to help her. He-
likes Alma but doesn't know why. He resents the attract-
ion he feels towards her~ especially because she isntt 
his type of woman, and so he tries to wound her at times. 
There is much of the little boy in John especially when 
Alma is around. ( Alma always treated him very matern-
ally.) John 1 s interest in .Alma grow.s,·as he seas her 
idealistic feeling toward him. It appeals to his ego 
and he begins to consider her seriously. i.e. ifuen 
Alma is watching Joh~ he stares at her .with devil-may-$ 
care nonchalance and suggestiveness~ but when Alma's 
back is to him have him look at her with puzzlement and 
affection. Show him fighting the desire to touch her 
and come to her for comfort. 
1 
( In the pieta scene he gives in to this longing.) 
i.e. When John is close to Alma have him make 
. movements toward her and then shove his hands 
rn V\\ ~ t' ocJ.L .• e:t S 
Aor back away. Let there be moments when 
Alma sees him with his mask off. 
( IO) From the begi~ng show John enjoying the holiday [\Tid 
activity. He tries to be cynical about it but loc5es 
himself in the excitement. 
i.e. Show him enthused over fireworks, and bristl• 
ing with energy and vitality. ( There is 
nothing to spend his energy on so he uses 
some of it on Alma. ::) Show him as one who 
enjoys his senses and who tries to r·:)use 
Alma to enjoy hers. Also show his dissatisfac -
ion underneath his flippant exterior by his 
restless nervious movements. 
(II) Show John's resentment towards his Father and the idea 
of fitting into his Father 1 s footsteps. 
i.e. Have him react with annoyance when Alma 
speaks of his Father with awe. He retaliates 
by up§etting her with his teasing. 
(I2) Show Nelliets adoration and hero worship of John. 
John enjoys Nellie because of her life and vitality. 
( n I know that one. 11 Wby? ) Maybe there is a bit of 
envy o.nc:: John 1 s part at Nellie's simple nature and 
easy acceptance of life. i.e. Nellie is not unduly 
upset over her Mother 1 s pastimes. 
i .. e. Show John aware and amused at Nellie 1 s c: ,rush 
on him. 
(I3) Show Johnrs repentance when he hurts Alma with his 
teasing. He attempts to make it up to her by offering 
to take her on a ride. tfuen Rosa appears John decides 
in favor of her as it 1 s less complicated. He is 
attracted to Alma an senses her real self but it seems 
too much trouble to bring it out when Rosa is near at 
hand. His spe~e::!h n '\'lear a hat 1vi th a plume " should 
be 'tvi th longing. He lvishes Alma had some of Rosa t s 
quali ties7 then perhaps she would "be the ans\•Ter to his 
problems. 
i.e. Show Johnts conflict when Rosa appears and 
his decision in her favor. Alma should show , 
a feeling of rejection when John leaves her 
and so retreats behind her illness. 
(I4) John 1 s action line: to find something to interest him 
for the day. ( Alma does until Rosa comes along. ) 
i.e. Play John in control of the situation just 
barely holding back his animal appetites. 
Make him as physical as he can be without 
scaring Alma off. Emphasize his animal side 
in this scene with just undertones of his 
sensitivity and his affectionate side/rather 
than the reverse. 
(I5) The whole scene should have the feeling of John 1 s 
restleness, drive, and search for something to absorb 
him. Alma attempts to fill his need, which she senses? 
but on her terms. She realizes her failure and blames 
herself as she senses she could have held him. 
i.e. Shmrl complete reversal of Alma's mood from one 
of holiday fun to sense of failure and loss. 
I 2 In this scene we must see an Alma who is relaxed and at 
ease. Although still hedging from any talk of physical 
passion, we don't feel her nerviousness. J 
i.e. Relax her voice and drop her nerv~ousness 
usually evident in her mannerisms. . r:: · ,_Lc. t. 
We must see the father-daughter relationship between Alma 
and the Doctor. The Doctor in the first part of this scene 
is very much the doctor image. The acting is almost stylized. 
in the giving and receiving of responses. 
i.e. Show this by the movements of the bodies 
towards and away from each other almost as 
though connected by a taut string. 
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Only when John comes into the conversation do 'lfle see Doctor 
Buchanan as a father. From this time on there is a change in 
mood. 
i.e. Use lighting to point up this change. 
Alma 1 s action here is to find out about John. 
The Doctor 1 s ~ction is to encourage Alma to discover herself, 
Emphasize the Doctor's frustrated love for his son. 
i.e. Show him very gruff and angry with John to 
play again_st the fact that he's giving in'. 
This scene foreshagdows some of what is to come. We must 
see a hint of Alma's real feeling for John. 
i.e. Physicalize her n where's Johnny? n Sho1t1 
her intense interest by having her clutch 
the curtain to contrast with the even tone 
of voice. 
I 3 1/'le further develope Alma 1 s relation to her Mother. 
Her reaction to the thleft must be that of a wearyymother. 
tired of her child 1 s pranks'. 
i.e. There should be no element of surpri@e or 
real anger in Alma t s reaction to the·: deed. 
Play Mother as hoping that Alma will admire her and the new 
hat. 
i.e. Outwardly the Mother is defiant but we must 
see the hidden hope that Alma will like her 
in the hat and perhaps compliment her. 
~'li 
~
~?~ust fu~ther a$velope the theme of the Fatherts aependence 
on' nma~ She '~1mbst shoos him but.1bf-·the room as -if~he 'were 
.·,...-
.. · ... 
I 
Have the Mother pre·en in front df~·the' Minister 
" i ' 
nbt to annoy him but to win some adtnirati·on. 
We must see Alma' :s preoccupation and get a feel.ing of her 
~~@J. .strengbh as~ 1the one with the aol.ution to all household 
~ ............ ~ 
problems .. ,, ,; 
l.e • .Ailma treats b6th·rather and Mother astrouble-
;• '*'"' '' ' some" chiJ::a-Nn': some chil.dreh.; 
iilfi~'i'~"!Pb.oh~- .cali to John shoula. be tentative at fi~r:st·; ana: 
then gatheP~~trength. 
i.;'e. Play her as coquette While on the phon:e. 
--~ ,, ) ~ .:!. . . . :~ ... Ji .. . . : John' on tt.re ·other hand must. be surpri&ed and amused' and some-. 
what bored'; .tv±th the call .. 
,, 
i.e. Give him bits of business to do while on 
the phone. Showhis puzzlement a{{ to why she 
balled)uhtil she speaks- oi' the meeting. ':Play 
bim as just appeasibgne:r until f'inal.l.y, 
amused at her insi-stence' he dilcid~s<t:ti go. 
Mother should be observant and knowing about the whole thing ) 
like a typical kid sister. 
I 
:t.e. bon' t let her g:ive' .Ai~a her whole attention 
I .· ,. . .·.· 
dur-ing tne· phone call. 
l 
' Nellie must be played lighter and bree~er, fromtbe top of the 
head rather than from the pit of the stomach. We must see 
Nellie's adoration of John. She is completely blind to his 
faults in contrast to Alma's full awareness of them. 
i.e. Show Alma's jealousy at hearing about John 
and Rosa. Also show· her fear at being 
caught spying. 
Alma 1 s outburst at the end must be a combination of jealousy, 
fury at her Mother's knowledge, and fear of being revealed. 
We see again a deeper, emotional, and intease woman which 
contrasts with the proper and coquetish airs that she uses. 
Alma·' s action is to make John come to the meeting. 
John's action is to get off the hook as early as possible. 
Nellie's action is to let off steam about her feeling for John 
Mother 1 s action1sto annoy Alma in re:taliation to the rebuff. 
she got about her hat~ 
The scene should build as Alma gathers her courage and ~ains 
her purpose. With Nellie's entrance and the last outburst.it 
should be on an even higher plain 7till Alma qursts with 
emotion and then reacts with fear at her open and revealed 
intensity. 
I 4 This is Alma's pitiful attempt to put her best foot 
forward and interest John in her group and her social life. 
i.e. She should play the light, shy, coquetish 
belle. Almost as a girl on her first date. 
The other ch~racters must be entirely serrious about the 
entire evening. 
i.e. They shouldn 1 t comment on their behavior. 
John, after looking over the group~ should mock them by 
·~layinB along toungue-in-cheek. 
i .. e. Give him fussy gestures, extra polite manners, 
and have him play extremely interested. 
Eave Alma see the rmdiculous situation through John. 
i .. e. Show her growing uneasiness as she sees his 
too intense interest in the group. As the 
evening progresses Alma must become more and 
more fussy aud nervous. 
John finaJ..J.y- wearies of the game? and gaaded by Mrs. Bassett ) 
leavea·ror more interesting pastimes. At Johnts exit Alma 
tries to hang on but 7also goaded by Mrs. Bassett 7she sees the 
group for.what they are. Probably from this time on she 
divorces herseaf from them. 
1: .. e. Play up her complete disguest with the group 
as a symbol of.he.r fruitless life. 
The scene again builds to Alma's emotional outburst and again 
she is frightened by it. The group must be untouched by 
what has gone on and leaves as unaware as it entered. 
.. _ .. :; . ~ 
Almats action to impress John and have him become a part of 
;l;b.e- gJ?f?UP" 
Jeh.Jil,'s aO'I,;,i~Jil is to make the best, in his own way, of a dull 
evening. 
I 5 This is one of the s~enes in which Alma and John n almo 
Ga.me t~ether.'t Alma comes to the house. to see John although 
she ~ell herself that it is the Father see wants to see. S~a 
is hoping that John w·ill do something to e:x:plain,.and ma;ke up 
for his behavior at her house. -~he is sur.p::ei,2ed to see Rosa 
in John 1 s own home and becomes -caustic due to her jealousy. 
John is very surpriS~d to see Alma and after a moment ot_. 
sil-ence dismisses Rosa sot'h;-at he can bee alone with Al;®a • 
• 
From the _tim~ of Alma's entrap_ce John 1 s interest is cente:t>ed 
on her and the whole scene must be played in terms of Alma. 
i.e. John must forget Rosa 1 s presence when_Alma 
. -, comes in and only remembers her when he sees 
Alma's expression of resentment. Even when 
John speaks to dismiss Rosa7his att~ntion 
must be centered on Alma and he must not even 
turn his head to notice Rosa 1 s le-aving. 
John enjoys Alma 1 s jealously and shows her his wound to pro-
voke her sympathy. He is very much the teasing young boy 
'n in the begining of this scene. When Alma breakes down Jehnts 
true affection for her takes over. He tries to calm her 
do\~ and soothe her rising hysteria. 
i.e. John:•is acting almost like a hypnotist. Have 
him speak in a calm even voice and continue 
even through Rosa's interruptions. 
John has become the doctor. Only when Alma is seated in 
front of him do we see his physical feeling for her take over. 
i.e. Show him hovering protectively over Alma 
as she struggles with her buttons. He must 
show his tenderness for Alma. He struggles 
throughout the examination to think of Alma 
as a patient only. He cuts the examination 
short in order to hold on to himself. Alma 
is in am emotional turmoil while John is 
close to her. 
Alma takes advantage of John's sympathy to bring up his 
promise to take her for a ride. We see here that John has 
thought seriously about Alma and we see his realization of 
her true, emotional nature. 
i.e. Have John stand over Alma and make a move 
toward her until brought out of the spell 
by the gong. It must be the gong and not Rosa s 
voice which breaks up the mood between them. 
Both Alma and John must stare at each other 
and we must feel their intense physical 
awareness of eachother. ( What would have 
happened if their mood were not broken? ) 
John makes his decision to see Alma while walking back to his 
desk. He assumes that she will.go with him. 
i.e. Have him state that he will see her in a calm 
matter-of-fact voice. 
Until Almars exit and after Rosa 1 s entrance John's attention 
must be fDcused on Alma. '1hen Rosa asserts her presence John 
kisses her as a projection of the emotion that Alma has left 
within him. His relationship with Rosa is a relief to him 
as he can understand it and. find an outlet for his emotions. 
Alma's action is to find out.why John ran out on her. 
John 1 s action is to soothe Alma. 
Rosa 1 s action is to hold John with her physical che.rms against 
the intruder. 
The emotion of the scene must build intenseness until broken 
up by the gong. 
I 6 In this scene we must sense the pattern of the usual 
Saturday night at Alma 1 s home. Alma by her urPsual actions 
must rouse the susp~cions of her parents. 
i.e. The Reverend must slowly become aware that 
Alma is not her usual self. Show him pre-
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occupied at first until Alma captures his full 
attention. 
Alma has never defied her Father before and so he seats him-
self on the sofa thinking the subject closed when he for-
bids Alma to leave with John. 
i.e. 1 His firstnAlma 11 when hearing that she has left 
should be one of disbeTief. 
Mrs Winemutller is fully av1are of what Alma is goj,ng to do and 
wa.i ts until she is safely on her way before telling her Husban • 
This is a means of revenge against the bitterness she feels 
toward her Husband. 
i.e. Show Mrs Winemuller 1 s bitterness by her tmne 
\.\ 
of voiue when she calls her Husband an old 
1/ 
windbag. Make this a complete change from her 
usual childish voice. 
Alma's action is to get out of the housewithout her parents 
embarrassing her. 
Mrs Winemuller's action is to aid Alma and so gain revenge 
on her Husband. 
Reverend vlinemuller' s action is to assert his authority in 
his home and prevent any raptures of the routine. 
This scene starts out as a typical night and slowly becomes 
disrupted until Alma's exit brings it to a boil. 
! 
I 7 This should be a very loud violent scene in which the 
emotions of all finally explode. There should be much music 
a.nd laughter off stage7and the lighting should be that of a 
place of ~uch gayety. John and Alma enter the scene and they 
quarrel and a~gue off stage so that as they enter, we sense 
that Alma has v1alked av1ay from the Cas~:ino and John follows 
her trying to make her change her mind. Alma is very self-
righteous a.nd John is very annoyed at having his plane sp~il­
ed. John, being in a bad mood, becomes very sulky and reverts 
to his old habits of teasing Alma. Alma in turn becomes very 
prim and bossy·. Only when she forgets herself in her speech 
about Gothic catherdrals7 does she drop her prim behavior and 
show John some of the Alma that he saw late at night in his 
office. 
i.e. Make the Gothic catherdral speech sens~ous 
by means of voice, facial expression, and 
gestures. Show John's surprise at Alma's 
revealing of her emotion, and his relief in 
being able to bring her back to her usual self 
by means of his jibe on Oscar Wild. 
John becomes uncomfortable'when Alma pulls his bluff and 
becomes romantic. He becomes uncomforta,ble and walks away. 
Realizing he has hurt Alma/he slowly forgets his discomfort 
and tries to bring her out of her shell. 
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i.e. Show John slowly walking tovtard Alma as if' 
drawn until their feeling culminates in a kiss 
It should be one continuous motion so that 
Alma is again almost in a hypnotic state. 
She returns his kiss7and feeling the emotion 
within her clutches him. John misinterperts 
this as an attempt to stop him. 
Alma is hurt by his misunderstanding and withdraws beyond 
her usual:; primness. 
i.e. There should be a complete change of mood 
here with both Alma and John on the defensive. 
He should become aggressive and coarse a.nd 
drop all tenderness in his voice. 
Alma must at first be very hurt and surprised at the turn of 
events and strike back in defense. All her overtures to him 
have been rejected and the whole evening to which she looked 
f~rward has failed. \fuen John suggests going to a room above 
the Cassino it is the last straw. From that point to the end 
of the scene the tempo and emotions must speed to a climax. 
i.e. Have Alma defend herself violently for fear 
of John's expos:-·ing her emotions. Music must 
build to the last line and then blackout with 
the light/so that we end the scene on a peak 
of' high emotion. 
L 
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Alma's action is to make the evening so successful that John 
will think of marrying her. 
J-ohn's action is to bring Alma down to his level where he 
may deal with-her. When Alma makes the move,John is uncomf 
able and unable to cope with the situation. He wants Alma on 
his terms. 
II I During this Alma and Roger scene we must sense Almats 
pre~occupation and lack of' interest in Roger's company. 
di'S-
Roger must be oblivious of Almats interest. 
i.e. Have Alma glance over at the window from 
which should be heard party noises. 
Alma is aware of what Mrs. Bassett has come to say and tries 
to hide her reactions. Only when she hears news of' the coming 
marriage does she show her emotion. She finally gives in 
by· exploding at both Mrs. Bassett and Roger. This time ho"tT-
ever?there is no shock at her outburst?but rather a moment of 
decision and then !mmediate action. This is a sign of Alma's 
change. Her emotions no longer surprise her but rather give 
her impetus to act. 
i.e. Have Alma vTalk away from Mrs. Bassett as if' 
not interested in her nevTs. Alma, fiddling 
with the puzzlE7 starts slovi£;t~rand then bec-
omes feverish in her haste 1as if' to work off 
her feelings through this outlet. 
The Rosa and John scene should be loud, gay, and festive. 
Only John is not involved in the party spirit. 
i.e. Have John walk into the office as if to es-
cape all that is going on in the other room. 
He should walk slowly and asif' uncertain 
of his destination. 
Rosa should be unaware of John 1 s mood when she comes to find 
him. She seeks as always to keep him aware of her physically. 
She l~no~IS:':thi'seis the only bond they have. John gives in to 
her as though despising himself for it. 
i.e. Have John be extremely rough with Rosa. 
The more John sees Rosa the more disgusted with himself he 
becomes)and he takes it out on her by forcing her to dance 
as if in moclcery of that element in her which has attracted 
him .. 
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i.e.. Have John literally pull Rosa off the sofa to 
dance. His mood is broken only by her father 1 ~ 
voice which brings him to a full realizat-
ion of the future life he can anticipate. 
Irt Rosa 1 s speech about her life we must see the hatred of 
her background and speaking about itlbrings back the bitter 
memories. 
i.e.- . Have Rosa speak almost to herself forgetting 
John until her spealcs to her. Have her 
show her clinging to him7as her only hope in 
saving herself from her father 1 s kind of life. 
John should show a relenting in his feeling 
toward her until her father 1 s voice again 
shatters his mood. 
With Gonzales entrance John completely retreats trom Rosa and 
her physical wixes are useless. 
i.e. Have John at the window looking across at 
Alma's· house taking no notice of Rosa or her 
Father. He should move decisively out the 
door and to the Rectory. Only when he gets 
there should he seem uncertain. He is like 
e. small boy thro'tving himself on the mercy and 
understanding of Alma.. There should be a 
softness and gentleness in the voices and 
movements of both Jphn and Alma. 
Rosa's reaction to the doctor 1 s entrance should be first a 
hope of approval and then a defiance. The Doctor showShis 
complete disgust with her. 
i.e. Have the Doctor not look at Rosa until she 
introduces herself to him. The Doctor's out-
burst directed toward Gonzales should be 
sudden and violent. The mood should build 
until climaxed -vri th the gun shot. There 
should be·an immediate blackout of light and 
sound. 
Alma 1 s action is first to find a way to stop John from 
marrying Rosa and then comfort him. 
I Mrs. Bassett s action is to get a reaction from Alma with her 
ne'l.vs. 
Roger 1 s action is to show his collection of pictures. 
John 1 s action is first to provoke Rosa into giving him up 
and then to find comfort from Alma. 
Rosa 1 s action is to make sure that John goes through with the 
'~:ledding. 
Gonzales's ~ction is to show off his pot"ler. 
The Doctor 1 s action is to stou his son from another mistake. ~"t"lt\•:7 ~.c.eY\ce_ d;~~s · 
The effectiveness ,,on the quick transi t·:.ions from one set to 
the other and the contrast of the different atmospheres. 
II 2 John must shov1 the affect of the tragegy that has 
occurred. He is again leaving the source of his emotional 
upset. 
i.e. Have him wallt uncertainly as he did in the 
IV previos scene. Have Alma, by contrast, 
;;e(-9 
appear to b~ fully in control of herftand able 
to handle the situation. ( vie should have a 
sense that she is enjoying the fact that she 
is now the strong one. ) This is a further 
step in Alma's development. 
\~en John realizeS that she is the sou~e of his Father 1 s 
appearance at the housE) he accu.s ·. (:ls her as if finally finding 
something concrete that he can blame. 
. 
Alma
7
in turn~s now too strong to be bullied by John7 and she 
is able to ansv1er him in the same tone. Only 1·1hen he brings 
her to the chart does she recoil. ( The only thing she still 
/ 
fears is an exposey of her true feelings.) The struggle 
should continue until John has said all and then dismisses 
her. 
i.e. Have Alma turning her head from side to side 
escaping the sound of Johnts voice. In so 
doing/ she comes face to face \'lith the chart. 
After John dismisses her, have Alma stare at 
the chart as if considering it and then dis-
missing it. She must ans11er John with des-
peration as the truth has almost been reveals 
to herself/and she hopes to convince herself 
by her own denial. 
1fuen John tells her he \·rould neve]:' have maae love to her~ 
Alma must then recognize her physical desire for John. 
i.e~. Have Alma at first stunned and then hysterica 
when the truth is revealed to her. The two 
should stare at each other until intefupted 
by the Reverend. John should hesitate7 make 
a decisio~and then go to his Father. This 
is Johnts turning point as he goes to face 
the tragedy that awaits in the other room. 
Alma 1 s action is to show herself as a necessary part of John 1 
life. 
John's action is to bring Alma face to face with the reality 
of life. 
This scene should build in violence until John has said all 
he has to say. It should end on a note of discovery for 
Alma and redemption for John. 
II 3 ''Ti th Alma 1 s appearance in this scene we must see her 
listlessness. Her life ia in a state of immobility. Her old 
ideals have been torn dmm. and she does not knO\'l ho"!Jir to build 
a life based on a new concept of herself. Her nitely walks 
show that she is attempting to find some safe outlet for her 
feelings until she can make more pos.,·itive plans. 
i.e. Sho\IT her completely uninterested in her 
parent's entrance. She is tired of al~ the 
old household problems. 
The Reverend is upset because Alma's behavior has upset his 
domestic routine and has show him an Alma that he can not 
cope with. 
i.e. Sbo\·T by the Reverend's voice his irrl;tation 
with Alma. Give him fluttery gestures to 
indicate his helplessness in this s"i tue.tion. 
?:f.. 
Alma's state of change is seen by her defiance of her Father 
and her inability to have her interest a:r:.oused by anything 
in her immediate enviornment. 
i.e. Have Al~a speak almost in a monotone and 
react to the fight '·ri th her Father as if it 
~ 
were of no consquenoe to her. Only with 
mention of John's return does she show any 
interest with life. Have her -v1alk quicker, 
talk faster, and shmv her agi tat ton. 
John's return is painfull to her as a reminder of her hurt 
and the return of an emotion which she hoped was dead. 
John•s entrance should be in direct contrast to Alma 1 s exit. 
He enters the picture of success and shows us a changed John. 
i.e. Have John i'Jalk alertly, proudly, and with a 
sense of excitement. 
Nellie 1 s entrance must show us that she has matured physicall 
but is fundamentally the same girl. John's reaction to her 
is one of surprise in the change of her appearance/and he 
tries to find a new meeting ground on which they can converse 
Nellie is determined to make him· ai'!are of him as a "t·lOn-:.en. 
i.e. Have John stand back form Nellie and look at 
her as if trying to reconcile himself to her 
change. Have Nellie a1;·1are of his confus:;ion 
and enjoying it. 
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This scene should not foreshaddO'\'J' the nei't relatlonship bet-
be. 
ween Nellie and John but rather a hint of something nevt 
happening. 
John's action is to become adjusted to his enviponment in the 
light of his OV1ll change. 
Nellie's action is to make John aware that she has gro\tn up 
end to pave the way for a future development of their rel-
2.tionship on a new basis. 
Alma 1 s action is to avoid any emotion or feeling but merely 
to exist. 
The Reverend 1 s action is to find a way of handling the nev1 
Alma. 
The Mother's action is to continue to find her ovm small ,.. 
pleasures in life. 
II 4 Alma comes to the park as if tired out physically and 
emotionally, and she sits near the fountain as if finding 
refuge near an old friend. Mrs. Bassett 1 s must be lilce a 
burst of energy in contrast to Alma. Her attempts to find 
out the cause of Alma • s retreat from their little '"'orld are 
unsuccessful. 
i.e. Have Alma turn away from Mrs. Bassett and 
speak in a tone of politeness but disinterest/ 
Alma's mood is one of quiet resignment. 
Nellie is greated by Alma as a relief against Mrs. Bassettts 
intru$1on. Although not really wanting to see Nellie or 
rather not having the energy to see anyone, Alma is pleas-
ed to see her old pupil. 
i.e. Show Alma warmtcup slol;rly to Nellie t s presence. 
Show Almars almost maternal pride in Nellie•s 
growth and new charm. ( Alma has always 
been able to be natural in her affection for 
Nellie. ) 
In the course of the conversatio~as Nellie speakes of John 7 
we must see Alma as if on the verge of making a decision. 
She takes Nellie's comments as encouragement and so finally 
decides to see John. Alma has been, up to this point, in a 
state of immobility and she takes Nellie 1 s words as the impet~ 
.. 
us to finally make her move in a definrte direction. 
i.e. Have Alma, in the course of Nellie 1 s speech, 
'\·Talk to the statue and drink from it as if 
seeking encouragement before deciding any-
thin~. The .statue also serves as anadded 
reminder of the sterile life that awaits any-
one who is thought of as an angel. 
Once Alma makes her decision she moves quickly to finally 
resolve her life. This is the turning point in Alma 1 s life 
although her recognition came in scene two. 
Mrs. Bassett's action is to find out the cause of Alma 1 s 
't'ITi thdra\vc:: :;."'8.1 from the group. 
Alma 1 s action is to seek comfort from the angel and a relief 
from her stete of inactivity. 
Nellie's action is to.share the happiness she feels. 
II 5 Alma's entrance into John 1 s office must be as one 
steeled to do something no matter how difficult it may be. 
John's reaction is one of surprise, confusnion, and uncertain 
ity. He senses that there is a serious intent behind Alma 1 s 
visit;and feels unwilling to have to cope w·ith it, especially 
in vie1...r of the ne't'l pattern of his life. He tries to treat 
her as a ce.sual visitor but soon sees that Alma is determined 
to have it out. 
i.e. Sho"\'T Alme. moving further and further into 
the room when she speaks until finally John 
must ask.her to sit down. 
Alma's immediately gets do"t-m to her basic intention o·f 
quizzing John about his new life in order to see if she might 
fit into it. John stock ans-v1ers do not satisfy her and she 
tries to make him be less evasive by speaking of her own chan e. 
John immediately reverts to a safe role as a doctor and 
attempts to tree.t her on this level. Alma is fully avJare 
and almost amused at his motive in doing this. 
==#=======···: . "'-·=· ========================#==== 
i.e. Have John avoid looking at Alma and extremely 
uncomfortable during her speech about her 
doppleganger. 
When Alma embraces John she has become the strong one while 
he is unable to act. He fears to move or to say anything for 
fear of provoking a showdown. He becomes embarrassed when 
she is affectionate to him. He must speak, hm"lever, when she 
asks him for a direct answer. 
i.e. Have John remain passive through the kiss, 
avoid looking at Alma, and finally realize 
he can no longer avoid the issue. 
He tries to, justify himself by reverting to her old arguement 
and speaks. as though trying to persuade himself. It is 
extremely important to his peace of mind that she accept 
his explanation of the true value of thei~ relationship. 
Alma rejects his arguement and attempt to make it easy for 
her and comes to a full realization of his rejection of her. 
i.e. Show by Almats voice and movements her new 
found strength and ability to. face the facts. 
After Alma's outburst it is she who relieves 
the tension by del ibere.tely making herself 
a patient. 
It is at Nellie's voice that Alma reaches a full ~ealization 
of John 1 s decision. Nellie t s entrance shot-TS the complete 
contrast between her mood of gayety and John's and Alma 1 s moods 
of the aftermath of tension and crises. John and Alma are 
still feeling the a,ffect of their scene. John is unable to 
act until he realizes that he must divert Nellie's attention 
from Alma •. 
i.e. Show by a bringing up of the lights the change 
in the mood caused by Nellie's presence. 
Shmv Nellie 1 s complete unavTareness of any-
thing unusual in the atmosphere. From Nellie's 
entrance to Alma 1 s exit7John's ~Gcus must be 
on Alma so that it appears that he and Alma 
are on one level of emotion and Nellie is on 
another. At Alma's exit, and on Nellie 1 s 
innocently cruel.words John must kiss Nellie 
as if to reassure himself of his decision. 
Alma's action is to bring the situation between John and 
her self to some conclusion. 
' 
John's action is to get out of the situation as easily as 
possible. 
Nellie 1 s action is to t~lk about this wonderful thing that 
has happened to her. 
This scene must show the complete reversal of situation 
and the resulting changes in the personal.ities of Alma and 
John. This scene is the climax of the play. 
II 6 Alma again returns to the fountain for comfort and to 
assess the new development in her situation. At the sales-
manta entrance and interest in he7Alma reverts for a moment 
to her old self. At this point we see her make the decision 
to drop all remnants of her old self. Her conversation with 
the salesman is deliberate. 
i.e. At the first sign of interest from the sales-
man~have Alma revert to a prim posture and 
/ 
fussy gestures. She should then make a dec-
ision, drop her nervousness, remove her hat, 
and speak in a calm deliberate voice. 
The conversation between Alma and the salesman has the 
quality of small talk between strangers when Alma realizes 
that the stranger is also frightened by life and immediate 
sympathy springs up between them. It is Alma who continues 
' 
to hold the lead in the conversation as they become friendlier 
When the stranger asks her to accompany him thereshould be ) 
a moment of decision after whic~ she follows after him. Her 
life has become set on a defin~.te path. 
i.e. Show· the salesman as awkward in Alma's pres-
ence so that she must take the lead. At his 
invitation she must again show a wavering bet-
vreen the old Alma and the nm·r and then give up 
the old with a shrug. 
l 
